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BE Changes Hands in Buyout

New SBE
Chief Miller
On Radio
1

by W.C. Alexander

RW News Editor/Washington
Bureau Chief Leslie Stimson recently interviewed newly elected SBE
President Edward Miller, CPBE
and engineering manager at
Cleveland station WEWS-TV.
Miller, 55, began his career in
radio in 1960 at what is no
WCLV(FM).
RW: You began your career as a
radio board operator and maintenance engineer. What led you to
that?
MILLER: Iwent to John Carroll
University, where Imajored in
speech radio communications.
before they had radio and TV
courses. 1minored in physics, math,

QUINCY, Ill. Studio and transmission
systems
firm
Broadcast
Electronics Inc. changed hands in
August in amanagement buyout led by
former Heritage Media owner Jim
Hoak. Former majority shareholders
Cirrus Technologies sold its shares in
BEI to Hoak Communications
Partners, L.P.
Included in the sale are the two BE
subsidiaries, Broadcast Programming
of Seattle and Marti Electronics of
Cleburne, Texas. BP is a music and
radio format supplier that has aggressively acquired several competitors in
the past few years; Marti makes remote

RFR Deadline Approaches;
Impact Varies by Station
by Lynn Meadows

SBE Election
Results
Page 16
philosophy and English. Iwould
lecture classes on aregular basis —
a professor wouldn't be available,
so he would ask if Iwould come in
and share some of the more recent
experiences, because Iwas the only
one ( in class) working at a radio
station.
RW: You had practical experience.
MILLER: Iwould leave school
and go to work, and then leave
work and go to school. It took me
five years to get through college
because Idid more things than I
needed to.
Then from that spawned original
research in how to use a subcarrier
of an FM station. Muzak, the elevator- type music, is carried over a
subcarrier of an existing FM station. That is a money-making venture, using the commercial radio
station to convey the signal. Iput
together aproposal on how to offer
that commercial subcarrier to a
non-commercial educational entity,
the Board of Catholic education in
Cleveland.
We said ( WCOV) could reach
See MILLER, page 16

pickup, studio-to-transmitter and codec
equipment.
Hoak sold his radio group,
Heritage Media, to Rupert Murdoch's
News Corp. for $ 1.35 billion in midAugust. The acquisition gives BE a
pool of capital that managers say will

WASHINGTON The deadline to
certify
compliance
with
the
Radiofrequency Radiation rules has
been extended to Oct. 15. As of that
date, all applications to the FCC for
construction permits, license renewals
and requests for station modifications
are subject to the new RF exposure
guidelines.
Hardest hit will be radio stations
whose transmitters are accessible to
the general public. The allowable RF
levels in these " uncontrolled" environments are five times more strict
than
those
for
controlled
environments.
However, as long as no one complains, existing broadcasters who do
not have to file any paperwork with
the commission have until Sept. 1,
2000, to comply with the new
standards.
What it means
What has not changed is the RFR
limits established by the commission
last year. Many who commented in the
RF rulemaking, including the NAB,
wanted the FCC to use the levels
established in the ANSI/IEEE standard. The commission received other
comments arguing that the limits were
not strong enough. On that, the FCC
did not budge.
But there was some good news.
Many commenters argued that the
FCC rules on evaluation at sites with
multiple transmitters are burdensome.

According to the old rules, when the
RF exposure limits are exceeded due
to the RF fields of multiple fixed
transmitters, all licensees whose transmitters produce power densities in
excess of 1 percent of the exposure
See RFR, page 8

allow them to set a more aggressive
business course.
More backing
Jack Nevin, long-time president of
BE, said that the buyout by Hoak
Communications Partners is, in
essence, achange in financial backing,
similar to changing bankers.
"In the recent past, stockholders had
lost interest in trying
to grow the company
and stagnation was
the result,"
said
Nevin. Hoak, Nevin
said, has a track
record for pursuing
aggressive growth and he brings this
drive along with his extensive media
and broadcast experience to BE with the
goal
of
growth
and
internal
See SALE, pag..
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NEWS WATC H
Stockholders Vote to Approve
New Chancellor Media
DALLAS Stockholders on Sept. 3
approved the $ 5 billion deal merging
Evergreen Media Corp. ( Nasdaq:
EVGM) and Chancellor Broadcasting
Co. (Nasdaq: CBCA). The FCC followed
suit late Friday, Sept. 5. Shares of the
nation's largest radio-only company, to
be called Chancellor Media Corp., began
trading on Nasdaq on Sept. 8 under the
symbol "AMFM."
When other related deals close, the
new Chancellor would acquire properties
from Viacom, Gannett, Bonneville and
others, for atotal of 99 radio stations in

21 of the top markets.
The new management team was in
place on the 8th. Officers of the new
Chancellor Media Corp. include former
Viacom President William Figenshu; former Executive Vice President, Polygram
Group Distribution, John Madison; and
former Chancellor Senior Executive Vice
President/Regional Manager George
Toulas. All will be senior vice presidents/regional operations. Steve Rivers
was named chief programming officer.
COO James de Castro said the new executives will work directly with him and
Ken
O'Keefe,
executive
vice
president/operations.
"The creation of Chancellor Media
Corporation represents a tremendous

commitment to the radio industry and
our plan to build the world's leading
radio enterprise," said Thomas Hicks,
chairman and CEO, Hicks, Muse, Tate &
Furst, and chairman of the board of
Chancellor Media Corp. " With an
emphasis on quality programming, this
organization is poised for further growth
from both operations and acquisitions."
"We are ready to manage Chancellor
Media's new opportunities for growth,
having assembled aproven management
(team) culled from the Evergreen,
Chancellor, Viacom and Gannett organizations as well as from industries other
than radio," said Scott Ginsburg, CEO,
Chancellor Media. He said the new company formats and cash flow are

Take n LOOK at T...
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diversified. "On apro forma basis, the
1996 net radio broadcasting revenues of
the combined entity were approximately
$728 million with pro forma 1996 broadcast cash flow of about $310 million," he
said.
Minor Mod Paperwork Cut
WASHINGTON Broadcasters soon
will no longer need CPs for certain minor
modifications to AM, FM and TV stations. The change means stations will no
longer have to go through a two-step
process to make minor facilities changes.
The paperwork will be done once.
In the past, a minor change required
stations to file and wait for aCP before
construction, and then they had to file
and wait for a license application to be
See NEWSWATCH, page 3
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NEWSWATCH, continued from page 2
granted after project completion.
Under the new process, stations can
file a simpler " modification- oflicense application" after they make
a change. The FCC changed the
rules on Aug. 22 (Report & Order
MM 97-13), and they were to
become effective 60 days after publication in the "Federal Register."

NAB Urges Easing
Studio Rules
WASHINGTON NAB has filed
comments with the FCC urging
more flexibility in the commission
main studio and public file rules.
Reply comments (MM Docket 97138) were due Sept. 8.
NAB suggested that amain studio be located either within the city
grade contour of any station
licensed to the same or within a40mile radius of the community center. This would allow group-owned
stations to consolidate studios.
On the rules concerning the public file, NAB suggested they be
changed to allow the public file to
be at astation's main studio, wherever located. The association also
urged the commission to allow
licensees to remove certain applications from the public file once those
applications are no longer pending
before the FCC and to reduce to
four years (from eight) the amount
of time that ownership reports must
be retained in the public file.
NAB Broadens
First Amendment Armor
WASHINGTON Expecting continuing battles with regulators and
public opinion on issues like the Vchip, broadcast liquor ads and free
time proposals, the NAB Executive
Committee believes the association
needs to bulk up its efforts to protect broadcasters' First Amendment
rights.
The committee has directed the
NAB to develop a plan to accomplish that goal.
The NAB staff is to explore a
series of First Amendment initiatives, including outreach efforts to
legal scholars, think tanks and other
groups that support pro- First
Amendment policies.
At the Executive Committee
meeting in Washington on Sept. 3,
members stopped short of advocating the creation of atask force on
First Amendment issues that had
been proposed by radio board member Bill O'Shaughnessy, president,
Whitney Radio.
"The timing tactics and strategy
remain to be determined. But the
wagons are definitely being drawn
up," said O'Shaughnessy. He added
that is especially important now,
"when you have elected officials
and bureaucrats ready to trample the
First Amendment for the sake of
'family values. —
The NAB Education Foundation,
headed by Chuck Sherman, foundation
president
and
NAB
SVP/Television, will play acentral
role in the expanded First
Amendment protection efforts.
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Questions Linger
After WDCU Deal
by Lynn Meadows
WASHINGTON In a last-minute
switch, non-commercial WDCU(FM) here
was sold to C-SPAN, after asubsidiary of
religious broadcaster Salem Network
backed out of the deal.
The fate of WDCU has been watched
widely in the radio industry by different
observers with different agendas: public
and religious broadcasters interested in the
precendent it might set; jazz fans who lost a
format; and managers of public institutions
who wonder whether their own radio stations might bring in some cash. Now add
another angle: the entry into radio of a
nationally-known cable TV provider of
political coverage.
The Salem subsidiary, Creative
Resource Educational Educational
Association, had offered $ 13 million for the
6.8 kW station this spring after the licensee,
the University of the District of Columbia,
put it up for sale to help erase a$ 10 million
budget deficit.
The potential sale of anon-commercial
station to acommercial entity caused an
uproar within the public radio community
(RW, Aug. 6). Though CREA/Salem
could not be reached for comment, by
August it apparently had had enough. The
company approached C-SPAN, which had
originally bid $ 10.5 million for WDCU,
and asked if it would like to assume the
$13 million bid.
C-SPAN agreed and was set to take over
the frequency at the beginning of October.
Richard Fahle, media relations manager for
C-SPAN, said the station would be upgraded to 50 kW.
A spokeswoman said CPB is "still look-

ing at the situation" now that there is anew
buyer. The goal has always been for this to
remain anon-commercial service, she said.
Robert Coonrod, executive vice president
of CPB, had written that the CPB would
like to see the jazz format preserved
because WDCU had one of the 10 largest
African-American audiences in the country.
The CPB spokeswoman acknowledged

Now add

available.
C-SPAN already carries two audio programs on its second audio program (SAP)
channels. The SAP on C-SPAN carries 24
hours of the Voice of America and the SAP
on C-SPAN 111 carries amix of international
programming.
For its part, NPR has two concerns, said
Judy Reese, acting communications director for NPR: first, that the license for 90.1
MHz be in the hands of anot-for-profi; second, that it be used for non-commercial
educational programming.
Reese said NPR officials were reviewing
the C-SPAN application to determine if
they wanted to pursue the matter. As for
future radio station sales by other universities, Reese said NPR would study them on
acase by case basis.
"We don't have ablanket policy right
110W," she said.

another angle: the
entry into radio of
C-SPAN.
the loss of the format in Washington. The
upside, she said, is that C-SPAN will maintain non-commercial, educational programming — something nobody knew for certain about CREA.
C-SPAN is anot-for-profit public service of the cable industry. Faille called the
radio station "aperfect complement" to
what is done on television.
At first, he said, the station would probably simply simulcast the audio of C-SPAN
programs and events. After the first few
weeks, he said, the radio station would
begin to diversify and build up its own
product. The format will not be astraight
simulcast of televised programming, said
Fahle, although some broadcasts will adapt
easily to radio.
Instead, its goal is to create radio content
that can be launched nationwide once
Satellite Digital Radio Services (DARS) is
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IBOC ' Dream Team' Closes On Goal
WASHINGTON The USA Digital
Radio mission to "develop ahigh-quality
digital radio transmission technology that
could be broadcast over the same bandwidth already being used for existing
analog stations," is one step closer to
reality.
An engineer's "dream team," the 30 or
so members of the Westinghouse and
Gannett Co. partnership that recently
expanded
to
include
Lucent
Technologies/Bell Labs as ajoint development partner, are working out of three
"virtually tele-conferenced locations" to
bring the U.S. broadcasting market in band, on-channel DAB in the near future.
Bob Struble was recently named acting president for USA Digital Radio.
Struble was appointed president and general manager of
Westinghouse
Communications, the company long-distance supplier, in November 1996 ( a
position he still holds, and he also serves
as president and general manager of
Westinghouse Wireless Solutions, a role
he assumed in March 1996).
Struble joined Westinghouse in 1994
as director of strategic management,
Westinghouse Wireless Solutions, focusing on " business unit strategy, performance improvement and mergers and
acquisitions."
Struble received abachelor's in chemical engineering from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and amaster's in
business administration from Harvard
University.
Jeffrey Jury, vice president, digital
broadcasting applications, Westinghouse
Wireless Solutions, is leading the commercialization of emerging digital technologies in television and radio broadcasting. Jury is coordinating the effort to
develop high power TV transmitter modules for the coming conversion from analog to digital High Definition TV
(HDTV). Also, Jury is responsible for
overall development and implementation
of the IBOC DAB systems for USA
Digital Radio.
Prior to his current position, Jury was
director of strategic management for
Westinghouse Wireless Solutions.

Jury received abachelor's in information systems and industrial management
from Carnegie Mellon University and a
master's in business administration from
the University of Virginia.
The group is in phase two of a fourphase development of DAB systems and

qE FOU R

by LuciA Cob()
were to demonstrate IBOC AM and FM
sound quality compared to a CD and to
today's typical AM and FM radios at
their booth at the NAB Radio Show.
Word I'm hearing is that the "dream

Schwab on the " byline" roster at RW.
Don and Ann (ahusband-and- wife team)
recently received a Gold Medallion
Award from Promax International for
"KF1 Diddley Squat," apromo piece they
wrote for KFI in Los Angeles.
As many of you know, the Gold
Medallion Awards are presented to companies and individuals whose work is
judged by apanel of international promotion and marketing professionals to be of
exceptional quality and to have accomplished specific marketing objectives.
* * *
One of the amazing things about radio,
of course, has always been the enormous
pool of talent it attracts. A relatively
small industry, by some monetary standards, radio appeals to creative and entrepreneurial types alike. So it is interesting
to me to see what consolidation is going
to mean for some of these folks. Ithink
the ones that are radio people through

I've said it before and I'll say it again:
If any one company can deliver in- band,
on-channel digital audio broadcasting,
that company is Westinghouse.

team" is so convinced they have aviable
solution that they are working full steam
ahead to deliver to market. I've said it
before and I'll say it again: If any one
company can deliver in-band, on-channel
digital audio broadcasting, that company
is Westinghouse. They have the money,
the brain power and the investment in
analog to prove they are in this game for
the long haul.
Stay tuned. Iguarantee we'll be hearing good news from their camp soon.
* * *
Astute readers will have noticed the
names of Don Elliot and Ann Scneiders-

and through will continue to succeed in
this business, once they define anew role
for themselves, and others could be lured
away.
And of course, there are some companies that serve radio that already are seizing the moment, the opportunity and the
entrepreneur! Case in point, Pacific
Research and Engineering Corp. just
appointed Herb McCord to its board of
directors.
PR&E President/CEO Jack Williams
stated, in announcing the appointment,
"We are very excited to have Mr.
McCord join our board of directors.
Throughout his career he has grown each

of the businesses with which he has been
involved and has become one of the most
admired leaders in radio. Mr. McCord
brings PR&E a wealth of industry
insights and a unique vision about the
future of radio that will assist us as we
expand into broadcast markets worldwide."
Herb McCord is president of the
New York- based radio consulting
group, Granum Communications Corp.
and a very successful and " savvy"
leader in radio group ownership in the
United States. After founding Granum
in 1991, he quickly grew the start-up
company into one of the 25 largest and
most prominent radio groups in the
United States. In June of 1996, Infinity
Broadcasting purchased the stock of
Granum's subsidiaries for $410 million. Prior to Granum, McCord served
as group vice president for Greater
Media, and prior to that he was the first
general manager of WCBS-FM in New
York as well as CKLW-AM-FM
Detroit.
McCord's curriculum vitae includes a
current stint on the board of directors of
the Radio Advertising Bureau, and he is
chairman and founding member of the
Radio Operator's Caucus.
"I have enormous respect for Jack
Williams and the PR&E management
team. Ilook forward to working with
them," McCord stated. "They have been
providing broadcasters with the best new
studios and equipment for as long as I
have been in the industry."
Ithink it is a smart move for PR&E
and Herb McCord. The next stage of
radio — continued consolidation, ownership compression, combination of facilities, digital audio radio — is going to be
driven by the technology side of the business. But the needs to be satisfied are all
bottomline needs driven by debt, multiples, efficiencies of scale, etc., etc., etc.
This seems like agreat strategic move on
the part of PR&E. And Herb McCord is,
like most radio folks, a truly nice man
that really cares about the business.
On that note, Ithink I'll sign off for
now.
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Radio evolution
Dear RW,
I read Mike Dorrough's Guest
Commentary, "Tesla, Marconi ... and
Darwin," (
RW, Aug. 6) with interest. Two
things caught my eye: the headline mentioning Tesla, and the guest commentator's
name, Mike Dorrough.
Ifirst met Mike back in the early ' 70s,
when Iwas chief engineer at The Custom
Fidelity Co. Inc., which was located in
Hollywood. Ihave been using his company's products ever since.
Ican generally understand why you
chose that particular title for his article.
However, Iwish he had taken the time and
space to more clearly phrase the analogy
between what has been happening in the
radio industry, and what had happened to
the early pioneers with their J. Pierpoint
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Article 'pandered' to GMs
Dear RW,
Iam not familiar with Lauren Rooney;
however, when I read her article
("Association Nabs Radio Pirates," Aug.
20), it came across as "pandering" to the
GM's Association in referring to "pirates".
Were these "pirates" actually interfering
with, or were they irritating, the licensed
broadcasters? No specific examples were
given, which hints that Ishould ignore the
article as lip service for GMs and awaste
of my reading time.
This transparent usage of "pirate" and
"unlicensed low-power or micro broadcasters" parallels the popular press political manipulation of "immigrant" and "illegal alien," wherein the inference is they are
the same. Both instances are an obvious
effort to blur distinct lines and distort
issues. Such tactics are, and indeed should
be, embarrassing to "legitimate professional journalists." Iexpect better from authors
published in Radio World!
John J. Gray Jr
Colorado Springs, Colo.

Dear RW,
Isimply must comment on Ed Sackley's
comments regarding his station's "innocent" billboard for WRKR(FM)
("Billboard Wakes Up Kalamazoo," Aug.
20). Ihad to laugh when Iread his comments, "We never thought people would be
so prudish." His statement proves he was
not oblivious to the obvious.
Three (seemingly) naked people in bed,
two men with awoman in the middle, certainly does little other than conjure up
images of asexual nature. Either Ed is a
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(a three way), and it works for us! Screw
community values!" At least Jacor is that
honest! So drop the "We never meant it to
be suggestive!"
We seem to forget that our industry is
charged with aresponsibility to serve the
community. That includes promoting positive values.
Be glad people are praying for you. It
demonstrates some people are more compassionate than you are able to comprehend.
Richard David
Guardian Communications Inc.
Cincinnati
Neumann follows up
Dear RW,
Thank you for printing the
article about our M 149 Tube
microphone ( Aug. 20). Ty
Ford certainly spent time getting to know our flagship tube
mic.
Iwould like to provide more
specific information on three
points he makes. First, the
new " vintage- style" power
supply to be released this fall
will be offered at the approximately $350 price only as an
upgrade from the existing supply to this new vintage style.
Second, l'y' states "there is no 'off' for
the filter, so if you are after anything below
20 Hz, you may be disappointed." This is a
little misleading. Although there is little
useful musical information below 20 Hz,
the 20 Hz filter refers to a 3 dB down
point. Thus, the M 149 Tube can reproduce signals lower, but at gradually
reduced levels corresponding to lower
frequencies.

Photo by Kris Warren

European Editor

Linda Sultan
ext. 141

Soup

Morgans and John Jacob Astors.
Please tell Mike that Isay " Hello
Radio," and that Iam (still) "tuning for
maximum smoke!" T.M.F.S.
Bill Wysock, N6UXW
Remote Engineer; KRIA(AM)-KISX( FM)
Monrovia, Calif

Station ad was an affront

neuter, asexual or brain-dead, to not see
some "backlash" on the community horizon (often read as "free publicity").
His comments to the people of the community demonstrate all the sensitivity of
Jacor's Randy Michaels: "Ma'am, you
have avery sick mind ... you should talk to
your priest."
Hey Ed, why not simply say, "That's
what our target audience is dreaming about

5

Among the beneficiaries of consolidation are
the folks who make business cards. In fact, the
traditional business card no longer is large
enough to identify the radio engineer of 1997
and all the stations for which he or she is
responsible.
One day you're sailing along, using business
cards that list two FMs and an AM ... then —
bang! — your owner buys the competition. Bang! Your group changes its
name. Bang! You suddenly are part of an eight-station "cluster." Bang!
Your 20-station group is bought out by an investment firm with 170
stations already on its tally.
Now, not only is your business card too small to list all of the stations
you serve, but it has also gone out-of-date, twice, in the time it took to
get abox printed up.
Bang. Bang. Bang.
Now imagine how it feels to be ayoung person, just coming into the
business.
These are frustrating times for radio engineers, but they are also
exciting times. The initial fear that super-consolidation would result in
massive job losses for engineers has evolved into arealization of just
how important the engineer is for today's radio station or group.
RW readers who are engineers tell us they are busier than ever — designing multi- station studio suites, upgrading RF plants, creating wide-area
networks, and consulting. It is anew era for engineers, one marked with
possibilities. But who will be the engineers of tomorrow? With all of
their responsibilities, it's hard for engineers to find the time to help train
their successors, especially outside of the office, after hours.
It's time for us to renew our commitment to mentoring, to developing a
new pool of technically qualified, radio-oriented engineers. We owe it to
our industry to do so.
Ed Miller, the incoming president of the Society of Broadcast
Engineers, knows both sides of the radio/TV fence. One of his goals
should be to increase the visibility of mentoring by people in our
business, to help engineers understand the importance of training new
leaders. Local chapters and individuals should do the same, to help
young potential engineers prepare for the sophisticated digital
technologies of tomorrow.
Maybe they can also design abigger business card. — RW

If you have comments for Radio World, call us at ( 800)336-3045 or send a letter to Readers Forum
(Radio World, PO. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 or e-mail 74103.24350compuserve.com or
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Third, l'y' mentions that breathing closely on the mic "caused it to rumble and pop
abit for about 10 seconds." While condenser mics are susceptible to humidity, the
"breath test" should not cause this to happen on amicrophone functioning within
factory specs. The most likely cause, in this
case, is the microphone he auditioned has
been sent on loans constantly over the last
year-and-a-half, and has received heavy use
and travel. When alight film of saliva and
dust builds up on the membrane, high
humidity will cause apath of lower resistance between the electrode and the outside
of the capsule, thus the noise. I'm confident
that upon the mic being through our service
department for aroutine capsule cleaning,
the problem l'y' mentions would go away.
Cleaning of this type should be left to
the experienced and qualified technicians
familiar with the process. If any of your
readers' mics have this problem, they
should send them directly to us at
Neumann/USA.
Karl Winkler
Product Manager
Neumann/USA
Old Lyme, Conn.

Write to Us
RADIO W ORLD
READERS FORUM
P.O. Box 1214
Falls Church, VA 22041

74103.2435@compuserve.com
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GUEST COMMENTARY

Bring Back Class D FM Service
The President of a New AM Association
Proposes Recreating the Former FM Class
by Bryan Smeathers,
President, ACAMBA
CENTRAL CITY, Ky. In the 20
months since the enactment of the
Telecom Act of ' 96, we have witnessed
the benefactors of vast deregulation.
They have not been the small- market
radio operators. The rampant consolidation has increased with afury, to the
point that nearly 20 percent or more of
total radio revenue is controlled by
approximately five companies. Is this
to the advantage of the communities
served?

Creation of
ensure the
independent
broadcaster's place
in history.
Because it is now apparent that the
Telecom Act of ' 96 chiefly benefits the
major-money broadcasters, the smaller,
independent broadcasters likewise
need some regulation (or deregulation)
that will benefit them and ensure their
ability to compete profitably while
continuing to provide high-quality service to their community.
To seek diversity
As RW has reported, on Aug. 13 the
American Community AM Broadcasters Association filed with the FCC
its first petition for rulemaking,
proposing changes to the FM translator
rules to allow the rebroadcast of AM
stations on FM translators, as has been
practiced in Alaska since 1988 and in
Nashville since 1990.
ACAMBA has begun work on asecond rule- making petition, which proposes the creation (or recreation) of the
former Class D FM service, which we
have titled " Low Power FM Service

or

Bryan Smeathers is president and
general manager of WMTA(AM), and
is president and afounding member of
the
American
Community AM
Broadcasters Association.
RW welcomes other points of view.

Chuck Kunze Remembered
by Leslie Stimson

such a class will

Phone: 800-347-3383

Proposal." ACAMBA believes that the
time has come for the creation of such
a class of radio service, to ensure
diversity of voices in our communities
in the wake of recent and continuing
consolidations.
We further believe that creation of
such a class will ensure the independent broadcaster's place in the radio
industry. As has often been discussed,
ACAMBA suggests that the recreation
of Class D FM service would substan-

tially reduce the number of pirate
broadcasters.
As for any arbitrary claims that the
creation of such a service would clog
the FCC system and burden the FCC
staff, we would suggest that is not sufficient reason to deny this service, as
the FCC could increase staff to handle
properly any additional work created
by the addition of this service. After
all, they are making plenty of money
from the various spectrum auctions,
filing fees and regulatory fees, aren't
they?
Anyone interested in assisting
ACAMBA in the development of this

petition for rule- making are encouraged to contact us by e-mail at am
radio@usa.net or via our website,
www.broadcast.net/acamba or by writing ACAMBA, P.O. Box 785, Central
City, KY, 42330.
We think now is the time for this
needed and long overdue change after
seeing what types of change the deregulation offered by the Telecom Act of
'96 has brought us. Our fear is what
the final results will bring, not only to
us, the broadcasters, but to the
citizens.

MINNEAPOLIS "He was a gentle man." That is how
former WCCO(AM) colleague Jerry Miller remembered
Elmer C. "Chuck" Kunze recently. Kunze retired as chief
engineer in the early 1980s after 35 years with the station.
He died on March 16 of this year at age 77.
After serving in the Navy during World War
II, Kunze joined the WCCO engineering staff
in 1944. He worked his way up to chief engineer, and headed up a16-person department.
Kunze' technical accomplishments included
helping to build a system to broadcast telephone calls over the air, with improved sound
quality in the mid-' 50s. He also supervised the
modernization of the WCCO broadcast studios
in 1974.
Satellite listener
Away from the station, Kunze enjoyed
being aham radio operator ( WOWVM). Using
a rooftop helical antenna, he monitored signals from the early space satellites and published articles about his results. Here's an
excerpt from an article Kunze wrote for the
November 1958 issue of Radio & TV News,
titled "Listening to the Satellites."
"Monitoring of signals from the extremely
low power transmitters aboard the U.S.
Satellites in orbit has generally been regarded as aproject
better left to the minitrack stations, the major radio observatories, and other elaborate and expensive receiving stations. It is however, entirely possible for any ham or SWL
to build and equip his own shack with simple gear for
satellite reception and to get good results with little
expense.

408-727-7272

Fax: 408-727-5942

"It is definitely not necessary for the receiving station
to be located under, or even near, the orbits. The signals
can be picked up from surprisingly good distances at
usable intensities."
The necessary equipment, Kunze wrote, included: "A
'good' antenna for this purpose is one that has at least 10
db forward gain,
is
adjustable in both azimuth
and elevation, and has a
low- loss, matched transmission line. A well-built,
carefully adjusted 108 mc.
crystal-controlled converter is an advantage, but satisfactory results can be
obtained with simpler
types, if care is taken to
stabilize the oscillator and
to reduce the R.F. stage
and mixer noise to aminimum."
Kunze added that hams
also needed " a receiver
with ' good selectivity,"
and " a world globe, a
caliper, and plenty of pencils, paper and patience."
Kunze shared such
patience with the people he
worked with. Miller worked with Kunze for 18 years and
succeeded him as WCCO chief engineer. " He took the
time to explain things. He had alot of class," said Miller.
Kunze was amember of the Society of Broadcast Engineers, the American Radio Relay League and the St. Paul
Radio Club. He is survived by his wife Ruth, two daughters and three grandchildren.

Website: http://www.TFTInc.com
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Broadcast Electronics Sold
SALE, continued from page 1

development. " Capital," Nevin said,
"came looking for BE."
Nevin said the management team
still holds substantial ownership shares
and that the focus of the company will
remain where it has always been: on
radio. Over the past few years, Nevin
has led BE through the acquisitions of
Broadcast Programming and Marti,
both radio- only suppliers. Nevin
vowed to renew and continue BE
acquisitions of radio equipment and
service suppliers.
Customers, Nevin said, will not see
any detrimental changes at BE. He said
the company will be much stronger

and we look forward to BE's renewed
competition."
Broadcast Electronics was founded
by a group of broadcasters in 1959,
and first made aname for itself with its
line of Spotmaster tape cartridge
machines. In the 1960s and 1970s,
very few radio station control rooms
were without a rack of Spotmaster
machines, which were used for playback of commercials, announcements
and music.
Since the early days, BE has
branched out and developed afull line
of radio station equipment. Included in
the lineup are audio consoles, program
automation equipment, AM and FM

Broadcast Programming and the 1994
acquisition of Marti.

transmitters, STL/RPU gear and digital
audio storage equipment. Some of the
significant developments in its history
are the FX-30 FM
exciter ( 1979), the
FM- 30B 30 kW single- tube transmitter
(1980), a line of solid-state AM transmitters ( 1990), and the Alpha Line of
solid state FM transmitters ( 1992). The
BE AudioVAULT networked digital
audio storage and playback system has
become an industry mainstay since its
introduction in 1991.
In 1990, BE was acquired by Cirrus
Technologies, which provided the
backing for the 1993 acquisition of

I=E

Jack Nevin, President of BE

Is your Yîi1i1X(tell
weighing you down?

James M. Hoak
financially as a result of the strong
capital backing that Hoak has brought
in. Both BP and Marti Electronics will
remain in their current locations. Marti
recently opened a new plant in
Cleburne.
Harris Sales Manager Scott Beeler
said that the acquisition of BE by Hoak
will make that company amore formidable competitor, but will otherwise
have little effect on Harris sales.
Another industry observer is rooting
for BE. "Ihope this change will help
BE come back to what it was several
years ago," said Mark Bradford, manager of equipment dealer CrouseKimzey Co., referring to what he
termed BE's former position at the cutting edge of broadcast technology.
Coming full circle?
Bernie
Giesler
of
Giesler
Broadcasting Supply sounded a positive note about the acquisition. Giesler
did not anticipate any immediate effect
on GBS customers. His company sells
the BE line of RF products.
Steve White of the RF Specialties
group said, " Ibelieve the ( broadcast
equipment) industry is beginning to
return to what it was 15 or 20 years
ago, where the manufacturers supply
the stations with everything. This is
just another step in that direction."
Jeff Detweiler of QEI, who competes directly with BE in the area of
transmitters, said, "We wish Mr. Hoak
great
success
with
Broadcast
Electronics. Competition certainly fosters the best product for the customer

1.4

You need aBuddy!
If you're tired of lugging half a
studio out to your remote broadcasts, lighten your load by taking
a Buddy instead. The Buddy
handles your program mix,
headphone feeds, communications, codec retu -n and
PA feed. It works w€.11 with
any ISDN :_
odec, POTS codec,
RPU, cellphone or telephone
line— and even has a puilt-in
frequency extender.

Call us for details

OliAillUe » MN,

http://www.comrex.com
COMREX Corporation, 65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720 USA Tel: 508-263-1800 Fax: 508-535-0401
email: infoecomrex.com Fax- on- Demand: 508-264-9973 Toll- free: 800-237-1776 in North America
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New RFR Guidelines in Place
RFR, continued from page 1

limits applicable to their transmitter
are responsible for bringing the area
into compliance.
Petitioners said that the 1percent
level is difficult to measure or calculate. In response the FCC upped the
level to 5percent.
"We believe that a5percent threshold represents amore reasonable and
supportable compromise, by offering
relief to relatively low-powered site
occupants who do not contribute significantly to areas of non-compliance
and, at the same time, by providing for
the appropriate allocation of responsi-

bility among major site emitters," the
commission wrote.
Similarly, the FCC raised the filing
threshold from 1percent to 5 percent
for determining whether an applicant
must
file
an
Environmental
Assessment if the applicant contributes to field levels at an area of
non-compliance.
"We ... see merit in the arguments
that a threshold of 1percent is too
encompassing, particularly in light of
the potential that an applicant or
licensee could be required to undergo
an unnecessary and expensive evaluation and that such arequirement could

actually discourage co- location.
However, we believe that changing the
threshold to 10 percent goes too far in
the other direction, and could lead to
the creation of areas of non-compliance. It could also result in some
transmitter operators escaping their
responsibilities for compliance at multiple transmitter sites," the commission wrote.
The long road to here ...
The Telecommunications Act of
1996 mandated that the FCC update
its RFR rules by August 1996. The
FCC had begun arulemaking in 1993

Finding the guidelines
A Second Memorandum Opinion
and Order released on Aug. 25
answered the petitions while extending
the deadline to Oct. 15. The updated
OET Bulletin No. 65, intended to

tuerigt.fes,lie
F
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to find out whether it should adopt
the limits established in the newly
revised ANSI standard (ANSI C95.11992).
After receiving nearly 3,000 pages
of comments, the FCC adopted a
Report and Order on Aug. 1, 1996, full
of new RFR guidelines. It turned out
to be an assortment of pieces from
both the American National Standards
Institute/Institute of Electrical and
Electronics
Engineers,
Inc.
(ANSI/IEEE) standard and the
National Council on Radiation
Protection and Measurements (NCRP)
standard.
The R&O established Jan. 1, 1997,
as the effective date for the rules. In
December 1996, that date was pushed
to Sept. 1, 1997, as the FCC worked to
address issues raised in 17 petitions
for reconsideration/clarification.
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Well, just about everything
AudioVAULT from Broadcast Electronics
can't make coffee (yet), but it will build your
ratings and grow your bottom line and that's
agood start. AudioVAULT
was designed to be designed by
you to fit your operations,
your format, your overhead
goals and your technical
challenges. That is why it is
the best selling digital system in the world. It works
for you.
Anything you can imagine
AudioVAULT can handle From
playlist management, show prep to satellite
integration, spot even walk-a-way automation, AudioVAULT is your studio manager. If

I

you want it to happen in the studiq production suite or newsroom, it can happen with
AudioVAULT
For station group4 AudioVAULT is
the key to harnessing the power of
your WAN Everything it can do
for one station, it can do for
dozens. And because of its
® architecturç AudioVAULT will
grow as your station grows.
And it's backed by Broadcast
Electronic, The World's Radio
Company, with 24-hour service
and support every day of the year.
Call for afree sales kit demo CD-ROM and
video today at 217-224-9600. Or contact us on
the internet at www.bdcast.com.

'BROADCAST
ELECTRONICS, INC.

THE WORLD'S RADIO COMPANY
4100 N. 24th Street/P.O. Box 3606/Quincy, IL 62305-3606/(217)224-9600/Fax: ( 217)224-9607
Internet: http://www.bdcast.com • E- Mail: bdcast@bdcast.com
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have until Sept. 1,

Broadcast Electronics Inc.

assist engineers in complying with the

new guidelines, was released at the
same time. The bulletin can be downloaded from the FCC website at
http://www.fcc.gov
Given the "Not In My Back Yard"
attitude towards towers and transmitters in many localities, the NAB had
asked that the FCC right to "preempt"
state and local governments when it
comes
to
tower
placement,
construction or modification be
extended to cover broadcasters. The
Telecommunications Act gave the
FCC that right for "personal wireless
services."
The FCC declined, but noted the
issue would be addressed again thanks
to a Petition for Further Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking filed in May by
the NAB and the Association of
Maximum Service Television.
In that petition, the NAB/MSTV
state that unreasonable state and local
regulations have frustrated the siting
of broadcast facilities and could
impede the scheduled commission
conversion to the new digital television service.
The FCC will likely have its hands
full reviewing requests for preemption
from personal wireless services. In its
NPRM issued within the MO&O, the
FCC seeks comment on proposed procedures for filing and reviewing
requests for relief from state or local
regulation on the placement, construction and modification of personal
wireless service facilities.
Comments on the NPRM ( WT
Docket No. 97-197) are due by Oct. 9.
Reply comments are due by Oct. 24.

FBD GOALS

•The ideal solution for remote broadcasts, ad hoc
networks, voiceovers, distribution of commercials, backup to satellite and microwave links,
and many other applications.
•Designed by Telos System for audio applications
over ISDN.
In live- remote broadcasting, as in

Not sure what

football, the abiity to maneuver

to do next?

around obstacles in the field allows
you to reach your performance goals.

Press the help

W th its easy setup and reliable opera-
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button for simple

ANALOG-TO- DIGITAL
CONVERTOR

istructions.

tion, Zephyr proves to be your most
valuable player, offering exceptional

Zephyr is full-duplex for two-way transmission.

performance and speed on any

And you don't have to worry about what codec

playing field.

is on the other side—with Layer III, Layer II,
and G.722, Zephyr can hardie whatever : s

Zephyr is the best sounding, lowest cost way to

tnrown at it. Better get aZephyr before the

send high-quality audio. over ISDN. Once it's

season's over . . . it's tough to score when the

programmed, anyone can Auto Dial ISDN calls.

penalty flags keep flying.

•Optional AES/EBU digital audio input/output
module with sample rate conversion.
•Clean, uncluttered front panel for simple operation. Full metering, call duration timer, headphone jack, and mic/line inputs.
•Built-in input protection limiter. When your talent
screams, your audio doesn't distort.
•Zephyr has an iitegrated ISDN terminal adapter
designed for the non-technical operator. You can
even place astandard voice-grade call to a
Plain Old Telephone Service (POTS) telephone.
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SYSTEMS

2101 Superior Avene, Cleveland, Ohio 44 .14 • Telephone: 216.241.7225 Fm: 216.241.4103 • http://www.zephyncom • e
mail: info@zephyr.com
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CD LINK" STL
Full CD-quality sound that blows minds
and blows away competition.
If you thought an uncompressed
Studio-to-Transmitter Link was
impossible in a 300 kHz bandwidth,
think again. Harris makes it economical and easy for you to have an
uncompressed bit-for- bit AES3 path
that delivers rich, full, digital sound
like your audience has never heard
before from an FM broadcast station.
Sound that can
boost ratings, attract
more advertisers,

We've made history by
Introducing CD LINK,
the world's first
UNCOMPRESSED
950 MHz digital STL.
Now the radio broadcast chain can
be 100% digital, with CD- quality
sound uncompromised by dueling
algorithms and lossy
compression schemes.
Whether your present

make your station

STL is analog or digi-

more profitable,

tal, a Harris CD LINK

draw hotter talent,

STL can provide

and start an upward
success spiral that leaves your

AES3, left/right ana-

competitors singing the compressed

log, composite stereo, one 12 kHz or
two 6 kHz AUX audio channels, plus

digital blues.

data and remote control channels.

CD LINK is another
in a long line of 'e
firsts from
to
Harris,
in your
makedesigned
markets.
you first Contact Harris now
for the information you need to
make sound decisions.
HARRIS CORPORATION
BROADCAST DIVISION
U.S. and Canada
TEL: + 1217 222-8200
FAX: + 1217 224-1439
Elsewhere
TEL: + 1217 222-8290
FAX: + 1217 224-2764

HARRIS
A new world of broadcast solutions
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encouraged to hire companies that follow
the procedures.
The four pages of NATE procedures
require that:

Tower Industry Debates Safet
by Bob Rusk
WATERTOWN, S.D. The federal
government and those who work on towers for aliving are paying alot of attention to safety standards for tower workers
these days, as more companies come into
the business thanks to telecommunications deregulation, PCS and other trends.
The tower industry has created aset of
voluntary guidelines, to help tower crews
operate safely. But it is unclear how radio
station owners and tower crews would be
affected. Meanwhile, the attention and
threat of federal fines have angered some
tower crews who find such rules overly
burdensome.
Members of the National Association
of Tower Erectors (NATE) approved their

own set of safety standards in August,
marking the first time such voluntary
procedures have been put into place.
Proponents say the guidelines give tower
owners, and those hiring tower crews, a
standard by which to measure safe tower
conduct.
NATE
also
is
lobbying
the
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration to implement what it considers safer federal regulations for three
kinds of tower activities: "riding the
line," free climbing and 100 percent fall
protection. (See end of story for definitions
of
these
terms.)
NATE
Administrator David Brotzman said his
organization has been negotiating with
OSHA for more than three years on these
issues.
NATE has forwarded a copy of its
guidelines to OSHA, where they are
"under advisement," said Roy Gurnham,
director of the OSHA Office of
Construction Standards and Compliance
Assistance.
To save lives, money
While it could take three or four years
to implement new rules, Gurnham said
the agency is " looking to produce a
directive" on tower access by January,
which would change the way existing
rules are applied.
"We want to see what procedures (the
industry) is using to eliminate problems.

When we become comfortable with that,
then we can issue a statement to everybody, including our own people, outlining changes in enforcement," said
Gurnham.
RW columnist Troy Conner, owner of
Tower Maintenance Specialists, said
OSHA regulations sometimes are excessive for veteran tower climbers.
"If you need really need these rules,
you probably have no business being up
on a tower," he said. "They have rules
when they don't understand (the profession). We are inherently very careful in
doing this work; it's your fanny up there
and you recognize that as soon as you
step off the ground."

With
the
passage
of
the
Telecommunications Act last year, however, NATE believes certain standards
are needed to guide start-up companies
that are expected to enter the tower
industry.
Ideas by NATE
"What we're doing is saying, ' If
you're going to access towers by riding
the line and free climbing, then let's do it
in the safest manner possible and agree
on how it needs to be done, — said
Brotzman. He said the procedures should
not affect radio station owners; they are
intended for tower construction companies. But radio stations, he said, are

• the employer determine that all
employees who climb the tower are
qualified to do so;
•the employer determine that all hoist
operators are properly qualified;
•that the hoist be rated for the work
intended;
•that the hoist be serviced and maintained
per the manufacturer's suggestion;
•the use of an anti-two-block device on
all hoists;
See TOWER, page 12

There is abetter way!
It's not easy trying to understand the conflicting claims made
by different manufacturers when you're buying aDigital Audio
On-Air & Production System, whether asingle, multipurpose
Workstation or an integrated, multiple studio setup. At one end
of the spectrum, you're faced with awide variety of simple "Cart
Machine Replacements," and on the other, products whose
complexity confounds even the most seasoned broadcast engineer.

•Full production capabilities, including Graphic Cut & Paste
Assembly Editing. Includes analog and digital inputs/outputs.
Interfaces with most multichannel editing packages.
Sfor proven speed, reliability, and compatibility
with other equipment; not an operating system originally intended for multimedia applications. This is a
professional tool meant to produce efficiency and
profits, not entertain the staff!

The ENCO DADpRo Digital Audio

•Operates on common off the shelf computers and
network architecture. You won't be locked into

Delivery System solves the problem! DAD
is simply the most powerful On- Air &
Production system available, yet its uncomplicated approach and inherent ease of operation makes immediate sense to any user.

proprietary hardware that may not be available whenever you need service.

•Intuitive On-Screen displays that are imme-

•No monthly licensing fees, DAD is an
outright purchase. Software upgrades are
free for the first year.

diately familiar to operators. Optional
Touchscreen makes operation quick and easy.

•DAD is proving itself everyday in radio
and TV facilities worldwide.

•Complete On-Air flexibility with various "Virtual

Call Your DAD Dealer or ENCO
For Complete Information

Machines" for Live Assist, Automation, or
Satellite Programmed operations. Interface to
other equipment plus scheduling and billing packages. Seamless segue and voiceover transitions

C

ENCO

sound "Live" in all modes. Script capabilities can
be included.

SYSTEMS, INC

24555 Hallwocx1 Court, Farmington Hills, MI 48335 USA
TEL: 800-362-6797 or 810-476-571 IFAX: 810-476-5712
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Safety Standards Questioned
TOWER, continued from page 11
•a10:1 safety factor on all tower rigging,
load line and chokers;
•when hoisting personnel (rather than
material), the hoist capacity load rating be derated by afactor of two;
•all employees be provided with and
required to use proper safety
equipment.
Conner said existing and proposed
regulations and procedures have created
aconfusing situation for tower crews and
the companies that hire them. For exam-

ple, he said, the NATE guideline about
qualifications of climbers does not specify what constitutes proper training.
Meanwhile, he said, people in the industry continues to hear about large fines
assessed by OSHA against crews that
operated in an unsafe manner.
Regarding fall protection, NATE contends that OSHA's current restrictive regulations have actually "resulted in (placing tower climbers) at greater risk for
accident and injury ... in an industry
where construction hazards are obvious."
OSHA officials defended their practices, saying they do make exceptions
when acrew cannot comply with its rules

or would create amore dangerous situation by doing so.

"If that's ever the case," said
Gurnham, "that is arecognized defense

Scott Studios' Breakthrough:
Uncompressed Digital Audio
at aCompressed Price!
Your station can make the quantum leap to uncompressed digital music from
hard drives! You'll hear the difference in quality from this superior system!
Best of all, Scott Studios' killer new linear audio costs no more than compressed systems! Scott Studios is the only company playing four great
sounding uncompressed digital stereo streams at 24kHz, 32kHz, 44.1kHz,
48kHz or any mix with overlap and while recording! No other system uses
the sizzling hot new Motorola 56301 DSP chip and 32-bit PCI bus audio
cards! Only Scott Studios' system prevents dueling algorithms and eliminates compression artifacts with linear audio at no extra charge!

Scott Studios exclusive new 32-bit PCI
audio card plays up to four CD quality
uncompressed stereo channels while
recording!

You also get afail-safe watchdog for unequaled reliability, a6x6 preview
switcher that lets you hear ends of spots or songs while the middle is on-theair, superior headroom, General Purpose Interface, digital ins and outs,
optional timing stretch & squeeze, optional MPEG or APT, and more.
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Scott's new digital Spot Box tripledeck " cart" replacement delivers
awesome linear CD quality sound.
Spot Box is the easiest digital system
to use! There's only one screen, so
your jocks always know what's
happening. At the left, three players
give you legible labels, countdowns
and End-of-Spot signals, with big
well-lit buttons that show what's
playing.
Even though it uses
Windows . 95 or N"f, Spot Box works
like carts, not acomputer. At right,
there's a "rotary cart rack" that lets
you pick and play any recording by
number or name. Or, number keys at
the bottom load your cut quickly.
As options, Spot Box can automatically load logs from traffic by diskette
or LAN. You can record spots and edit
phone calls at the right of the screen.
Starting at $5,000, Scott's Spot Box is so
affordable many stations can even put
two in an air studio for redundancy.
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AXS. (pronounced ax'-cess) is radio's
premier digital audio system for
satellite or news/talk formats, CD
automation and cart replacement for
live jocks. AXS. gives you instant play
Hot Keys, log editing, music on hard
drive, Power Fill, satellite jock substitution, link to NPR's SOSS, an easy-touse Real Time Scheduler, the industry's simplest and best net catcher, and
an optional production or phone
recorder and editor in the air studio.
Scott Studios offers AXS . satellite
systems as low as $7,500 complete.
With Spot Box, AXS. or aScott System,
you can get 24 hour, 7 day support
from Scott's 45 person staff—the
biggest (and best) in digital audio!
With several of these systems, any can
record aspot once for all! Also, for spot
or music on hard drive with typical
playlists, you choose whether to get
uncompressed, MPEG or APT digital
audio cards at no difference in price.
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The Scott System is radio's top-of-theline for digital music on hard drive.
You get instant play Hot Keys, touch
screen music libraries for instant
requests, log editing, built-in phone
recorder, pre-recording Voice Trax in
context, and production that imports
from any WAV digital multi-track.
Scott also offers an invincible seamless
redundancy option. It's self-healing,
so regardless what happens, your spots
and hits just keep on comin'!
Good. Better. Best. Scott Studios'
three digital systems can be tailored to
your needs and budget. Call or E-Mail
info( scottstudios.com for details.
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to the implementation of our rules. If it's
just not feasible, or you can show that it
would actually create agreater hazard,
then you do not have to follow the rules."
Information about NATE's standards
and membership in the organization is
available from its office in South Dakota.
Call (605) 882-5865.
OSHA, meanwhile, has received a
consensus proposal for arevised steel
erection safety standard "that could save
26 lives and $ 125 million ayear." While
the proposal, presented by the labor and
industry Steel Erection Negotiated
Rulemaking Advisory Committee, would
"protect all workers engaged in steel
erection activity," it would not cover
broadcast, communication or electric
transmission towers.
Tower terms:
"Riding the Line" — Riding up the tower in abasket, such as those used by
crane operators, or on top of acounterweight, rather than climbing or using an
elevator.
"Free Climbing" — Climbing the tower
while not continuously connected to fall
protection. Workers often wear safety
gear, but free-climb from point to point
over short distances.
"100 Percent Fall Protection or Tie-Off"
— Protection given by abody harness
system connected to the tower, to prevent
falls, so that the worker is connected at all
times. Critics say such restrictions fail to
recognize that tower work is impractical if
the worker cannot move around quickly.
NEWS WATCH
Radio a Hit With
Working Moms
NEW YORK Of the 56 million
working women in America, nearly
half, 48 percent, are mothers. And
just about half of those mothers are
heavy radio users, according to a
report by Interep Research.
"We know that working women
are often responsible for the majority of household purchasing decisions. Working mothers are of special importance to advertisers, since
they are often buying for larger
households and amore diverse range
of products. Motherhood opens up a
different set of consumer needs,"
said Marla Pimer, Interep vice president/director of research.
Radio fits into the lifestyle of
working mothers, said Pirner, "one
who's busy and buying."
Report highlights include:
'Radio formats most listened to by
working mothers: Hot AC, CHR,
Urban, AC, ' 70s Oldies, Adult
Alternative and New AC.
'Working mothers are 31 percent
more likely than the average adult to
be the household's principle shopper. They are 38 percent more likely
than the average adult to spend over
$150 on groceries each week.
'Working mothers are likely to be
the decision-maker on major household purchases.
•The majority of working moms are
age 25-44: 34 percent are 25-34, and
37 percent are 35-44. Single working mothers, however, tend to be
slightly younger: 34 percent are 1824 and 29 percent are 25-34.
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Free gifts to our customers in celebration of our 20th year through 12/30/97.
Each gift is given with a minimum purchase which varies for each gift item. You
must ask your salesperson for your free gift when brou order. Your salesperson will make you aware of your gift selection based on the dollar amount
of your order. Limit of one gift per customer per month.
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Time is money. Dalet's unique
design saves your station time.
It frees up your people to do
more important tasks. It cuts
payroll and benefit expenses
because you'll need fewer people,
and save the time of the people
you do have. And it keeps on
running, day after day, with
virtually no maintenance.

Solutions in a " box" are an
outdated concept. Why pay for

6. Group Wide
Productivity Gains

features you don't need or won't
use? Why accept asystem that
won't do everything your station
needs? Each Dalet installation is

All your radio stations can pool their

fit like aglove to your specific
station needs.

Book orders from one station to
another. Send journalists on the
road, and let them file their reports
over the Internet. We aren't just

Dalzt is Flexible
oYour Future
Dalet's design allows you to make

2. Dalet is Reliable
Because Dalet stays on the
forefront of computer techno!ogy,
you can be sure your station will
stay on the air. Dalet was one of

changes as they are needed.
You won't have to worry that a
solution you bought today will be
put on the shelf ayear from now

the very first providers of digital

because it can't be adjusted to
your new needs.

audio systems. By now, everyone
agrees Windows, networks and
Digigram cards are the way to go.

5. No Planned
Obsolescence

While other companies are

Unlike many companies, we

scrambling to redesign their

intend to sell you aunit today, wait

system according to PC industry
standards, we've had 7years to

for technology to change in a
couple of years and try to sell you

perfect ours. It WORKS!

awhole new system. Our unique

3. Dalet Provides Custom
Splutions

resources, whether they're in one
building or in different cities: Share
production work among stations

talking about cart replacement here.
Reap the benefits of group
• 1'fl. 1 JI . -

7. Unprecedented Support
While you're sleeping, Dalet's
people are working around the
clock to assure that your station
stays on the air. 24-hour support
is available to give your station
the service it needs.
DALET HAS OVER 70 SUPPORT
PEOPLE AND ENGINEERS.
Our New York-based support
people are always on call when
you have aquestion or need
solution.

Broadcasting So utions o
Cart Replacement • Live Assist • Satellite
Automation • Multitrack Editing • Music
Automation • Text and Audio for News •
Traffic • WEB Publishing • Archiving

04

architecture is perhaps the only
system which can easily change as

Why should you have to

technology changes. You won't be
forced to live in the past just

accommodate someone else's

because you bought asystem that

design for your radio station?

can't be easily upgraded.

The World Standar
Windows 95 or NT • Full Redundancy
Standard PC Networks • ISDN and Internet
Transfers • Unlimited Storage/Users • Clien
Server Architecture • 24 flour Technical
support • Configurable Control Panels
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SBE's Miller on Jobs, Mergers
MILLER, continued from page 1

every one of the schools, teachers
could use it to conduct classes,
exchange messages, have guest lectures. It was picked up at the school,
piped through the PA system so that you
could involve the entire building, or
however you wanted to. Ibecame the
GM of this entity and before Ileft some
five years later, about 180,000 students
were hooked up.
into

RW: How does the typical broadcast
engineer start today? How is it different
from your day?
MILLER: You have to be able to digest
the technical matter and make it your
own. My advice is to do whatever you
need to do to get in to get the hands on
(experience). Young folks just coming
out of school still need to rub shoulders
with the veterans.
RW: What about people who build studios vs. people who maintain equipment, those different kind of engineers?
Is one of those now more in demand
than the other?
MILLER: You want to build a facility
so that you can have something that you
can put (your) hands on and then hire
your people that keep it up and running.
Someone who has enough savvy to
put together aradio or TV station ... has
enough savvy to keep it running, but
not necessarily. You can have day hires,
who are very good at electrical installation, but they are not dyed-in-the-wool
radio and/or TV maintenance people.
RW: Has consolidation changed the
typical station engineer's duties?
MILLER: What happens is that you
suddenly have a lot more real estate to
be responsible for. You've got a lot
more master controls, studios, everything. So you've grown your database
of material and equipment you have to
keep up and running. That doesn't mean

you have as many people to do it. In
most cases consolidation means that
you do more.
RW: How will the transition to digital
affect engineers?
MILLER: The rollout of digital is
probably the most ambitious and allencompassing new
technology to hit
broadcasting since it
started. It is such
a new uncharted
course to most engineers and technicians that all you
have learned before,
you may not be able
to build on too much
of that.
Compatibility was
the key word that
has followed all of
these previous technologies through
their evolution. The
Edward
impact on the marketplace for the viewer or listener was not
nearly as traumatic as it will be with
this next digital step, because this is not
compatible with anything.
RW: With the 2006 digital TV rollout
target date, some FMs that lease tower
space on TV towers are going to have to
find other tower space as the towers
they're on will either be moved or have
to be rebuilt. Is this a big problem for
those FMs?
MILLER: An existing tower structure
is capable, by design, to support awind
load of whatever that wind load number
is. If by having to add an additional
antenna, which we in the TV business
are forced to do because of the digital
rollout, we have to add a 2,000-pound
device to lay at the top of the existing
tower to handle that, it could bring the
tower crashing down.

The Best Excuse for
Shameless SeePromotion
This little money generator, on its own phone line, promotes your station at the end of local,
current time and temperature announcements — you promote it along with an advertising
package What agreat stretch of your advertising dollars! Selling the ad space to alocal
business with abroad based clientele fills the demo.ra.hic . a.s our station might be
ru need
missing end
to (1T
and is expandable as its popularity grows.
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Your options: You can build abrandnew tower that is stronger, you can try
to beef up the existing tower to make it
strong enough, or you can say to the
people who have been renting space
here that we can't afford to build another tower, we can't even afford to beef
ours up, but if you took your antennas
off we could put ours
on and it won't take
the tower down.
Some people are
going to be upset
with it because they
are going to be tossed
out and have to look
for another tower to
go to. So it is a very
real problem for both
sides.
RW: Is SBE going to
address this in some
way?
MILLER: No organization can guarantee
Miller
that all the antennas
can be added and it won't fall down.
The SBE is totally aware of this and has
disseminated this information through
publications and through lectures, and
workshops.
RW: The recent NAB and MSTV petition to the FCC asks the agency to preempt state and local tower zoning rules
so that stations can meet that 2006
date. They're saying that there aren't
that many specialized crews that can
put up these towers, and given the time
that TV has, they need help to clear out
red tape. What is the SBE view?
MILLER: The FCC will need to act
on that request because it is sheer
mathematics. You have to put up about
2,000 towers across the country for
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TV, and you may displace another
2,000 stations that have to have someplace else to go. You have got ahandful of qualified steeple jack construction folks out there. If you get near the
1,000- foot or 1,500- foot level you
have reduced the number of qualified
tower crews dramatically. How are
these limited resources spread over an
entire country in a very time- challenged deadline?
RW: January was the deadline to have
EAS equipment installed. The FCC has
a relaxed enforcement view as people
get the bugs out of their systems. Do
you think the FCC will continue to look
the other way or will SBE recommend
some sort of extension?
MILLER: Ithink that the FCC establishes a drop-dead deadline on rolling
out of anything with the purpose in
mind that if they don't set adefinite date
when things have to happen, people
would probably never get it done. The
important thing is that adate was established. They said they will give you 365
days to get your act together. We realize
this is difficult but believe that ayear to
shake it out is enough. It is a work in
progress. The codes that are being introduced and reintroduced, the whole technology of how it reacts on the local level is being addressed by the SBE.
We are filing recommendations with
the FCC, outlining what we believe will
make the system work.
RW: Is AM dead?
MILLER: Radio will not escape digital. AM is going to be here in the future.
People in AM should not panic, but
they have to get together to improve the
quality. The way to do this is to go digital, and deliver the product to the consumer that is comparable to what FM
can do, because it is adifferent technology. Ibelieve they have almost an equal
challenge to go digital as the TV
industry.

Ed Miller Elected SBE President
by Leslie Stimson
INDIANAPOLIS
WEWS-TV
Engineering Manager Edward Miller
is the new SBE president. He was
elected by 1,000 SBE members who
cast ballots for national office. Miller
had been SBE vice president for two
years. He beat Jim Bernier, of WTVHTV, Syracuse, N.Y., for the slot.
Results were tabulated on Aug. 28.
Troy Pennington, chief engineer at
WZZK-AM-FM/WODL(FM)
in
Birmingham, Ala., was elected vice
president. Pennington moved up from
treasurer. The new treasurer is James
"Andy" Butler, director of engineering
for the Public Broadcasting Service.
Thomas Weber was elected secretary for the society. Weber is engineering maintenance supervisor at WISHTV, Indianapolis.
SBE national officers serve oneyear terms.
Nine candidates ran for six seats on
the Board of Directors. Elected to serve
two-year terms were the following:
•Richard Edwards, Tower America,
Coral Gables, Fla.
•Dane Ericksen, Hammet & Edison,

San Francisco
•Ralph Hogan, Boise State University,
Boise, Idaho
•Keith Kintner, KLCS-TV, Los
Angeles
•Larry Wilkins, Colonial Broadcasting,
Montgomery, Ala.
They will join five other board
members who are in the middle of
their two-year terms:
•Raymond Benedict, CBS, Washington
•Leonard
Charles,
Television
Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.
•Robert Hess, WBZ-AM-TV and
WODS(FM) in Boston
•Christopher Hudgins, Dallas RF
Engineering, Dallas
•Jerry Nichols, KEZI-TV, Eugene,
Ore.
Outgoing president Terrence Baun,
Critererion Broadcast Services,
Milwaukee, will continue to serve on
the board as immediate past president.
The new officers and board members
were expected to be inducted and
begin serving their terms on Sept. 26
during the SBE national meeting in
Syracuse.
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SBE Asks FCC to Fine-Tune EAS
by Leslie Stimson
WASHINGTON The Society of
Broadcast Engineers has asked the
Federal Communications Commission to
refine EAS rules, to help stations comply
with the new Emergency Alert System.
In a petition for rule making filed on
Aug. 14, the SBE outlined 11 changes to
fine-tune the rules.
The FCC is reviewing the request.
Comments on the petition (FCC Report
#2219) were due Sept. 22; reply comments are due Oct. 7. The full filing is
available at the SBE website,
www.she.orgleas_pet.html
Bigger window
Among the more notable changes,
SBE asked for an extension of the relay
window from the current 15 minutes to
60 minutes.
"Enlarging the test relay window
should be promoted as an exchange for a
broadcaster's promise to air real local
alerts on an soon-as-possible basis," the
SBE stated in its filing.
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Leonard Charles, chairman of the SBE
EAS Committee, said, "It's inconvenient
for some stations to try and turn around a
test within 15 minutes. By asking for a
60-minute window to relay the test, if the
next break is in 20 minutes, they can wait
and run it in the break, rather than disrupt
programming. Stations with long- form
formats, like classical and stations that
run live sporting events, are especially
concerned about the test turnaround
time," Charles said.
The SBE also has suggested reducing
the required modulation level of the EAS
audio tones from 80 percent to 50 percent. "Broadcasters have had problems
attaining the 80 percent modulation level
required in the old EBS and continue to
have those problems with the new EAS,"
the SBE stated.
Radio stations, of course, process their
sound before transmitting their air signal.
"When you feed atone through processing," Charles said, "it doesn't come out
at the right level. It will work at 50 percent modulation and be less intrusive.
The main point is to have aparameter we

could reach."
SBE also has requested aprotocol for
text transmission. While the EAS system
is well-designed to originate, relay and
transmit voice messages, the SBE argues,
it doesn't do as well with text information. The SBE pointed to three groups
that appear to be concerned about the
issue: the hearing impaired, emergency
management officials and stations that
want to air detailed disaster information
in the next programming break or newscast, rather than right after they receive
the information.
Codes
The current "disaster codes" are not
detailed enough, according to the SBE,
for emergencies like an evacuation due to
flood or chemical release. "There is simply no way to specifically describe the
boundaries of atwo-block area with the
existing" text codes, the SBE stated.
Suggestions from the industry boiled
down to two ways to fix the problem:
Include the text within the existing EAS
message, or send the text right after the

NEWS ANALYSIS

FCC Sinks New Jersey, Florida Pirates
by Lee Harris
NEW YORK Your standard pirate radio operator sets up
shop in his bedroom and sticks an antenna on the roof or in a
nearby tree.
An operation shut down in Florida recently fits that profile
exactly. But aNew Jersey pirate strayed far from the norm. Sal
DeRogatis, alias Sal Anthony of Sayreville, N.J., rented office
and studio space on amajor highway, assembled an air staff,
rented tower space from the local fire department, and set
about selling advertising to local merchants for what was by all
accounts aClass A FM commercial pirate.
Most operators without alicense would want to keep alow
profile. Not DeRogatis, aformer doo-wop singer with 10 years
of broadcasting experience. He even rented abillboard on U.S.
Route 9 in Howell, N.J., asking drivers to tune into his 24hour-a-day "Oldies 104.7." And tuning in wasn't much of a
problem in about a 20-mile radius because DeRogatis was
pumping out an estimated 1.3 kW, perhaps a modern-day
record for apirate not located on aboat offshore. For alittle
icing on the cake, DeRogatis even had an apparently illegal
studio- transmitter link operating at
161.76 MHz.

DeRogatis' audacity.
"I never heard of such athing. Ieven sent one of my salespeople into his studios to get his rate card."
In shambles
DeRogatis' studios were in shambles in September. The
marshals not only confiscated his transmitting equipment —
ripping it out without bothering to disconnect the wires,
according to one witness — they also took most of the audio
equipment.
DeRogatis and his supporters said they would be back on
the air soon, and that their right to broadcast without alicense
would be upheld by the courts.
In Florida, the FCC swooped down on amore typical pirate
operation.
It took engineer Brian Marenco about seven hours to drive
his detection van to Fort Walton Beach, from the FCC field
office in Tampa. It took him considerably less time to locate
the radio station he had come to shut down, 89.9 FM, "The
Bomb."
Photos
Lee Harris
"I had apretty strong signal as
soon as Igot into town, and it only
took me a few minutes to find
them," Marenco said.
Marenco was acting on acomplaint from alicensed broadcaster,
WTJT(FM) in Baker, Fla., operating at 90.1 MHz. The chief engineer of WTJT found that the pirate
was blocking its signal in most of
the city.

Precedent-setting
DeRogatis said the recent Free Radio
Berkeley micro-power broadcasting
case, being reviewed in federal court,
established his right to operate without a
license.
Of course, some folks won't take "no
license" for an answer. When DeRogatis
wanted to rent tower space from the fire
Tell-tale cable
department, he showed them another
As he listened to the thumping
station's license with the call- letters
beat of the pirate's urban contemwhited out, according to a source with
porary format, Marenco's signal
the fire department.
strength equipment directed him to
It was fun while it lasted. On Sept. 4, A pirate with an outdoor budget? Billboard an apartment building with a tellfederal marshals, accompanied by an
tale sign: a cable running out a
on U.S. 9 in Howell, NJ.
FCC field engineer, pulled the plug on
second-floor window leading to a
"Oldies 104.7." DeRogatis also sometimes called his station
dipole antenna lodged in apine tree. With local police officers
WZVU, call letters that once belonged to an oldies station in
at his side, Marenco knocked on the door of the apartment and
the central New Jersey market.
presented himself to the occupant, James Pierrilus.
"I told him who Iwas and that we had determined that he
The action was prompted by complaints from Beth Colon,
president and CEO of New Jersey Broadcasting Inc., owner of
was operating in violation of rules and regulations. He cooperadult standards WRDR(FM) in Egg Harbor.
ated and lead us to his transmitter, which we then confiscated."
Her station at 104.9 MHz was being stepped on by the
Marenco wouldn't divulge specifics of the transmitter other
DeRogatis signal. Colon said she was amazed by
See PIRATE, page 18

message. The SBE prefers the second
method.
Sending the text after the existing
message won't "destroy the credibility"
of receivers that are not capable of
receiving text, said Charles.
The SBE invited comments from its
members and others in the industry
before submitting its proposal. "This
petition is the result of months of intensive committee information gathering
from SBE members and industry representatives, which began early in 1997,"
Charles wrote in the petition.
Jan. 1, 1997 was the deadline for stations to have EAS equipment installed
and systems up and running. This first
year is considered a "shake-out" period
to make sure the systems are running
properly.
During this so-called " shake out,"
while stations work the bugs out of their
EAS systems, the FCC seems to be
lenient on stations whose systems are not
working yet. SBE attorney Christopher
Imlay, of Booth, Freret & Imlay, said
small-market stations he represents have
had FCC field inspectors visit and check
EAS equipment.
"They've been diligent with random
inspections," said Imlay. Inspectors have
issued notices of violation to stations
without EAS equipment, he said, to
give them a chance to explain their
case.
list of changes
Other EAS changes requested by SBE:

A

•Institute quarterly testing, instead of
monthly required tests, "in an effort to
keep the annoyance of testing EAS
from detracting from its acceptance."
•Make the two-tone attention signal
optional. The SBE recognizes that the
two-tone attention signal is essential
until old consumer EBS receivers,
such as those near nuclear power
plants, are replaced, but the SBE suggested that the FCC not mandate it.
Stations without those receivers in
their coverage could then remove that
signal from their messages. The _
result: a shorter, more palatable
message format.
• Enforce EAN location code verification. The SBE argues for location
code verification, to reduce the
chances of accidental activation. The
SBE feels that the false EAN activation at stations in Ohio, Florida and
Louisiana by FEMA in April would
have been prevented. Another purpose
of location code verification on all
test and activations is to allow selective, regional alerting in the case of
verified pending terrorist activity.
•Create a cancellation code. When
EAS is used in areas affected by
(severe) weather situations, the SBE
argues, there is no appropriate cancellation code if stations want to cancel a
warning code before the warning was
due to end.
•Local concerns. EAS will be used
mostly at the local level and therefore,
the SBE said, the FCC should not
treat that level as "secondary." It said
the FCC should coax local participation through " careful additions to
(EAS) rules and through incentives in
the licensing and public file areas."
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FCC Acts Against Low Powers
PIRATE, continued from page 17

than to say that it operated at less than
100 W.
Because the transmitter was surrendered voluntarily, and Pierrilus is considered afirst-time offender, the FCC opted
not to take further enforcement action.
Under the law, Pierrilus could have been
threatened with a year in jail and an
$11,000 fine.
Deputy Rick Horde of the Okaloosa
County Sheriff's Department is aformer
broadcaster who went along on the raid.
He identified the confiscated transmitter
as an Armstrong FMX-100 exciter, with a
November 1996 date of manufacture.
Horde said he did not know how Pierrilus

'Oldies 104.7' used a studio, right, next to a
convenience store.

obtained the exciter.
A call to the nowquiet studios of "The
Bomb" netted ayoung
staffer who wished to
remain anonymous.
He said that the operators were applying for
acommercial license,
but he had avery limited understanding of
the process.
"We got a lawyer to
file the application,
and we figure setting
up the whole thing
will
cost
about

$13,000 to do it legal and all." What
about finding an available frequency?
"We're going to let the FCC do that
because we don't want none of those
hearings. They cost like $8,000, right?"
Pirate radio in Florida is "afairly large
problem," according to Marenco, who
said his office is investigating about 20
pirates of various stripes, broadcasting
programs ranging from rap music to religion to political talk.
However, Marenco was quick to say
that enforcement actions are based strictly on technical criteria and never on programming content. All of these unlicensed operations, he said, are on FM
and most have been brought to the commission's attention by licensed broadcasters suffering interference or unwilling to
suffer unlicensed competition.
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WEST PALM BEACH, Fla.
Hicks, Muse, Tate & Furst tapped
long-time radio executive and entrepreneur Carl Hirsch to head its newly launched tower business.
Hicks, Muse has formed a new
company to acquire, build and manage transmission towers for radio
and TV, as well as paging, cellular,
personal communications services
(PCS) and other existing and developing technologies.
Hicks, Muse joins Clear Channel
Communications and asubsidiary of
ARS in the tower business (
see RW,
Aug. 20).
Hicks, Muse committed $ 100 million in capital from its Hicks, Muse,
Tate & Furst Equity Fund III to
launch the business. Hicks, Muse
plans to own and operate adiversified portfolio of towers with an
aggregate value of up to $ 1billion.
The venture, called OmniAmerica
Wireless, L.P., is based in West Palm
Beach, Fla. Hirsch heads the company as president/CEO and Anthony
Ocepek is SVP/COO. Hirsch and
Ocepek most recently built
OmniAmerica Group, which was
sold in several transactions totaling
more than $250 million. Hirsch and
Ocepek are investors in the venture
and each hold an ownership stake.
OmniAmerica will focus on towers and platforms serving the PCS,
paging, SMR and emerging wireless
technologies as well as broadcast
towers serving FM stations and TV
transmission towers. For TV, the
groups services will include construction, ownership and conversion
to digital broadcasting.
OmniAmerica aims to grow
through acquisition, construction
and alliances. It intends to create
new revenue streams on acquired
towers and by building towers on
acquired sites and new sites. It has
signed letters of intent to acquire
five companies.
— Leslie Stimson
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Mergers Affect Engineering Field
by Lynn Meadows
DALLAS Hicks, Muse, Tate and Furst
Inc. just got bigger. In fact, the $2.1 billion purchase of SFX Broadcasting Inc.
makes Hicks, Muse the largest radio
group according to aBIA Research estimate of gross revenues.
Hooray for Big Radio. Hooray for
Wall Street. Hooray for Capitalism.
But what about the people whose
careers balance on ever-shifting sand as
their stations are repeatedly bought and
sold? As consolidation continues and outside observers ask "Can these groups get
any bigger?," engineers caught in the
frenzy face ever-changing rules about
their chain of command and priorities.
Musical chairs
Russell Taylor, staff engineer for
WVCL(FM) in Norfolk, Va., tells an
interesting story about consolidation.
Landmark Communications sold WVCL
(formerly WLTY(FM)) to Benchmark
Communications in 1993. Last year, the
station was bought by Susquehanna
Radio Corp. A few months later it was
bought by Heritage Media. Heritage was
closing its corporate headquarters when
RW called in September because it had
been sold to News Corp., the company
that owns the Fox Broadcasting Network.
News Corp. is holding WVCL(FM) in
a trust until it can be sold to Sinclair
Broadcasting. And the rumor is that
Sinclair will spin off its holdings in
Norfolk and Milwaukee.
"We're right in the middle of doing a
station move," said Taylor. With the station being in atrust, he said, money was
frozen and they had to work with the
money they had. Susquehanna had
employed one corporate engineer and
then hired engineering managers for each
market who oversaw the work of staff
engineers. Taylor said Heritage Media
had acorporate engineer, but did not use
engineering managers.
Terrence M. Baun, president of
Criterion Broadcast Services and outgoing president of the Society of Broadcast
Engineers, said he is concerned by what
is happening to engineers in some
groups. In some cases, one full-time
engineer has gone from running two or
three stations to caring for four or five.
What groups are doing in these cases,

said Baun, is turning the engineers into
"employed contract engineers" minus the
freedom to choose clients and set prices.
Many groups believe one engineer can
take care of six stations, said Baun. Even
with six reliable stations, he said, there
are potentially still six points of failure.
It is one thing to be responsible for 10
stations on a contract basis, said Baun.
But it is another matter to be responsible
for five on afull-time basis. The expectations are much different.
"The thing that really is problematic is
you can keep balls up in the air just so
long," he said. An engineer can run six
stations for a while, but when he burns
out, there may not be anybody around to
replace him, Baun explained.
"As you shrink the talent pool, you get
people leaving the industry," he suggested. When agroup needs engineers, they
will not be able to find them working in a
smaller market or anywhere. And the
idea of being on call 24-hours aday for
six stations isn't likely to appeal to college kids studying engineering.
Baun, who has spoken in the past
about engineers contributing to the bottom line, is no stranger to the importance
of economics and economies in broadcasting. He is quick to say he does not
paint all groups with the same brush. But,
he said, there are groups that have taken
over stations and made the engineer's job
tougher with longer hours and less money for the work.
Taylor of WVCL(FM), Norfolk, said
he thinks one engineer for every two
radio stations is the ideal situation. With
three or four, he said, it gets to be too
hard to keep up with the computers, the
equipment and the paperwork.
Detailed, focused
Tom McGinley is the chief engineer of
CBS Washington stations WPGC-AMFM and WARW(FM). He has afull-time
assistant and the station has a full-time
vehicle manager who does most of the
remotes.
"You've really got to stay focused and
organized," said McGinley. He said it is
important to have a priorities list and
stick to it. As for how many stations one
engineer can handle, McGinley said, "It
depends entirely on how the stations
operate."
Before the CBS buyout, WPGC was

an Infinity station. There was no real
bureaucracy when he worked for Infinity,
said McGinley.
If there was aproject, it was discussed
at the local level and submitted to the
general manager. If he or she approved,
the idea was sent to corporate headquarters in New York for approval. Whether
the project was funded, said McGinley,
depended on the amount of pressure for
capital company wide and how successful your station was.
WPGC General Manager Ben Hill is
now kind of a "super manager" who is
responsible for overseeing 13 other CBS
radio stations. When he gets capital
expenditure requests from engineers at
other stations, he often asks McGinley to
look at them.

Terrence Baun
said he is concerned
by what is happening
to engineers in some
groups.
"There are fewer and fewer people
doing more and more work," McGinley
said. "The major market mega groups are
trying to draw from the resources that
they have around." Groups are getting
their engineers involved across stations.
"There are no new good people coming into the industry," McGinley said.
Groups figure the older engineers have
too much radio in their blood so they will
stick with it, he said, but "there's adwindling number of those people."
Specializing
The new guys will be specialists, he
said, focusing on one area, like sound
engineering or computers. Today, the
demands are so much broader: "A guy
has got to be ageneralist at everything
and be good at all of it."
Bob Hawkins, chief engineer of
Emmis
Broadcasting
stations
WENS(FM) and WNAP(FM) in
Indianapolis, is an anomaly in these
chaotic times. Hawkins was the first

employee hired by Emmis 16 years ago.
He has a 20-hour per week engineering
assistant who helps him. The Emmisowned AM in Indianapolis employs
another chief engineer who recently got
approval to hire afull-time assistant.
Emmis employed acorporate engineer
until five or six years ago, said Hawkins.
Now, he said, once each year, his stations
submit a list of their capital expense
requests. About three weeks later, they
get alist back of what is approved and
what is not.
As for the future of SFX, Steve Hicks,
who will be president and CEO of the
Hicks, Muse/Capstar offspring that is
buying SFX, began his career in radio at
age 15 as afirst-class engineer and parttime disc jockey.
Capstar is in the process of connecting
its stations with an intranet starting with
GulfStar Communications, a group it
purchased in July. In an interview with
RW last month, Hicks said the goal was
to move programming between markets.
Engineering is areal key to how that is
going to work," he said. "Digital automation technology combined with computers and wide area networks is the whole
basis of our strategy."
With
the
addition
of
SFX
Broadcasting, Hicks, Muse, Tate & Furst
will have 413 stations to its name according to BIA. That total includes Capstar,
SFX and Chancellor Media.
One East Coast SFX engineer who
preferred not to be named said engineers
in his group have "pretty much run our
operations" except when it comes to capital expenditures. RW asked how he
would run an operation with 200 or more
radio stations like the one he'll be working for before the third quarter of next
year.
"I would probably have it regionalized
because of the fact that it's awfully difficult for one person to cover that many
stations. It would be like the president
trying to run all 50 states. That's why we
have governors," he said.
In fact, that is exactly what Hicks said
Capstar is doing. Frank McCoy, originally hired by GulfStar before it was bought
by Capstar Broadcasting, was recently
promoted to director of engineering for
the whole group.
McCoy will oversee regional engineers for the five divisions: GulfStar,
Atlantic Star, Central Star, Pacific Star
and Southern Star. Chief engineers at stations will have to make their requests to
regional engineering directors who will
report to McCoy.
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JOB

as former supervisor or colleague) is
helpful to the person who will be checking your references. This type of detail
demonstrates your understanding of the
hiring process.

What to Bring, What to Ask For
Sue Jones
This is the third in afour-part series to
help you prepare for your next job interview. The previous part appeared Sept. 3.
In the first part of this series, we dealt
with the mechanics of the interviewing
process. The second part considered typical interviewing questions. Today we will
cover what you should bring to the interview. and compensation.
Sometimes a potential employer will
ask you to fill out an application form.
You may think this is redundant; most of
the information requested is on your
résumé. There are many reasons you may
be asked to complete an application
form. The station may like to have each
candidate complete the same information
for ease of comparison.
The application form may request your
voluntary disclosure of ethnic background. Major-market stations and large
ownership groups must comply with federal equal opportunity statutes. It is
always a good idea to comply with the
request; the information assists the station in its applicant record-keeping.

up. Think through and be prepared to
discuss some examples of how you handled tough technical or interpersonal
situations.
If you are the controller or business
manager, have current examples of significant cost savings, budget development and adherence. If you are in sales,
have copies of creative proposals you
have developed for advertisers. Bring
sample work that demonstrates how you
sold apotential advertiser the advantages
of radio over another medium. Also bring
asample of how you assisted aclient in
improving his business through the
advertising on your station. If you have
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Legendary value and years of trouble free
operation in arack- mountable mixdown
cassette deck. Dolby 13 & C, bias adjustment.
A sweet machine for serious musicians.
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Fulatki1330

Get more than your money's worth with this
3- head stereo mixdown deck loaded with
extras. Tape/Source control lets you monitor
playback while recording. Perfect for most
applications.

•

Some employers ask you to complete
applications so they can obtain the information they consider important about
your background whether or not you
have included it on your résumé. For
example, you may be applying for ajock
position but have experience with traffic
management that you did not include in
your résumé. Multiple skills could put
you ahead of other candidates.
Some employers use application forms
to see how complete and thorough you
are and how well you follow written
directions. If legible writing is important,
the written application will display your
penmanship.
If you are given an application form to
complete, do so with asmile. There probably is agood reason for it.
One thing to keep in mind before you
go to the interview: The best person for
the job is not necessarily the person who
is hired. The person hired is most often
the one who is best prepared.
Step 1: Be prepared
Come to the interview with samples of
your work. If you are an engineer, have
photos of studios or facilities you have
built, work plans and budgets. Bone up
on the latest trends in technology, especially if you are trying to move to alarger market. Stations want engineers who
are current with technology and have
demonstrated keeping their skill level

dirà
1120111

S149.00 .

copies of success letters from clients,
bring those.
Managers should bring samples of
leadership and management skills that
would be evident in memorandums or
annual plans and budgets. A manager
should be prepared to describe how she
handled difficult business and personnel
problems.
Bring the names of three professional
references. These should be wordprocessed and ready to hand to the interviewer. If possible, use the names of former supervisors. Include the person's
title, business address, telephone and fax
number. Adding your relationship ( such

Step 2: The money issue
Leave the discussion about compensation for the end of the interview.
Remember, you first must convince the
interviewer that you are the best-qualified candidate. When you feel you have
done your best at presenting your credentials, move on to compensation.
Many positions in radio offer other
types of compensation, bonuses and
perks in addition to salary. Consider the
entire package.
A typical question you might hear:
"What are your salary requirements?"
See JOB, page 23
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audio without long coding delays, look
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PIONEER PROFILES

WBAP's Hired Hand, Harold Hough; and
WDAF's Merry Old Chief of the
Nighthawks, Leo Fitzpatrick. All developed
their own "signature" phrases.
Radio Digest even ran anationwide comNevertheless, the announcers' voices
petition to crown "The World's Most
became aconstant in the minds of the lisPopular Announcer." Of the 133 names subteners. The more familiar the voice
mitted, it was WEAF's McNamee who took
became, the more the public wanted to
the cup. His signatures, "Good evening,
know about the person behind the initials.
ladies and gentlemen of the radio audience"
At first, RCA management stood firm,
and "Good night, all," so identified
refusing to allow announcers to be identiMcNamee that the post office would receive
fied. When listeners wrote in begging for
thousands of envelopes with one of those
information about announcers, WJZ, and
phrases and "New York" on them. They
other stations such as WHAS, would send
were promptly delivered to McNamee.
out ashort letter stating it was "against the
With the rise of network radio, news
rules to divulge the name of our announcannounc.ers were added, to give each station
er." That's afar cry from personality-driits own sound. At NBC, the late Edythe
ven radio today.
Meserand was among those hired to mad the
news. According to the Women's Press
A different policy
Club, while still a teenager Meserand
Across the street, so to speak, at AT&T's
became the first network newswoman.
WEAF, the policy was different. Graham
(Later she would found the American
McNamee used his own name on the air,
Women in Radio and Television. Meserand
and rapidly developed afollowing. WEAF
died in June at the age of 88.)
realized the value of having the listener idenUsing the listeners' imaginations as their
tify with the announcers as friends.
helper, announcers used their voices to
They responded. McNamee received
become friends with the public. In fact, lissome 1,700 pieces of mail in response to his
teners often believed their favorite announcdistinctive delivery of his first World Series
er was talking directly to them. As the indusbaseball game in 1923. He rapidly became
try grew, and networks became more
the favorite of many listeners. The 1925
powerful, many announcers could move
Series brought in 50,000 pieces of mail.
large numbers of people to purchase prodRCA tried to hold the line. Station manucts. This led to anew breed of announcers
ager Charles Popenoe feared the fame his
who were, essentially, salespeople trading on
staff was gaining as they appeared at remote
their fame.
broadcasts. Deciding fan mail was station
One of the first of these announcer salesproperty, Popenoe instructed the mailroom
men to take advantage was Bernarr
to confiscate messages to Norman
Macfadden. Macfadden built amorning calBrokenshire. (Brokenshire retaliated by rentisthenics broadcast into an effective sales
ing apost office box and filing achange-of- tool for his Physical Culture Magazine and
address form.)
his tabloid paper, the Daily Graphic. Was
By 1925 there was no holding it back.
this perhaps one of the first infomercials?
Stations took the good with the bad, and
Soon similar programs popped up, run by
while they now had some "stars" to attract
health faddists, doctors and even the occalisteners, they also had to contend with the
sional messiah, including the infamous Dr.
potential fees the announcers could earn (as
John Romulus Brinkley. But that, as they
much as 22 weeks' salary in one night),
say, is another story.
allowing them ameasure of independence
u33
from the program directors' edicts.
1f you have old books, brochures or other
Stations made the best of it, now promotmaterials that would help illuminate the
ing the very announcers they had tried to
pioneer stations and the people who built
hide. The country soon knew names like
them, please consider sharing them with
WSB's "Little Colonel", Lambdin Kay; the
us. Send information to Pioneer Profiles,
Solemn Old Judge of WLS, George Hay;
2033 S. Augusta Place, Tucson, AZ 85710.

Your Friendly Offstage Announcer
Barry Mishkind
It is the voice. A friendly voice. Above
and beyond all the other aspects of broadcasting, it is the announcer's voice that
makes radio work. Whether arush hour
traffic report, anews flash from overseas,
or afriendly voice on the overnight shift, it
is the human voice that links program elements and sparks communication.
From the earliest days, the voices coming through the air set the imaginations of
millions of listeners afire.
Who was that?
As the wireless industry moved into the
early teens, enthusiasts tuned in to hear
voices from locations close and distant.
They heard scientists, hobbyists, students,
even assistants set in front of microphones
to practice counting from one to four, hoping the power tubes wouldn't fail.
As the transmitters became more reliable, content improved. From San Jose,
listeners could hear Charles " Doc"
Herrold's "Little Ham Program" every
Wednesday evening at 9 o'clock. In
Detroit, Frank Edwards at 8MK ( later
WWJ) played music and called out "How
do you get it?" Similar "programs" were
run by Frank Conrad in Pittsburgh, Earle
Terry in Madison, Eunice Randall and Bob
Emery in Boston, among many others.
Of course, even the strongest voice would
get tired after awhile. At first, in those days
without tapes, CDs or satellite networks, the
broadcasts would conclude as soon as the
announcer got tired or atube died. Soon, the
pioneers devised methods of aligning a
phonograph horn to the microphone so they
could play records. As the popularity of
radio grew, singers and orchestras would fill
much of the broadcast day. Arrangements
were made with newspapers to have the
day's news and sports scores read out.
But it was the announcer's voice that

tied the program elements together.
Broadcasting was propelled initially by
voices whose owners essentially were
anonymous. Few of the announcers used
their names, and with most of the performers making brief, irregular appearances, the
listening public didn't get to know many of
them well.

Edythe Meserand is considered the
first network newswoman. She died
this summer.
As radio stations began to attract listeners, management at RCA worried
that their announcers could become
celebrities like some newspaper folks,
presenting potential problems in setting
salaries, as well as in controlling them
as employees. RCA set up apolicy for
the announcers to use aset of initials to
identify themselves.
For example, Tommy Cowan adopted the practice at WJZ, identifying
himself as ACN, standing for
Announcer Cowan Newark. Milton
Cross became AJN, Bertha Brainard
was ABN and Norman Brokenshire was
AON.

The Job Interview
JOB, continued from page 21

The best response is the question:
"Does this position have a salary
range?" The interviewer may reveal
the range or offer apotential starting
salary. You should have an acceptable
salary range in mind. Certainly, you
should have the minimum amount you
are prepared to take for the position.
However, you should not reveal your
minimum acceptable salary. It is
almost impossible to negotiate
upward from a minimum acceptable
salary. Once the interviewer knows
that you will accept that amount, she
has no reason to offer more. It is far
easier to come down because of other
benefits offered than it is to negotiate
up from the minimum acceptable
salary.
Also consider the benefits to your
career development. Will the job
allow you to move to alarger market?
Will it help you learn new skills?
These may be valuable points to you.
You might be willing to take aposition that offers other advantages.
However, be sure the salary will be
adequate for your cost of living. It
should be a monetary increase over

your current salary.
If you introduce the subject of
salary, the question should be, "What
is the compensation package for this
position?" Most stations have some
paid benefits such as medical coverage, bonuses and other perks. Factor
in the value of these benefits. The
salary may be lower than you wanted,
but if the station offers fully paid
medical coverage, and you now have
none or partial coverage, the net result
will be more money in your pocket.
Step 3: Thanks a lot
Always send a letter to the interviewer thanking him for taking the
time to talk with you and for considering your qualifications. Do so even
if you think you blew the interview
and do not have a chance of getting
the job. If you were asked to send
another sample of your work, include
it in the letter. Express interest in the
job and ask for it. A letter is a business courtesy that also keeps your
name in front of the hiring person.
In the final part of this article, we
will discuss offer letters and explore
how interviews go wrong.
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SFX, Cox Rethink Studio Design
Bob Rusk
Two major radio group owners, Cox
Enterprises and SFX Broadcasting, are in
the midst of multi-million dollar construction projects. The jobs provide insight into
the process of planning radio facilities in
this post-Telecom Act era.
In seven cities where its stations are in
separate buildings, SFX is putting them all
under one roof. The planned takeover of
SFX by Capstar Broadcasting will have no
impact on the projects, according to SFX
Director of Engineering Stephen
McNamara.
SFX has construction projects under
way at stations in Houston; Pittsburgh;
Greenville, S.C.; Hartford, Conn.; Raleigh,
N.C.; Richmond, Va. and Tucson, Ariz. In
each of these cities, SFX is putting its stations into a single building. It will cost
about $ 1.5 million per project for equipment, furniture and moving expenses,
according to McNamara. SFX is leasing
space in some cities, while it is renovating
space or building new facilities in others.
All of the projects are scheduled to be
completed by late summer 1998.
At SFX Broadcasting, McNamara is
redesigning dramatically the look and
function of the on-air studios at many of
the company's stations. In some cases, the
studio will no longer play much of arole.
Instead, SFX will have several stations in
one building, with all of the technical operations in asingle rack room.
"We're building rooms that will house
between 10 and 16 racks," he said.
"Virtually all of the equipment for everybody will be in the rack room. If you ask
where the radio station is, the answer will
be ' in the rack room.' The studios will
become remote control points.
"There will hardly be any equipment
left in the studios. There will be adigital
console, acomputer terminal that will run
ahard drive system, and amicrophone. No
one will even have to be in the control
room. We'll be able to run most of our

DataXpertTM
CD-ROM based software
offers immediate access to the

facilities on alaptop computer in the field.
You'll be able to do ashow anywhere."
McNamara is even moving the CD
players into the rack room, to run off the
hard drive.

Not much to look at now, these
studios will soon house SFX stations
VVHCN, WKSS, WMR0 and V/WYZ in
Hartford.
"If you have everything in the rack
room, you don't have to run any wire. All
of the wiring is between the racks; then
you run acouple of control cables to the
studio," he said.
"We didn't have achoice," McNamara
said of the rack room concept. "With consolidation, we had to guess the best way to
do it, and this is what we came up with."
At Cox Enterprises in Atlanta, a $27.5
million, 195,000-square-foot facility is
being built to house WSB-TV and radio

The plans below
and on page 25
reflect the
ambitious plans
for SFX facilities
in Hartford.
CAD drawings
are provided by
The Lawrence
Group, Architects.
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Grde (39) On Reader Strike Card

60,000 square feet on the first floor of the
three-story building.
Three million dollars is being spent on
equipment and furniture alone to outfit
the radio side, according to John Talbert,
director of technical operations, Cox
Radio Atlanta. The heart of the operation
will be a fully loaded SAS 64000 Auto
LEGEND

latest broadcast information.

800-368-5754

stations
WSB(AM),
WSB-FM.
WCNN(AM) and WJZI(FM).
The Cox building is going up adjacent
to the company's existing facility, built in
1954. The radio stations will occupy
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Routing Switcher. A Computer Concepts
Maestro System will provide in-house
audio. Other significant equipment
choices include the 360 Systems
Shortcut and Instant Replay.
"The studio design, consoles, cabinetry and furniture are all (from) Pacific
Research and Engineering," Talbert said.
"They are amajor player in the project.
They are designing and fabricating our
central rack room and are also wiring
and integrating our SAS switcher."
Big wood
The newsroom for the radio stations
will be equipped with the "largest piece
of furniture we've ever designed and
built," said PR&E Account Executive
Sandy Berenics. It will measure 30 feet
by 20 feet, with room for six individual
news work areas.
"The newsroom is going to be
(designed with) digital audio," Talbert
said. "We haven't selected asystem yet,
but our requirements are that it will manage audio in adigital domain. It will be
an integrated text and audio management
system."
Even though just two of the stations
will program talk when they move into
the new facility, all of the control
rooms will be equipped to accommodate that format. " That is the most
equipment- intensive ( format) you can
have," Talbert said. "If you can do talk,
you can easily do news, sports or
music."
The existing Cox building, which
will be demolished, originally housed
two radio stations and WSB-TV.
Through the years the radio side has
been squeezed even more as the TV
station has taken over additional space.
The new facility is scheduled to be
completed in late spring 1998.
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Six Stations and aSledgehammer
the center of the building was the first to
be gutted, anybody calling that area
home had to get out quickly. Much like
time, demolition waits for no one.
"I got beeped while at the Dame
Media station in Albany, N.Y.," said
Thurst. "Ithought Ihad more time to
move the newsroom, but Iwas told the
four workstations had to be relocated by
Friday, and it was Wednesday when Igot
the call."

Lauren Rooney
What causes the biggest headache
when you combine six stations under one
roof? "Not to quip, but everything,"
quipped Boyd Arnold, general manager
for Dame Media.
The chain, based in Harrisburg, Pa.,
recently purchased three stations in the
market: oldies WWKL(FM), country
WRBT(FM)
and
satellite
talk
WCMB(AM). All three are being moved
into the corporate building about a mile
away, joining adult contemporary
WRVV(FM), news/talk WHP(AM) and
satellite adult standards WKBO(AM),
already on the air.
The task means walls coming down,
walls going up and nerves shattering.
"You're dealing with people and
you're upsetting their comfort level,"
said Arnold. "The human condition is
such that they don't like change to begin
with."
The Napkin Plan'
To minimize the upsetting of everybody's comfort level, Arnold said it is
important to have aplan.
The man with the plan turned out to be
Paul Thurst, director of engineering for
Dame Media. He said it began with a
heart-to-heart talk with Bob Gray, chief
engineer of the trio of stations Dame had
just purchased.
"We sat down and went over acouple
of ideas in the corner of a bar," said
Thurst. "We drew afew ideas out on napkins."
Thurst then talked with department
heads to see what would make their lives
better once the construction was done.
Eventually the "napkin plan" was finetuned to what can best be described as a
donut design: the air studios located
along the outer walls of the building,
with the inner "jelly filling" of newsroom, production studio and offices.
With blueprints finned up, it was time
to get ready for the contractors. Because

approached the last workstation in the
room and asked, "Can Icut the power to
you now?"
Boom!
On Monday morning, Aug. 11, the
first hammer came crashing through a
wall and the reality of the demolition hit.
"My whole room was shaking,"
recalled aWRVV staffer, "but Ithought,
'This will make our lives better."

The size of the job at hand may be getting to engineer Tom Priesite.
It took Thurst and afew assisting engineers two days to scatter computers, cart
machines, printers and phones to safe
havens. "The hardest part was finding a
place to put everything," he said.
Two workstations were put into storage, another was put in the news on-air
booth. The last shares its quarters with an
engineering room. While engineers set up
makeshift work areas in quick fashion, it
was not entirely quick enough.
Friday Aug. 8, in the thick of morning
drive, while anchors were frantically
writing newscasts, a contractor with
wirecutters and flashlight in hand

Another employee lamented, "This hammering is driving me crazy," then added,
"This will make our lives better."
Thus was born the battle cry, "This
will make our lives better," echoing
among the din of drills and power saws.
But in reality, it would be awhile before
things get better.
While some hoped the work would be
completed by Sept. 1, Thurst said, "That
was never arealistic goal. It takes time to
build, paint and carpet. My plan has
always been to be out of the other building by November 1."
As RW goes to press, construction is
right on Thurst's schedule. He said con-

struction should be done by the end of
September. After that, he and his crew
were to start working on the studios.
"We are pre-wiring as much as possible while the walls are open," said
Thurst. He is hoping to move WWICL,
WRBT and WCMB into their new digs
during the week of Oct. 15, under the
cover of darkness. "We will move them
over a weekend night because it will
require some off-air time," he said.
Thurst will have an army of helpers.
"We are going to marshal all engineering
forces in the company for about aweek.
There will be eight people helping me,"
he said.
Once the studios are up and running,
Thurst knows his work won't be done; he
is ready for the inevitable hum or buzz
that comes with anew studio. "But we'll
take care of those problems one at a
time," he said.
Keeping the Collins
The remodeling project is costing
Dame Media in the six figures.
The original plan was to have some
new consoles for WRVV and WHP. The
current Collins mixers are more than 20
years old and Thurst has had his eye on
certain
Wheatstone
products.
Unfortunately, some money was lost
from the budget for extra work that needed to be done.
Thurst said, "They added a few windows to astudio, soundproofing work in
the ceilings needed to be changed and a
bathroom needed work. So now only
WWKL will get a new PR&E board,
only because their current equipment
won't fit into their new studio. The other
studios will get some new furniture."
While it is an enormous task combining six stations under one roof, Thurst is
finding the work exciting.
"It's a challenge and Ienjoy challenges, otherwise Iwouldn't work here.
This is one of those things that hasn't
been done before in this market, and I
want to do it right so when my colleagues
walk through, they are impressed."
Lauren Rooney is a newscaster for
WHP(AM), Harrisburg, Pa., and afreelance writer for RW.
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ABG Show Has Local Flavor
Lauren Rooney
National trade shows get plenty of
attention, but not everyone can attend
them. A crop of regional shows has
grown to fill the need of engineers and
other radio managers who can't make
the nationals or who prefer a quieter
environment.
Audio Broadcast Group's fourth
annual Equipment Expo is set
for Oct. 14 in Raleigh, N.C. As
in the past, ABG Southeastern
Sales Manager Cindy Edwards
is organizing it. She said it's a
chance for engineers in smaller markets to get a look at the
industry's latest toys.

exhibitors."
Another benefit of the ABG show is
the cost of admission, which is zero.
One of those packing up his equipment and heading to Raleigh is Art
Constantine of MUSICAM USA.
Constantine, like others, expected to
take part in Raleigh, and at The NAB
Radio Show in New Orleans last
month, where he planned to show off

No charge
"The national shows are far
away and expensive to attend.
As a result, engineers from
smaller markets are missing
out on a chance to pick up on
new technology," she said.
Regional shows like this
one are on a different scale
than the nationals. The ABG
event will be bigger than last
year's, but still easy to take in
over the course of one day.
Edwards expects 27 exhibitors
instead of the usual 10, plus a
The MG expo will be held at the Radisson
few equipment seminars.
Governors Inn.
"People we talked with after
last year's show said they'd
like more," Edwards said. As in the
some of MUSICAM's newest codecs
past, she will make sure her visitors
and other products for radio users.
are well-fed: free breakfast and free
Constantine said it's important for
buffets for lunch and dinner.
him to redisplay his goods at regional
"We'll have a buffet so the engishows.
neers can get a plate of food and walk
"We realize a lot of engineers can't
around
the
ballroom to
visit
get to the big shows. If we can bring

Edwards Sounds the
Sales Drum for ABG
Cindy Edwards has been organizing
the ABG Equipment Expo since ABG
started doing the show four years ago.
In fact, it was her idea to have a
regional show after talking with customers who complained they couldn't
get away for afour-day national event,
but said they could make time for a
one-day regional show.
Edwards has been in the broadcasting business for about 20 years, the
first half in advertising, the rest in
sales. "Ilike selling better," she said
with enthusiasm. "Ilike it because
clients depend on me so much, Itake
care of them. It's very fulfilling."
Edwards will tell you she's not a
technical person, although many
clients in her territory might dispute
that assessment.
"I can tell my clients what equipment they need to get the job done, but
if they ask how to hook it up, Idon't
know."
She began selling technology
when a former boss pushed her in
that direction. "When Iwas in advertising at Broadcast Electronics, Ihad
awonderful boss who would take me
to the trade shows and let me watch
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Cindy Edwards
the sales people in action. Iwanted
to sell once Igot ataste of it. And I
love it!"
In some ways, radio technology
remains aman's world. Edwards said
there are few females selling. But, she
said, the men in the industry have
accepted her. "They consider me one
of the guys."
— Lauren Rooney

our traveling act to them and help them
understand what's new and exciting in
the world, that helps everyone."
Even for engineers who made it to
New
Orleans
or
Las
Vegas,
Constantine
thinks
the
ABG
Equipment Expo is worth visiting.
"My own personal experience has
been because of the number of people
attending the NAB, you have about
four seconds with each person. At regional shows you
can sit down and have coffee and get deeply into the
nuts and bolts of the products," he said.
Dan Rau, director of
broadcast
sales
for
Intraplex, also sees the
appeal of aregional show.
"You may not get the
scope of the NAB, but you
get ataste of it." He said a
regional show is a must if
you miss the national ones.
"You won't get your hands
on new equipment that
might make your life and
the station's life easier."
Intraplex makes T-1 multiplexers, and Rau will

C ABG
What: ABG Equipment Expo
Where: Radisson Governor's Inn,
Raleigh, N.C.
When: Oct. 14, 9a.m. to 7p.m.
How Much: Free admission
To register: Call Cindy Edwards at
Audio Broadcast Group at ( 800)
369-7623.

Of course, that never happens." In fact,
Edwards said the event grows each
year. She's expecting 300, most of
whom will come from North Carolina,
South Carolina and Virginia.
"But some come down from
Washington, D.C. A group of engineers
will get in avan and drive down."
And while the Raleigh show will be
a good place to see what's hot,
Edwards said it's also agood place for
engineers to have agood time.
"You see competing station engineers getting together and talking
about the business."

ABG Expo
Exhibitors
show a studio- to- transmitter link and
various program audio voice and data
options.
ABG will offer seminars about technology and where it's going.
Technology is the main thrust of the
talks.
And where is it going?
"Digital, digital, digital," said
Edwards. Auditronics will present its
digital audio console. "They'll give a
talk on digital consoles and why
they're needed in the studio," said
Edwards. WRAL-TV will demonstrate
HDTV, and WRAL Vice President of
Engineering Tom Beauchamp will
bring some HDTV receivers. The show
has aheavy radio flavor, though.
Another area where Edwards sees
change is automation.
Regional feel
"Automation is not giving us the
warmth we're used to on the air," said
Edwards. " It will change, we'll go
back to live assist instead of fully automated stations." Enco Systems, for
example, will demonstrate ways to
make automation more effective in the
post-consolidation era.
In addition to learning about new
products, engineers can have specific
problems addressed, production directors can learn how to use the latest
boards, and managers can learn about
new ways to manage their facilities.
It takes Edwards about ayear to put
the expo together. About aweek before
the show, she said, she gets afew butterflies in her stomach.
"I worry. What if nobody shows up?

(Confirmed as of Sept. 8)
360 Systems
Audioarts
Auditronics
Broadcast Electronics
Canon
Comrex
CRL
CRM ( representing Sony and
Shure)
Crown
Cutting Edge
Dielectric
Enco Systems
Fidelipac
Gentner
Gepco
Innovative Audio ( representi ng
Tascam and Telex)
Intraplex
Orban
OEI
Roland
Scott Studios
Symetrix
Telas
WRAL-TV (HDTV)
Yamaha
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Why Digital? A Discussion
Jim Somich
There is agood reason to convert analog systems to digital: cost. In almost
every instance, adigital system can be
mass-produced for less money than an
equivalent analog system. With the rapidly falling prices of digital signal processors, this is even true in low-cost consumer items. A good example is the
modern television set. Most have no
knobs at all. All adjustments are in software with displays on the screen. This
costs much less than providing controls
for all the functions.
Digital music: squeaky clean
The introduction of the compact disc
in 1981 began an irreversible trend
toward digital music systems. A digital
CD player can be built for a fraction of
the cost of an analog playback system
with the same level of performance.
In an analog system, information is
conveyed by the infinite variation of
some continuous parameter, such as the
voltage on awire or the strength of flux.
When it comes to recording, the distance
along the medium is afurther analog of
time. However much the signal is magnified, more and more detail will be
revealed until a point is reached where
the actual value is uncertain because of
noise. A parameter can only be a true
analog of the original if the conversion
process is linear, otherwise harmonic distortion is introduced. If the speed of the
medium is not constant, there will not be
a true analog of time and the result is

A bit is still a bit,
whatever its shape.
known as timebase error, i.e., wow, flutter, phase errors and so forth.
It is acharacteristic of an analog system that the degradation at the output is
the sum of all the degradation introduced
in each stage through which the signal is
passed. This sets alimit to the number of
stages asignal can pass through before it
becomes too impaired to be worth listening to. Down at signal level, all impairments can be reduced to the addition of
some unwanted signal such as noise or
distortion, and timing instability. In an
analog system, such effects can never be
separated from the original signal; in the
digital domain they can be eliminated.
Although it is possible to convey signals that have an arbitrary number of
states, in most digital audio systems the
information is in binary form. The signals sent have only two states, and
change at predetermined times according
to a stable clock. If the binary signal is
degraded by noise, this will be rejected at
the receiver, as the signal is judged solely
by whether it is above or below some
threshold.
Digital works, or it doesn't
However, the signal will be conveyed
with finite bandwidth, as this will restrict
the rate at which the voltage changes.
Superimposed noise can move the point
at which the receiver judges that there
has been achange of state. Time instability has this effect too. This instability
also is rejected because, on receipt, the

signal is reclocked by astable clock, and
all changes in the system will take place
at the edges of that clock. However many
stages abinary signal passes through, it
still comes out the same, only later. It is
possible to convey an analog waveform
down such asignal path.
That analog waveform has to be broken into evenly spaced time elements (a
process known as sampling) and then
each sample is expressed as a whole
number, or integer, which can be carried
by binary digits (bits, for short). A signal
path may convey sample values either in
parallel on several wires, where each
wire carries abinary signal representing a
different power of two, or serially in one channel, at
o
higher
speed,
a
process
called
pulse code modulation ( PCM).
Digital audio
only became
viable when
advances in
high-density
recording
made the high
data
rates
required economically practical. Today's gigabyte hard drives are an
example of such storage
systems.
In simple terms, the signal waveform
is conveyed in a digital recorder as if
someone has measured the voltage at regular intervals with adigital voltmeter and
written the readings in binary on aroll of
paper. As it is so critical to audio quality,
much of the engineering effort in digital
systems is spent on the conversion
process.
A magnetic head cannot know the
meaning of signals passed through it, so
there is no distinction between analog
and digital recording at the head or medium interface. Thus adigital signal will
suffer all the degradation that besets an
analog signal: particulate noise, distortion, dropout, modulation noise, printthrough, crosstalk and so on.
However, there is adifference in the
effect of these degradations on the meaning of the signals. As stated, digital
recording uses a binary code, and the
presence or absence of aflux change is
the only item of interest. Provided that
flux change can generate a playback
pulse that is sensibly bigger than the
noise, the numerical meaning will be
unchanged by reasonable distortions of
the waveform. In other words, a bit is
still abit, whatever its shape.
This implies that the bits on the medium can be very small indeed and can be
packed close together; hence the required
data rate is achievable. If the trivial
example of the paper tape recording is
pursued further, suppose that the tape
upon which the voltages were written
became crumpled up. If it were smoothed
out, the numbers would still be legible
and could be copied without error to a
new piece of paper. By comparison, if a
phonograph record is scratched and
gouged, it will sound like ascratched and
gouged record evermore.
Large disturbances of the recording,
such as dropout or severe interference,
may cause flux changes to be missed, or

simulate ones that do not exist. The result
is that some of the numbers recorded will
be incorrect. In numerical systems, provision of an error-correction system is feasible; in analog systems it is not. A properly engineered error-correction system is
essential to return the corrupted numbers
to their original value. It is probably true
that without error-correction systems,
digital audio recording would not be economically feasible.
In the digital domain, signals can be
easily conveyed and stored in electronic
circuitry. Unavoidable speed variations in
recorders cause the numbers to appear at
afluctuating rate. The use of atemporary
store allows those numbers to be read
out at constant rate, a process
1
known as timebase correction. In this way, timebase errors can be eliminated.
The main advantages
of digital audio can
be summed as follows. They are not
in order of importance because this
will change with the
application.
The quality of adigital audio link is inde1 00
pendent of the characteristics of the channel in a
properly engineered system.
Frequency response, linearity and noise
are determined only by the quality of the
conversion processes. In recorders there
is complete freedom from wow, flutter
and other analog recording artifacts. The
independence of the quality from the
medium also means that arecorder will
not display different audio quality if different brands of tape are used, provided
that they all have acceptable error rates.

o
1

Digital is forever
A digital recording is no more than a
series of numbers, and hence can be
copied through an indefinite number of
generations without degradation. This

1
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implies that the life of arecording can be
truly indefinite, because even if the medium begins to decay physically, the sample values can be copied to anew medium with no loss of information.
The use of error-correction techniques
eliminates the effects of dropout. In consumer products, error correction can be
used to advantage to ease the handling
requirements.
The use of timebase correction on
replay eliminates timebase error and can
be further used to synchronize more than
one machine to sample accuracy, eliminating the need for lengthy timing- in
processes. Accurate timebase control also
eliminates phase errors between channels. This is particularly important in
stereo. The use of digital recording and
error correction allows the digital signalto-noise ratio of the recorded tracks to be
relatively poor. The tracks can be narrow
and hence achieve a saving in tape consumption despite the greater bandwidth.
Professional analog recorders must use
wide tape tracks to give extremely good
first- generation quality, which then
allows several generations of dubbing.
It is possible to construct extremely
precise and stable digital filters and
equalizers with inherent phase linearity.
Such devices need no adjustment, and so
the cost of manufacture can be less than
the analog equivalent. The adoption of
digital filtering makes possible very
sharp cutoff filters with virtually no
group delay distortion.
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No More, No Less.
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Notes About That Scuba Tank
John Bisset
Frank Folsom's up about using compressed air from an old scuba tank to clean
transmitters or blow dirt out of recesses in
transmitter buildings or equipment racks
(Workbench, RW July 23) brought some
clarification, both from Frank and from
readers of this column.
When Margaret Bryant isn't managing
the engineering department of the
ABC/Disney syndicated programming
studios in Dallas, she's scuba diving. Like
Frank, Margaret is acertified diver; she is
also an assistant scuba instructor. She was
the first to point out that second-hand
tanks are not that common, and if you find
one, you'd better have away to fill it on
your own. Dive stores usually will not fill
atank unless you are scuba certified.
It's the industry's way of self-policing.
Scuba diving can be adangerous hobby if
you don't know what you're doing. A possible way around this is to have ascubacertified friend get the tank filled for you.
Folsom, the original contributor of this
tip, asked to remind readers that federal

Here are a
couple of suggestions
we definitely do not
recommend.
law requires dive tanks be given ahydrostatic test every five years, and most insurance carriers of dive shops require that
tanks be opened and visually inspected
annually. Frank's tank was constructed in
1966, and still passes the inspection. The
point is, some routine inspection is
required, even if you are using the tank for
cleaning.
What Frank and several other engineers
have done is work out adeal with their
local dive shops. In Frank's case, filling
his tank was no problem because he is a
certified diver. For his non-certified engineering friends, the dive shop agreed to
supply air only after each submitted aletter, on company letterhead, stating that the
sole purpose of the air supplied to this
tank was for cleaning equipment and
instrumentation, and that the cylinder
would never be used for diving purposes.
Such letters satisfied the dive shop, and
permitted the engineers to purchase "air
cards," which give a discount on tank
refills. Once the dive shop staff got to
know the engineers, and the letter was on
file, there was no problem.
Other readers offered suggestions that
sound great but are dangerous. One engineer wrote to our e-mail address, wrwbench@aol.com, and suggested filling the
cylinders with nitrogen. At first, this doesn't sound like abad idea; however there is

arule in the industrial business to never
cross-fill atank. Oxygen goes in oxygen
cylinders, nitrogen in nitrogen cylinders.
You probably won't be able to find someone to fill adive tank with nitrogen. Even
if you can get atank filled with nitrogen,
don't.
The next suggestion was to bring aregulator and long hose, and simply tap onto the
spare tank of nitrogen in the comer of the
transmitter building. Don't do this either!
Frank just completed asafety talk at his
local SBE chapter. It touched on this fact:
The average nitrogen tank holds MO cubic
feet of gas, the volume when the gas is liberated and expands. A 10 x 10 x 10 transmitter room is 1,000 cubic feet. That's four
tanks of nitrogen.
Although nitrogen may be great for purging transmission lines, you can't breathe it
and survive. If it's used to blow dirt in a
closed room, it can smother all the oxygen,
and asphyxiation can result.
Also see RW Readers Forum on page 5
of our Sept. 17 issue for acomment from
Tom Patterson of CBS Radio in Los
Angeles on this topic.
* * *
Joe Stack at ABC in New York had
requested areplacement for the LM- 1800.
Workbench readers to the rescue again! Al
Kazlauckas writes that areplacement can be
found in the ECG catalog. The replacement
number is ECG-743, and the chip can be
obtained from Euclid Radio Parts in

Willowick, Ohio. For engineers outside of
the Cleveland market, these folks will ship,
and honor VISA and Mastercard. Their telephone is (440) 585-5115.
Speaking of parts, are you having as
much trouble finding parts stocked at local
electronics parts houses? We have several
electronic parts distributors around the
Washington, D.C. area, and unless it's computer cables. D-connectors, or some common resistors, forget it. Gone are the days of
seemingly endless aisles of every conceivable part. Iguess that's why you have mailorder companies like Mouser and Digi-Key.
If you've had luck with other mail-order
parts companies, please send me aname
and telephone number so we can tell others.
Besides, aren't we getting enough mail
already?
* * *
We asked for tower-painting horror stories awhile back, and did we ever get one.
Back in the Feb. 22, 1995 issue of Radio
World, we wrote about the great service
provided by Sherwin-Williams commercial/industrial representatives. We spoke of
one station's great experience, in which the
rep inspected the tower, prepared the painting specifications, specified the paint.
helped the station find adecent painting
contractor, and then reinspected the tower
after the job was done to make sure the
specs had been met, all at no charge.
Ijust got a letter from Tony Fernandez,
president of Sarasota Broadcasting Co..

licensee of WKXY(AM). AM 930. He read
this column, and when it came time to paint
his four-tower array, contacted his local
Sherwin-Williams rep, who specified the
paint. Tony's engineer personally checked
the paint cans to verify the type number was
identical to what was recommended.
Shortly after the job was finished, they
noticed the orange color began to fade.
Within less than ayear, the orange was
almost completely faded. The station notified the Sherwin-Williams rep, who brought
in their experts. The experts agreed that the
red pigment had failed.
Now the horror part, according to Tony:
Sherwin-Williams offered to settle the claim
by giving the station the red paint free of
charge the next time they painted the towers. Compare the estimated paint cost of
$250 to the $2,700 labor cost to re-paint the
towers (not to mention any forfeitures for
faded paint)!
To add insult to injury, the station's last
paint job lasted almost eight years!
Once again, I'd like to query our readers.
Let me know if you have had similar problems, and how you handled them. We'll
contact Sherwin-Williams, and give them
the opportunity to make things right for
WKXY. There are alot of towers out there
needing paint. Ican't imagine acompany
the size of Sherwin-Williams would risk
such abad rap over $3,000. But we'll see.
BBB
John Bisset is a principal with
Multiphase, a technical services company.
Reach him at ( 703) 323-7180. Printed submissions qualify for SBE recertification
credit. Fax submissions to (703) 764-0751,
or
send
them
via
e-mail
to
wrwbench @aol.com

Regional Show Season Is Here
Several upcoming events offer SBE members and other radio managers achance to convene to check out the latest in
broadcasting. There is still time to make room on your calendar to attend.

1997 Kentuckiana SBE Regional
Date: Oct. 18
Location: Louisville, Ky.
Cost: $29 for SBE members, $39 for others. Exhibits are free.
Info: (317) 253-1640
Notes: The event will feature avariety of workshops and 30
booths.
1997 Broadcasters Clink
Date: Oct. 21-23
Location: Middleton, Wis.
Cost: $ 150 for any two days, $ 180 for all three
Info: (608) 255-2600
Notes: About 50 to 60 exhibitors and 150 attendees are expected.
Electronic Media Expo
Date: Oct. 22-23
Location: Bellevue, Wash.
Cost: Free.
Info: (206) 957-1801
Notes: In conjunction with Washington State Association of
Broadcasters.
Planners expect 125+ exhibitors and more than 2,000 attendees.

TAB/SBE Annual Convention & Trade Show
Date: Oct. 29-31
Location: El Paso, Texas
Cost: Call for package prices for specific seminars and events
Info: (512) 322-9944
Midwest Broadcasters Conference
and Telecommunications Expo
Date: Jan. 18-20, 1998
Location: Bloomington, Minn.
Cost to attend: TBA
Ink( (612) 926-8123
Additional Information: More than 70 exhibitors are anticipated.
Great Lakes Broadcasting Conference & Expo
Date: Feb. 23-25, 1998
Location: Lansing, Mich.
lie: (800) 968-7622
Cost $99 for MAI3 members, $ 150 for others
Notes: There will be 88 exhibitors, plus seminars focusing on topics for radio, television, management, sales and programming.
Attendance estimate: 1,200.
— Stephanie Muller
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AM Carries Its Own Special Rules
W.C. Alexander
This is the 16th and final installment
in a series about AM antenna systems.
The previous part appeared Sept. 3.
Let's wrap up with alook at some of
the regulatory requirements that apply to
AM systems.
The FCC regulates broadcast stations,
and in the past, there were many and
more specific regulations than there are
now. In the age of deregulation, the rules
are full of the seemingly harmless phrase,
"as often as necessary to insure compliance." This phrase took the place of specific intervals for various readings, calibrations and the like that were once in the
rules.
Now, although we have the freedom to
make these measurements on our own
schedule, the monkey clearly is on our
backs to keep all parameters within the
terms of our station licenses. If you are
caught with aparameter out of tolerance,
you are likely to receive a Notice of
Apparent Liability ( NAL) not only for
the parameter violation but for not having
measured it as often as necessary to
ensure that it is within compliance as
well! That may not seem fair, but it goes
to show that deregulation may not be
such agood thing after all.
Know your rules
We will begin in the transmitter building and take awalk through the regulatory requirements pertaining to every part
of an AM antenna system. First, the common point.
An often misunderstood provision of
the FCC's rules pertaining to operating
power in directional antenna systems
states that the authorized input power
shall exceed the nominal power by 8
percent for stations authorized 5 kW or
less, and by 5.3 percent for stations
authorized more than 5 kW ( see
§73.51). That means a 5 kW station
employing a directional antenna will
employ an antenna input power of 5.4
kW. The station license should reflect
the correct input power ( and is, in any
case, the final authority as to the proper
input power), so be sure you use the
common point current value specified
there rather than one calculated for the
station's nominal power.
§73.1215 lists the requirements for
indicating instruments, including common point and base current ammeters.
Their accuracy must be within 2 percent
of the full scale reading, and the full
scale value must not be more than five
times the nominal reading. Further, the
meter must not read off- scale during
modulation. There are certain other
requirements pertaining to scale divisions
and the like in that section. If you are
employing ameter manufactured or supplied by one of the mainstream broadcast
equipment manufacturers, you can be
reasonably sure that these minor requirements have been met.
You should be sure, however, that the
normal reading is greater than one-fifth
full scale, and that the meter does not
exceed full scale under modulation.
Many times, following a lightning strike
or some other incident, an RF ammeter is
replaced with whatever is available.
Particularly in the case of low-power

operation, sometimes the replacement
meter will not be of the proper scale.
Increase the sensitivity
II you find yourself in this position
and you are using atoroidal RF ammeter
(such as those manufactured by Delta
Electronics), you can increase the sensitivity of the meter by running multiple
turns of the RF feed through the toroid
pickup. The reading will be proportional
to the number of turns through the donut
(i.e., two turns will double the reading,
three turns will triple it, and so forth).
For example, suppose your low-power
nighttime operation has a licensed

common point current of 0.2 amperes
and the lowest scale meter you can find is
five amperes. By wrapping five turns
through the toroid, the 0.2 ampere reading will appear as a 1.0 amp indication,
which is in compliance with the rules. If
you do this, however, you will need to
file aForm 302 (license application) with
the FCC to modify the station license to
show the new indicated current.
The requirements for remote reading
ammeters are contained in § 73.57.
Remote reading ammeters must be accurate to within 2percent of the reading on
the regular (local) RF ammeter. The sensors or pickups for remote reading RF

ammeters must be located on the transmitter side of the local RF ammeter. If
your site employs remote- reading RF
ammeters, it should be part of your regular routine to compare the readings
between the local and remote meters.
RF ammeters, particularly thermocouple meters, are the most likely indicating
instruments in an AM antenna system to
give incorrect readings or trouble. It is an
excellent idea to keep anew, factory-calibrated meter (preferably aplug-in type
meter) in the transmitter building. From
time to time ( at least annually), all the
meters in the system can be calibrated
against this reference meter.
Make periodic checks of the resistance at the common point or nondirectional antenna base. The frequency
of this resistance check will vary from
See FEEDUNE, page 31
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That's what our new digital DSTL does to your audio.
Nothing at all
Every radio engineer knows that's what they want from their STL system. No noise. Just spectrally efficient, robust audio.
In other words, an STL system that puts out audio exactly the way it was put in.

Introducing the Broadcast Electronics DSTL
featuring the Dolby

AC- 2Digital Audio System.

Acquired from Dolby Laboratories in May 1997, this DSTL
takes full advantage of the latest in audio, digital and RF
technologies and utilizes digital audio coding
and modulation schemes that eliminate
compromises in audio quality typically found
in other STL systems.
In addition, the DSTL has higher
Fade Margins than any other STL system available.
If your path is critical, then the DSTL is the solution you've been looking for. Simply put, it's the best STL
system out there because it does absolutely nothing to your sound.
The new DSTL from Broadcast Electronics. It is the best sounding, most robust and spectrally efficient STL
available today. And if you don't agree after listening to it at your operation...we'll take it back, no questions
asked. For more information call us direct at 1-800-4STL RPU, or visit us on the internet at
www.bdcast.com/dstl.

It's time you invested in something that does nothing.
DSTL from Broadcast Electronics.

DO

DOLBY AC-2

DIGITAL

AUDIO

I =E

®
BROADCAST
ELECTRONICS, INC.

THE WORLD'S RADIO COMPANY
4100 N. 24th Street/P.O. Box 3606/Quincy, IL 62305-3606/(217)224-9600/Fax: ( 217)224-9607
Internet: http://www.bdcast.com • E- Mail: bdcast@bdcast.com

Dolby and AC 2 Audio System are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories
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Phase 3Automation

Would you believe that you can visit a dozen
markets in an hour without leaving your desk?
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Solid State, FM Broadcast

POWER AMPLIFIERS
TO I200W

If you have theTeleRadio from CircuitWerkes at your stations,
you can listen to every radio station in each of your markets.
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Old-fashioned air- checks are okay, but they have some real drawbacks.
Among them are:
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1. You have no control over what is recorded on an air- check. You
may be hearing only what someone else wants you to hear.
2. Your own air staffs usually know when they're being recorded and
react accordingly.
3. By the time you get an air-check in the mail, it may be too late to
respond to the competition.
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The TeleRado beats those problems by letting you listen to both your
station and the competition in real-time. If you have aTeleRadio, you
simply dial it up from any phone. As soon as it answers, the internal
radio begins playing down the phone line to you. You can control the
radio by using the buttons on your phone. It's just like being there!

P.A.Modules
50W,150W, 300W, 500W, 700W
In stock for immediate delivery

01,

SD 2Audio Silence Detector. VSD-2 Video Sync Detector.
TD-225/35 Hz Tone Detector, and M-4 Machine Control System

Repair service available, MM D, AMT modules

Desktop or rackmount. No AC adapters.

Broadcast quality throughout. No compromises.

The TeleRadio even has aDTMF selectable external audio connection
so it can be used as astandard telephone coupler too. An optional call
progress decoder is available for using the Tele Radio on PBX analog
lines and in areas that don't support CPC.

Please call for acomplete catalog of Phase 3products.
ma.
(416) 293-1042
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CircuitWerkes - 3716 SW 3111 Place, Gainesville, FL 32607
(352) 335-6555 / fax 331-6999 - www.circuitwerkes.com

LIMITED

Fax ( 416) 297-4757
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AMPLIFIERS
The RF People
115 Phelan Ave., Unit 10, San Jose, CA 95112
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The best way
to squeeze agreat sound
through atelephone line...

ECOMCO

Econco

r - mud:seks,pa.cona

READER SERVICE NO. 21

READER SERVICE NO. 94

READER SERVICE NO. 70

or Fax 1-408-986-1438

Zercom

CORPOATION

REBUILT POWER TUBES
You don't have to settle
for less than the best!

Approximately One Half
the Cost of New

The ' Max-Z' 4 channel remote console

3,000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee
Call for Our Price List

P.O. Box 84, Zercom Drive
Merrifield, Minnesota 56465-0084

Econco 1318 Commerce Ave. Woodland, CA 95695
Phone: 916-662-7553 Fax: 916-666-7760 Telex: 176756
Toll Free' 800-532-6626 From Canada: 800-848-8841

Available through all major dealers

218/765-3151- Fax 218/765 3900
READER SERVICE NO. 117

READER SERVICE NO. 45

The Right Radio Tools!
Lesser products limit your station's sound by their poor performance and RF susceptibility: rock solid Benchmark
interfaces have performance way beyond the limits of 16-bit digital!
The Audio World - Interface
•
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•The Audio World Interface" - Recorder Interface/Line Amp
•The Junior Audio Director TN - Stereo Mode Controller
•The Junior Audio Director Plus - 8 Channel Mode Controller

T

he Audio World InterfaceTM is atwo-way recorder interface that is switchable to aline amp or amono mix
amp. The balanced inputs and electronic transformer outputs both have front panel recessed gain controls. The
rack mountable chassis includes LEDs to indicate signal
overload, switch position, and power presence.
Use it to mate R-DAT and analog recorders, to generate
Mono from Stereo, or as abalanced line amplifier to compensate for level mismatches. Superlative performance,
versatile operation, and an
incredibly low price, make
choosing the Audio World
lnterfaceTM ano-brainer!
...the measure of excellence!'

Tn fast paced radio, quick setup is the name of the game.
'With the Jr. Audio DirectorTM, you get instant selection of: Stereo, Stereo Reverse, L only, R only, Mono,
and Polarity correction. With the Jr. Plus you get all the
above, plus: selection from four or eight sources, mono
mix from selected sources, variable mix ratio, stereo headphone amp., and LED mode indication. Optional IRU
rack mount kits are available. With all of this you still
get the absolute finest in performance! Currently used
by ABC, NY, ABC, Hollywood, CBS, CNN, NBC, NFL
Films, PBS, WGBH and others who care!
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BENCHMARK MEDIA SYSTEMS, INC.
Phone 800-2624675 • 315-437-8119

http://www.benchmarkmedia.com
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consulting firms every month.
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appears in every issue of Radio World.
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radio stations, networks and groups,
recording studios, engineering and

contact Christopher Rucas or
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Reach 18,000+ broadcast equipment
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For detailed information,
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AM Systems: Demanding, and Fun
FEEDLJNE, continued from page 29

station to station, and probably will be
determined by the environment around
the antenna. Areas with poor ground
conductivity or sites with poor or deteriorated ground systems may see aconsiderable shift in base or common point
resistance with changes in the amount
of water in the soil. Similar (and sometimes more dramatic) changes can occur
when the ground freezes. If you have a
common point bridge built into your
phasor, you are all set to make aresistance measurement every time you visit
the site. Otherwise you will have to use
an operating impedance bridge to make
the measurement from time to time as
required. If the resistance has changed
more than 2 percent from the value
specified in the license, you will need to
file an application for modification of
license.
Sampling systems
In directional systems, next to RF

ou
Read
ere

One Year Ago
The collapse of a 1,520 foot
broadcasting tower in suburban
Dallas on Oct. 12 left three tower
workers dead, and three FM stations and aTV station scrambling
to get back on the air.
"Tower Crash Kills Three"
by Lee Harris
Nov. 13, 1996
Five Years Ago
The U.S. should have an RBDS
standard in place by early 1993.
The National Radio Systems
Committee RBDS subcommittee
will meet Nov. 10 to try to accommodate the few objections voiced
in the RBDS ballot comments that
were due Sept. 30, according to
John Marino, the NAB's manager

ammeters, the sampling system is the
values. At the tower bases, base current
most likely element to produce false
ratios must be maintained within 5 perindications. The FCC rules contain
cent of their licensed values. Note that it
specifications for sampling systems,
is not the base current values themselves
and specifically contain the requirethat are licensed, it is the ratios.
ments for " approved" sampling sysShould an instance arise in which the
tems. The basic requirement for an
"approved" sampling system is that the
transmission lines exhibit uniform
phase shift (less than 0.5 degree difference from the shortest line to the
longest line with normal temperature
variations).
Should some component in the sample
system become damaged or malfunction,
it is permissible to operate for up to 120
days without notifying the FCC as long
as all other parameters (base current
ratios, monitor points and common point
current) are maintained. Should the outage exceed 120 days, the FCC must be
Delta Electronics offers
notified and special temporary authority
RF ammeters like its TCA-5-EX,
requested. If portions of the system
shown with remote meter.
above the base insulator are replaced, a
partial proof of performance will be
parameters cannot be maintained within
required. Sample system rules are conthe prescribed values, you must measure
tained in §73.68.
the field strength at each of the MPs. If
Field strength measurements at the
they are all below the licensed values,
monitor points (MPs) of directional stayou may continue to operate at full powtions must be made "as often as neceser for up to 30 days without further
sary to ensure that the field at those
authority from the FCC while the probpoints does not exceed the values specilem is being corrected. If one or more of
fied in the station authorization"(§73.61).
the MP field strengths exceeds the
This is one of those instances where it
licensed maximum, you must reduce
doesn't matter if you read the MPs yespower to alevel that brings the high MP
terday and they were correct; if the FCC
field strength below the maximum. The
inspector finds one or more of them highrules pertaining to directional antenna
er than the licensed limit today, you are
system tolerances and procedures for
likely to get dinged both for the high MP
operating at variance are contained in
and for not measuring the points often
§73.62.
enough. If you do not have an approved
sample system, the same requirement
Are you an AM believer?
applies, but the interval between meaTo wrap up, there are acouple of other
surements must not exceed 120 days.
rules that pertain specifically to AM
On the antenna monitor, the indicated
antenna systems. First, § 73.49 requires
ratios must be maintained within 5 perAM sites using series-fed, folded unipole
cent of the values specified in the station
and insulated base antennas to enclose
license. Phases must likewise be mainthe base of each tower within a locked
tained within 3 degrees of their licensed
fence. The size of the enclosing fence is

oice

IntraLink "
Studio Flerobikty

by John Gatski
Nov. 4, 1992

OutBack -

One-Touch Remotes

miles off the Long Island coast in
late July will not be prosecuted.
At a27 August session in federal court in New York, charges of
operating an illegal station ... and
impeding the functions of the FCC
... against Ivan Rothstein, 25, and
Allan Weiner, 34, were dropped.
News Item
Oct. 1, 1987

Broadcasters rely on Intraplex for high-quality, flexible
Ti transmission solutions. Now, Intraplex quality and
flexibility are available over ISDN.
Intralide, the industy's first fully modular ISDN multixer, allows broadcasters to combine high-quality
rogram audio, voice and data on asingle ISDN circuit.
Connect and configure up to six individual BRI's in a
single rack unit shelf and manage multiple durmds and
Loclecs from asingle PC. Flexible and space-efficient,
IntraLine redefines ISDN for broadcast.

Ten Years Ago

gal ship-based radio station five

Cris Alexander is director of engineering for Crawford Broadcasting in Dallas.

Intraplex ISDN.

for technical regulatory affairs.
"RBDS Marks Progress"

The two men who were arrested
and charged with operating an ille-

determined by the E- and H-field present
in the vicinity of each tower base. The
safe thing to do is fence each element in
the array at the radius specified in the
FCC's OET Bulletin No. 65 for the nominal power of the station. By doing this,
you can be assured that if something
should go wrong and all the transmitter
power is fed to any one element, no person can enter into afield that exceeds the
ANSI limit. Of course, you can fence the
entire perimeter of the property and
forego fencing of the individual elements, but in that case you must otherwise delineate the areas where the RF
radiation exceeds the ANSI limit.
Finally, § 73.154 requires that the
results of the most recent set of directional partial proof of performance measurements be kept in the station records and
be available to the FCC for inspection.
Many stations, however, do not have a
copy of their last proof on hand. If you
find that you do not have this document,
you can order it from one of the copy services in Washington. This document also
will provide you with abenchmark for
your directional system. Present readings
can be compared to those in the proof to
determine if aperceived problem actually
exists.
It is my hope that you have gained
some understanding of the basics and
enough working knowledge to feel competent in dealing with the day-to-day
operation and maintenance of your system. In this FM generation, the AM band
is still my favorite. It has a lot to offer
that FM cannot, in addition to a little
romance and some sentimental value. In
most of the major markets in this country, AM stations hold one or more of the
top slots in the ratings, demonstrating
that done right, AM does have real
potential to succeed. It is our job as engineers to make these stations on broadcasting's "top band" work and sound
great. With a little training and knowledge, we can do agood job of it. Happy
tuning!

SDN

Pro

*i*intraplex
in\ r

Outliack" ISDN audio codec is the ideal companion

Intraplex, Incorporated
3 Lyberty Way, WeseOrth MA 01886
Id.978 692-9000
Fax: 978 692-2200
Intraplex, the leader in broadcast digital transmiss
Orde (41) Ow Reader Simko Card
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for remote broadcasts. Compact and affordable, the
OutBadc'" provides "plug and play" ISDN connections,
one-touch call set-up and auto-detection features that
simplify use, with ISO/MPEG Audio Layer II coding up
to 20 kHz.
Maximize your investment. Call us today.

The LCD displays audio levels, time-of-day
clocks, session status and event timers with a
Windoue interface to powerful configuration
management and session-based features.

Integrity's difference is more than just digital.
It also offers four specialpurpase buses to
provide automated mix-minus for telephone
and remote feeds, each with IFB.

Integrity uses an array of state-of-the-art
floating-point digital signal processors to perform its mixing, routing and otherfunctions.

Each fader has a 10-character aeyhanumeric
display. The display changes when another
audio source is assigned, which can happen
either manually or at apreassigned time.

Introducing the Integrity
digital on-air console from
Pacific Research 8Engineering.
lo all of you who waited to
adigital console, congratulations.
Patience is avirtue.
Because now you can get both
technology and PRE
reliability and performance in the
same console.
Integrity is the first digital board
which also speaks fluent analog. All
16 inputs can handle analog signals.
Tell will also accept digital inputs
at any sample rate. So you can deal
with the hodgepodge of equipment
in real-world studios.
In addition, Integrity's unique
architecture guarantees alevel of
reliability other digital consoles
can't match. So you can rest assured
your signal will stay on the air.
What's more, you get on-board
DSP voice processing, remote or
local configuration controls, and
channel-specific remote control
connections. And you can set, save
and recall board configuration at
the touch of abutton for seamless
transitions from show to show.
lb get, an Integrity brochure, visit
www.pre.com,
sales@pre.com
or call 760-138-3911.

Controls are designed for the fast and furious
pace of lit rrodio. For example. our evansia,
button guards reduce the risk of accidental
changes.

Innwrity can accommodate a lariely
options, including multiple flat panel displays
Jiff delivery systems and other computer dei ices.

Cirde (79) Oa Reeder Service Coed
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Where great radio begins.
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Cool Edit Pro
See Page 37
_
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Denon CD Deck Makes Impression
Flip Michaels
Does your right brain cry out for arackready Denon CD player? Perhaps your left
brain says, in no uncertain terms, "Ineed
something abit more accommodating,
something without plastic sleeves or a
weak tray."
The Denon DN-C680 may solve your
dilemma.
For several years, program directors and
chief engineers swore by the Denon
DN95 1-FA. This is the player with the
entire CD library stored in those plastic
sleeves with the little doors on them. Push
it, punch it, stop it.
It must be spring
It was agreat player, protecting CDs
from jock abuse, but occasionally problematic when those little doors popped a
spring.
Next came the Denon DN961-FA.
This machine, more often than not, was a
compromise between what program
directors required and production directors desired. "There will be no more
opening of plastic sleeves," stated the
programming memo. "easy access for

announcers and production."
That is, until some CD loading trays
developed an attitude and went on strike.
They sometimes acted as if they were alive,
recognizing aCD only when an engineer
was present.
Before you start writing nasty letters,
one can acknowledge the merits of both
units. It is just that a new player has
evolved.
They heard us
When Denon designed the DN-680, they
must have collected years of feedback.
Envision the voice of the whiny air tal-

The player is rock solid. The tray opens
when the Open button is pushed the first
time, and closes with just abutterfly kiss.
Nice large Stop, Standby/Cue and
Play/Pause buttons made my fat fingers
happy.
Also, there is nothing like alarge, userfriendly illuminated display with all the
readings we are used to seeing.
Imust be honest and tell you, Ireally
haven't had to use the manual. Everything
from the auto cue features and EOM (end
of message) notifications were selfexplanatory.

Playback is a pitch
One of my favorite features is the Pitch control.
On the old players, you
had atuner knob. Turn it
left for a lower-pitched
playback and to the right
for aspeedier read.
On the DN-680, there
are + and - buttons with a
Denon DN-C680 CD Player
standard range of 9.9 perent: "The trays are too weak. The buttons
cent. What makes the pitch control more
are too small. Can you give us something
useful with this particular player is an
that my mommy can stack in arack?"
on/off pitch switch. When you speed

BWF: New PC Audio Standard
Alan R. Peterson

October 1, 1997

offered to manufacturers of broadcast software and products
using Digigram cards.

In the PC world, the Wave (WAV) file format is used widely
for audio recording and playback. It permits the storage of sound
Chunky style
data in anumber of modes, including PCM (pulse code modulaThe BWF is based on the standard Microsoft WAV audio file
format. This is atype of file specified as a "Resource Interchange
tion) and compressed forms such as ADPCM and MPEG.
Now that PCs have made inroads into the broadcast world,
File Format," or RIFF.
the need exists for additional information to be included with
The basic building block of aRIFF file is a "chunk" that contains specific information. This information includes an identifiaudio files. This extra information might include data about the
soundfile's content and quality, to be interpreted by the system
cation field, asize field and the file contents.
using it.
For example, aBWF file would consist of amandatory RIFF
Also, due to the eight-character limitations of some computer
"WAVE" header that would identify it as an audio event, then the
operating systems — most notably DOS — information fields for
following chunks: the new broadcast audio extension, which
Description, Time and Date cannot be related effectively to the
includes information on the audio sequence, aformat extension,
broadcast user. In other words, a "cart label" with data relevant to
which describes the contents as being either PCM or MPEG, folthe performance of the audiofile is not possible by conventional
lowed by the wave data itself.
digital means.
See WAVE, page 36
A recently drafted specification — the
Custom chunk defined for the BWF
Broadcast Wave Format (BWF) — addresses
these limitations and establishes anew standard
Compulsory
for embedding and recovering this data. The
Non Pail formats only
chunk defined by
new specification utilizes the conventional
Microsoft
broadcast-aud o
Microsoft WAV format and provides an unamextension>
MPEG formats only
-biguous solution for the exchange of broadcast
kfact-ck>1
<fmt-ck>
audio files.
Prior to the arrival of the BWF, the only way
<mpeg-audio-extension>
Other optional chunks not
an information field could be included with a
supported by all applications
>
WAV file was to write aseparate text file and
link it together with the WAV file. This meant
keeping tabs on two files where only one would
be preferable.
The audio data
The final draft of the BWF specification was
established in April by the European
Broadcasting Union ( EBU). It was recently
BWF file
introduced to U.S. broadcasters by French
soundcard manufacturer/importer Digigram and Figure 1 Broadcast WAVE Format File
Courtesy EBU

Denon DN-C680 CD Player

Thumbs
Up
i Big buttons
i Shuttle wheel

Thumbs
Cown
i Large unit does
not conserve rack
space

1 Pitch control

ror more information call Denon Electronics
in New Jersey at (2011575-7810
or circle Reader Service 99

something up and shut it down, the player
"wows" itself back to normal speed.
This came in handy for aMaryland
Department of Transportation commercial,
written with the pitch control as inspiration.
Read the sidebar to see where this control
took me.
With the DN-C680, the commercial took
just atake or two to get the timing down.
With any other unit_ Iwould have had to
mess with reel-to-reel or go to the DAW.
There are many good features added to
this player. One might think the designers
had too much time on their hands.
"Auto Cue" is anifty feature that takes
you to the first playback signals of atrack,
automatically setting the Standby/Cue
mode at that point.
"Auto Space" automatically inserts 4second blank spaces between tracks, great
for ensuring indexed recordings on amedium such as DAT.
"Auto Edit" divides tracks on the CD
into afirst half (side A) and second half
(side B) at the point nearest the disc's total
playing time. This is ideal for any flunked
algebra students among us using 90-minute
cassettes.
"Shuttle Cue" is ablessing for the impatient, such as moi. You may recall that earlier Denon units use Forward and Reverse
buttons. The longer you hold the button, the
faster it will scan along.
But if you take your finger off of it —
even for just amoment — you are forced to
start back at slow-speed scan. Once you get
close to the desired location, then you have
to jump to aseparate knob for the tight cue.
Now, the DN-C680 gives you ashuttle
wheel to fly through the tracks at any speed
you desire. Indicator lights show how far to
the end of the track you have scanned.
Need atight cue? Slide your finger to
the inner side of the search dial and turn it
to your heart's content to nudge right up to
frame you want (one CD frame = 1/75th of
asecond).
The final analysis
One weakness 1found is that the DNC680 doesn't transform into aseltzer spray
bottle to keep sales people at bay.
CD- R lovers have all the right
connections to the unit; both digital and
analog, balanced and unbalanced. Standard
CD digital output is at 44.1 kHz, and a
sample converter kit is available for 32 and
See DENON, page 36

OPTIMOD - FM

2200

D IGITAL

P ROCESSOR

We downsized everything
except the OPTIM EJ Dsound.
DIGITAL SOUND THAT ANY FM STATION CAN AFFORD.
As you can see, we've cut the cost of digital processing by two-thirds. But what you

can't see, and really should hear firsthand, is what isn't downsized. The new 2200 is

adirect descendant of the best selling digital processor in the world. So you not only

get the same loud, clear OPTIMOD sound, the 2200 gives you key features you'll only

find in high end processors, including 8factory audio presets, the flexibility to program

8user settings, and the choice of either protection limiting or two-band processing. A lot

more than you'd expect in adownsized box. But then, it's not just any box. It's an OPTIMOD.

2200: $ 3,850

US

USER

PRICE; 2200-D WITH

H A Harman

DIGITAL

I/O: $ 4,450

International Company

0 1996 Orban, Inc. Orban and OPTIMOD are registered trademarks. 1525 Alvarado St., San Leandro, CA 94577 USA
Phone 1. 510 . 351.3500 Fax 1.510 • 351.0500 E-mail custserveorban.com
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Defining the BWF for PC Audio
WAVE, continued from page 34

If the file is MPEG rather than PCM,
additional required chunks include afact
chunk and MPEG audio extension chunk.
The entire package is shown diagrammatically in Figure 1.
It is in the broadcast audio extension that
the relevant data are included. This chunk
requires anumber of additional parameters
that must be addressed for exchange
between broadcasters.
For radio only
The broadcast audio extension includes
the following text areas:
•CHAR Description: 256 ASCII characters, which are used as afree description of

the sound sequence.
In applications where only a short
description can be displayed, the specification calls for key data to be delivered in the
first 64 characters. The remaining 192 characters are used for finer details.
•CHAR Originator: a 32- character
ASCII string containing the name of the file
originator.
•CHAR Originator Reference: another
32-character ASCII string containing areference of the originator, perhaps an organization or radio station call letters.
•CHAR Origination Date: a10-character
chain establishing the origination date of the
audio file expressed as yyyy:mm:dd, or for
example, 1997:09:15. Note there is no "year

Arrakis
Studio Furniture
systems are #1
with over 1,000 sold!
The Master
Control ,t
Studio, shown
right is one of
seven Arrakis
studios in
Sony's
anhattan

2000" limitation, so ayear can be defined as
anything from 0000 to 9999.
•CHAR Origination Time: Again an
ASCII entry, expressed as hh:mm:ss.
•CHAR Time Reference: Containing the
time code of the sequence. This is a64-bit
value which contains the first sample count
"since midnight" ( the beginning of the
event).
•WORD Version: An unsigned binary
number giving the version of the BWF.
Initially, this is zero.
•CHAR Reserved: A 254-byte region
reserved for future expansion of the standard.
•CHAR Coding History: A collection
of strings containing descriptions of the
coding process. For example, aPCM coding requires the mode (mono/stereo), sample size (8or 16 bits) and the sample rate.
An MPEG file would contain the sample
rate, bit rate, layer (Ior II) and the mode
(mono, stereo, joint stereo or dual
channel).
On amachine programmed to display
selected WAV data on playback, atypical
pop-up text box might contain the following
data when aBWF file is played:
Teddy's Bedding/Labor Day Sale #I,
Outcue "Sweet Dreams"
Bobby Summers
WZZZ-FM
1997/08/18
15:35:45
MPEG/44.I kHz/16/Layer 11/stereo
There are variations in the standard WAV
format that require other coding chunks. To
obtain the exact specifications of the BWF
and how it is affected by these other formats, go to the Web addresses given at the
end of this article.
Digigram has offered the BWF specifica-

October 1, 1997

tion to companies in the United States now
using Digigram soundcards.
Richard Darr of Radio Computing
Services, Scarsdale, N.Y., is examining the
pros and cons of the Broadcast Wave
Format.
"I see some definite possibilities, especially for stations in smaller markets," said Darr.
He notes that, by including the text field and
performance information of aWAV file, "it
becomes acost-effective solution."
Dave Scott, president and namesake of
Scott Studios, has already released the BWF
to his clients.
"We have 1,600 customers, and three or
four have it now," said Scott. "The reasons?
Simplicity, standardization, it's in compliance with the Microsoft WAV format now,
so why not go with it?"
Scott pointed to the number of existing
formats and said the industry needs astandard.
"You've got companies doing MPEG vs.
Dolby vs. APT, and with the Broadcast
Wave Format, any old computer with a
Soundblaster will work. It's just about time
there was astandard, and the fact it is an
international standard doesn't hurt," he said.
The Broadcast Wave Format is arelatively new standard, but is in use in European
broadcasting, notably in Sweden. The fact
that it bridges agap between conventional
PC audio and the demands of broadcasters
using computer playback methods could
make it desirable for producers who do
work in both domains.
With the BWF specification now available to U.S. radio broadcasters, it will be a
matter of time to see if the new standard is
embraced domestically.
man
Information on Digigram products and
implementation of the BWF is available by
calling ( 703) 875-9100.
Get the full BWF specification at the
EBU website www.ebu.ch/pmc_dapa.html
or at the Swedish Radio Corporation site
www.sr.se/rd/bwf/

New Denon CD Player:
Rock-Solid' Performer
DENON, continued from page 34

Arrakis furniture is # 1...
•Off the shelf -or- Custom
•Easy to design & assemble
• Very fast delivery !!!
call today to find out why Arrakis
studio furniture is the choice of
broadcasters worldwide...
from Moscow, to Tokyo,
to Manhattan...

(303) 224-2248
or (
970) 224-2248
1995 Arrakis Systems inc. 2619 Midpoint Drive, Fort Collins, CO. 80525
Circle ( 49) On Reader Service Card

48 kHz output frequency.
The Denon DN-C680 can output
either AES/EBU or consumer digital formats by altering the Preset table. This is
ahidden feature accessible through some
covert buttonpushing on the front panel.
As with all Denon products, it is
remoteready and the manual includes a

schematic diagram to wire up your own
remote controller. You can hook this latest model up to your personal computer
for external control of playback. Baud
rates are 9600 or 19200 bps, your choice.
Bo
Flip Michaels is production director
at classical station WGMS-FM in
Washington.

/

nspiration can come from anywhere and anything. Working with the
Pitch control on the Denon DN-C680 inspired radio copy for the
Maryland Department of Transportation's new highoccupancyvehicle awareness campaign.
Here is an abridged version of the spot:
(Bumblebee fx)
(Announcer:) The bumblebee is a curious creature (" Flight of the
Bumblebee," normal speed). Always on the go, flower to flower, place to
place. Sort of like, well ... you, the commuter. 1-270 North, 1-270 South. I270 North, 1-270 South.
Now imagine what would happen if Itold you that the "Flight of the
Bumblebee" could be performed at amuch faster rate? (
Music with Denon
pitchshift engaged, announcer read faster) I-270North-I
270-South-I-270North- I- 270- South!
Yes! Thanks to 1-270's new H-O-V — High Occupancy Vehicle lanes —
you can spend less time in flight and more time, well, pollinating.
— Flip Michaels

October 1, 1997
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Cool Editing at aCool Price
Art Hadley
Cool Edit Pro from Syntrillium
Software does everything the original
Cool Edit did, but now has multitrack
capability.
Generic $ 35 soundcards can play back
as many digital audio tracks as aPC can
handle. Cool Edit Pro does 64 digital
tracks with awhole toolbox of processing
for the same price as afour-track cassette
"scratchpad." List price for Cool Edit Pro
is abreakthrough $399.
Val Davis gave Cool Edit Pro acapsule
look in the last RW (" DAW Software:
Power, Not Price," Sept. 17, page 53).
Here, we really get into the program.
The latest two-track version — Cool
Edit 96 — allows you to single-click a
file to start it playing, much like agraphics "thumbnail" picture directory.
Cool Edit creates ambiance with the
Echo Chamber feature, with settings for
absorbency and spacing of walls, floor
and ceiling.
Other tools include reverb, frequency
and spectrum analysis, multitap delay,
3D echo, graphic, parametric, scientific
and " quick" EQs, dynamics and time
companding.
Almost any file format you want is
represented, plus a few you probably
have never heard of.
The 'Art' of forensic audio
The local fire marshal asked me to use
the two- track Cool Edit to clean up a
body-pack surveillance tape on which an
air conditioner and TV drowned out
incriminating conversation.
The A/C was easy but the TV was
complex. Fortunately, most of the conversation involved a female, and the TV
voice was male.
Cool Edit pulled out a lot of the TV,
and although the end result included
some weird distortion, unusable sections
of the tape were made audible.
Cool Edit is instinctive. The folks at
Syntrillium know how to make the
Windows 95 environment work. You may
use it every day and never discover all
the things it can do.
So how could it be made better? Make
it multitrack.
The two-minute expert
If you are aCool Edit user, it will take you
about two minutes to learn Cool Edit Pro.
Almost every mouse function is
backed up by simple and clear keyboard
alternatives. For example, Control- R
works on just the right channel of atrack.
Grab track 3 audio with the right
mouse button and drag it to track 54.
Pick amusic track, click any point on the
volume envelope and establish a new
volume point. Your music is ducked
under the voice where you want it.
Editing is non-destructive, the sample
file is unchanged and the system adjusts
your volume (and pan) envelopes on the
fly during playback.
There are afew new zoom controls to
use: gradual step- zooms, quick zooms
and a set of vertical zoom buttons for
maximum detail.
Sixty-four tracks on a stock PC
seemed unbelievable, so Itried it.
On a Pentium120 with 32 MB RAM
and aSCSI hard drive, Iloaded 32 copies
of a 16-bit, 44.1 kHz stereo file, 15.5 MB

in size, into the Multitrack section. The
tracks were moved around, cloned and
heavily cut up. My machine got sluggish
across some edits, but nothing serious.
When Iplayed back all 64 tracks at
once, my levels were through the roof
but everything worked just fine.
You may want a bigger, faster
machine, but for conventional "big" mixes, your old workhorse should be fine.
An organized hard drive with plenty of
space is all this program asks.
Some new features can be lifesavers.
Apply the DTMF Filter to remove anything that telephone equipment might
erroneously detect as atouch-tone.

Syntrillium Software "Cool Edit Pro"

Use noise, voice or music as source
material to generate " brain wave synchronizing audio" to induce states of
calmness. The on-line manual can educate you on this topic.
Adjustable presets, parameters and indepth explanations hide all over your
screen, waiting to be found with a right
mouse button click.
Want to scrub? Press the Fast Forward
and Rewind button while in the Edit
screen. Don't like the speed? Do a right
mouse click on the Rewind buttons and a
speed menu pops up, with locked and
variable winding speeds.
As on tape recorders, there is aRecord

Thumbs
Up
/ Great value
/ Thorough documentation
/ Excellent use of
Windows 95 features

Thumbs
Down
/ Not available on
the website
/ Delays while
effects are rendered
/ Will not recognize
afew proprietary formats.

For information, contact Syntrillium
Software in Phoenix at ( 888) 941-7100 or
circle Reader Service 65.

button. On the Multitrack screen, each
track has a Record-enable button, along
with Mute and Solo. Press Record,
See COOL page 38

Hee ,
61 duty
slide out 1
-ray
provides eIsy
access from
front of rack
Nickel-plated steel frame jr
with gold-platcd switching coritc,t-,

Introducing the Front Access Patchbay Series...
an exciting new reason to make Switchcraft your source for audio panels.
Our innovative front access patchbay gives you space
where you've never had it before and convenience
you've never dreamed of, in aquality package you've
come to expect from Switchcraft. Our heavy duty
slide-out tray gives you access to the 96 nickel- plated
steel frame jacks from the front of the unit.
But that's only the beginning! See the photo above for
all of the features and benefits, which make this panel

M148/52 Series
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ideal for use in studios, tape editing rooms, mobile
facilities and anywhere space is limited.
While you're at it, check out the patching products
below. Don't forget our high quality patchcords, and
industry-standard Q-G' microphone connectors.
Switchcraft is your one- stop shop for all of your broadcast interconnect needs. Call ( 773) 631-1234 ext. 243
today for acopy of our Audio Video Products catalog.

•1/4" Nickel- plated
steel frame jacks
•Rugged cable
tie bar
•31/2" or 13/4"
panel height

•11 Nickel-plated
steel frame jacks
•Rugged cable
tie bar
•Extra wide
labeling strips
•13/4" panel height

•Extra wide
labeling strips
•Fully-wired with
EDAC connectors

•Choose from
avariety of
normaling
configurations
•31/2" or 13/4"
panel height
(1/4" or TT)

Swïtchcralt®

Raytheon Electronics

5555 North Elston Avenue • Chicago, IL 60630
(773) 631-1234 • Fax: ( 773) 792-2129
www.switchcraft.com

Switchora

Switchcraft•-Consistently Excellent Since 1946"
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Cool Edit Pro: 64 Tracks
COOL continued from page 37

Pause, then use your space bar to commence recording.
32 bits
The Pro version features 32-bit processing. Even if your final product is
eight bits deep, you can record and
process in 32 bits, then downconvert.
Read the manual's discourse on dithering, and you will see why you should
limit your range to about 94 dB. That
should be enough for any medium.
There is MIDI trigger, SMPTE sync,
automatic crossfades, automatic zerocrossing point for click-free edits, scripts
and batch processing.

Efficiency:

Cool Edit Pro syncs with Cakewalk
music software for jingle composing and
recording. For the budget- minded, the
program works on asimple VGA screen.
Cool Edit Pro lists at $ 399 and is
offered through software outlets and
music stores, which means it should be
closer to $300. Inoted Syntrillium did
not offer it on their website as they had
with previous products.
The software comes as aboxed CD-ROM
with plug-in demos, sound effects, music, a
short but adequate tutorial and athorough
170-page on-line manual in Acrobat format
Here was apleasant surprise. Because
we were holders of the Cool Edit "preferred" registration, we could buy one

copy of Cool Edit Pro
for $99. The license let
us load one copy on a
production machine and
onto asecond computer,
either my home or
laptop.
Cool Edit Pro does
many things better than
other programs Ihave
seen at any price. It is
inexpensive, quick and
Syntrillium Software Cool Edit Pro Noise Reduction
easy to learn. Its docu
mentation is so complete that you will
using 386, 486 and Pentium machines
find it an excellent introduction to the
running Windows 3.1 and 95, Icannot
technical details of digital recording.
remember a Cool Edit program ever
Final thought: In almost three years of
crashing. How many Windows programs
can you say that about?

(
e-fish'en-see) n. 1. the most effective use

of available resources; 2. great things in small packages;
3. Crown's new FM 2kW amplifier.

Syntrillium Software Corp. is in
Phoenix. Call (888) 941-7100 or circle
Reader Service 62. Download ademo of
Cool Edit Pro at www.syntrillium.com
Art Hadley is producer/engineer for
the Kansas Audio- Reader Network at
Kansas University.

Cool Edit
Tech Notes

Stop the presses on all dictionaries! We're redefining efficiency with
our new 2kW FM amplifier. This broadband amplifier requires no field
or factory tuning and provides 75-80% RF efficiency across the band.
The design features hot-pluggable, 500—watt power modules, and a
responsive protection mode. The separate DC supply is power factor
corrected and 90% efficient. Both units are lightweight and compact
for easy installation and overnight shipping if required. Use the amplifier and supply with your existing exciter or upgrade to aCrown exciter
for an unbeatable transmitter package.

br r
oadcast ®
Phone: 800-294-8050; Fax: 219-294-8222
1718 W. Mishawaka Rd., P.O. Box 1000, Elkhart, IN 46515-1000

Grde (51) Oe Reader Service Cd

Cool Edit Pro is designed to run on
less-than- stellar systems as well as
state-of-the-art stuff. Bob Ellison of
Syntrillium Software recommends a
Pentium 90 with 32 MB RAM as a
starting platform, but said the program can actually handle "radio quality" audio ( 32 kHz) on anything
down to a486/33.
"Nonetheless," said Ellison, "it
helps to have a fast machine and a
good hard drive to do things like multiple-input recording."
Soundcard choice is up to the user.
Various cards can misbehave with
some software, causing clicks,
dropouts and system crashes. Ellison
said the user may need to make certain memory buffer settings in the
Setup file, but claims any Windowscompatible card will work. Naturally,
better cards mean better sound.
Absolutely put in the largest, fastest
hard drive you can. Unlike multitrack
programs that do effects in real time
(such as SAW), Cool Edit Pro
processes audio files off-line, then
writes the result back to the drive.
This means a lot of disk activity
and some waiting. A single file, treated with reverb and EQ, could be
three layers deep, taking up acorresponding amount of drive space.
However, this method also means
processor power is not diverted to
calculate effects during playback.
The number of tracks does not drop
when more effects are added.
Cool Edit Pro is DirectX-compatible and supports third-party effect
plug- ins from Sonic Foundry,
WAVES, Steinberg and others.
If you have the patience to sit and
wait while an older P90 machine calculates 3-D Echo, flanging and compression, by all means give the free
Cool Edit Pro demo aspin.
—Alan R. Peterson

How can a 15 channel Console be at the
unheard of low price of $3,995 ?

Rugged,
durable,
reliable, high
performance,
and fully
featured, the
1200 series is
ideal for On Air
Production, &
News in any
market size

10 ch model

studio,

Sale - $2,995
(List- $3,495)

Because Arrakis is #1 in Consoles,
Digital, & Studio Furniture
for Radio !!!
and we are #1because of Quality, Features, Performance, & Price...
•Quality- Penny & Gi es slide laders, 5 millIon operation On/Off switches, ITT Schadow switches,
solid oak trim, . 125" hardened aluminum panels, DC controlled with no audio on pots or switches,
External power supplly with current limiting protection.
And much, much more...
• Features- Program & Audition output buses with mono mixdowns and two mix minus buses for
telephone interface. Momentary & sustained remote start control of sources. Talk turret interface
with channel On/Off, Cough, and Talkback. Optional control interfaces for Arrakis digital workstations.
Ideal for On Air, Production, News, Talk studios and much, much, more...
•Performance- digital audio level performance with greater than 100dB dynamic range ( CD's are only
96dB). THD<0.02%. Ultra high performance mic preamps, Very low crosstalk, High quality VCA's,
reed relay audio switching, and much, much more...

5ch
model
$1,795

To find out more, call- 970-224-2248
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PRO DUCT GUIDE
Companies with new product announcements for Studio Sessions Product Guide should send them to:
Radio World, c/o Studio Sessions Editor, PO. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA. 22041
Yamaha Powered Mixer
The new Yamaha EMX640 powered
mixer is useful for PA reinforcement at
radio remotes and appearances.
The front panel provides mode switching for main, bridged, main/main and
monitor positions. Two 200 W amplifiers
are built in, one for main throw and the
other for monitoring. When the monitors
are not used, the amplifiers can be
bridged to provide 400 W to the main
speakers.
Additional features include built-in
limiters on both amplifiers, six inputs
with XLR and balanced quarter- inch

I
NVEST IN
RADIO'S FUTURE!
Attend...

THE

I JOHN
Il BAYLISS
MEDIA ROAST

g

OCTOBER 29

connectors, and Yamaha digital reverb.
Suggested price of the Yamaha
EMX640 is $649.95.

For information, contact Yamaha in
California at ( 714) 522-9011 or circle
Reader Service 80.

E-mu Darwin Relaunched
E- mu Systems has relaunched the
Darwin eight- track hard disk recorder
with new software and new features, at a
lower price.
The latest incarnation of the recorder
includes a2 GB disk drive for enhanced
storage options, anew DSP card with 32bit floating-point processing for highquality internal effects and new 2.01
operating software.
Additionally, E- mu has entered an
exclusive distribution agreement with
Sweetwater Sound of Ft. Wayne, Ind., and
Guitar Center of Agoura Hills, Calif., to
be the U.S. retail distributors of the
Darwin system.
The new pricing strategy places the
Darwin at less than $2,000.
For information, contact E-mu Systems
in California at (408) 438-1921 or circle
Reader Service 107.

W ALDORF-ASTORIA
NEW YORK

60 Hz from abattery source.
The Far Outlet is lightweight enough to
carry in one hand, yet can provide up to
250 W continuous and 400 W peak power. A DigiScrub digital filter circuit produces low-noise AC power that will not
introduce discernible distortion into audio
devices or computers powered by the Far
Outlet.
A self-contained charger allows the far
Outlet to be used as aUPS in the event of
apower failure. With a standard deepcycle battery and depending on load, the
device will provide several hours of service between charges.
Suggested price of the Far Outlet is
less than $300, battery not included.

Personal Power Station
The lunchbox-sized Far Outlet personal
power station from Galaxy
Audio/Valley Audio provides 110 VAC,

Construction includes aone-inch-thick
laminated countertop, oak trim and wood
kickboards. The Pro Studio comes assembled except for the optional overbridge.
The cabinetry is priced at $ 1,250.
See the Pro Studio 1 and other
Spacewise products at www.space
wise.com
For information, contact Spacewise
Broadcast Furniture in Arizona at (800)
775-3660 or circle Reader Service 88.

BE Newsroom Editor

For information, contact Galaxy
Audio/Valley Audio in Kansas at (316)
263-2852 or circle Reader Service 100.

Furniture for Small Studios
Spacewise Broadcast Furniture has the
Pro Studio 1cabinetry line for ergonomic
and economic use of studio space.
The system footprint and countertop is
amodest 3feet by 6feet. Two wing cabinets add 12 rack spaces and room for two
PC systems. A pullout keyboard drawer
and optional overbridge for monitor
screens and speakers round out the features.

The
Broadcast
Electronics
"NewsBoss" newsroom system now
includes an integrated digital audio editor
for fast, non-destructive single- screen
editing of actualities.
This feature allows finished audio cuts
to be linked to news stories already written within NewsBoss and then played to
air from the NewsBoss prompter.
Like many broadcast audio systems,
the new audio editor records in standard
WAV format and uses inexpensive nonproprietary soundcards. A built-in VU
meter and level controls keeps the recording process simple.
Drop-markers are used to find sound
bite locations within along cut. Multiple
edit screens can be opened with cut-andpaste capability, and four Clipboards are
included for more sophisticated editing.
Zoom controls help locate fine edit points
on the graphical waveform editor window.
For information, contact Broadcast
Electronics in Illinois at (217) 224-9600
or circle Reader Service 64.

Classic Composite Processing from PSI

"
D/S"HONORING SCOTT GINSBURG
EVERGREEN M EDIA CORP.

Don't clip your composite, control it! The FM FlexiMod will tighten and fatten your

RSVP BY
OCTOBER 10, 1997

sound without adding grunge. The secret is in our proprietary C-Limiter processing

BLACK TIE— FORMAL
I
NDIVIDUAL SEATS:

$375

CORPORATE TABLE FOR 10:

$3,750

PROCEEDS TO:

module. Introduced in 1985, the C-Limiter is on the air at over 500 progressive
FM stations. FlexiMod's stealth processing technology will make anoticeable
difference in your on-air sound too. Now only $ 1,100 pro net. Call Jim Somich at
(440) 546-0967 for more information.

THE JOHN BAYLISS BROADCAST FOI INDATIO•
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
()N

LACT KIT HUNTER FRANKE:

(408) 624-1536

PROCESSING SOLUTIONS: The Creative Edge
www.soundgreat.com

e-mail: baylissroast@kagan.com
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Summit Mic Preamp
Summit Audio introduced the MPC100A tube microphone preamp with integral compressor/limiter. This unit is
designed for high-quality microphone
audio input to digital recording/editing systems.
The single-channel device includes a
tube preamp circuit followed by a
separate tube compressor-limiter section. A
high- quality mic input, Hi- Z musical
instrument input and line-level input drives
See PRODUCT GUIDE, page 41
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PRODUCT GUIDE, continued from page 40

the first vacuum tube stage.
This stage drives a fast- attack compressor circuit. The rapid attack time
ensures clipping confidence before enter-

ing any digital system. A switchable
front-panel VU meter reads input, output
and gain reduction.
Unique to this unit is astep attenuator.
This input control simultaneously attenuates the signal while stepping the tube
feedback level. The mic input includes a
Jensen transformer as well as an electronically-balanced circuit.
For information, contact Summit
Audio in California at (408) 464-2448 or
circle Reader Service 63.

HHB Digital Recording Tape
HHB has anew addition to its line of
media products: DA113 DTRS digital
eight-track tape.

The new DA113 is optimized for use in
Tascam DA88 and Sony PCM800 modular digital multitrack machines, and has a
recording time of 113 minutes. A specially
formulated metal binder ensures negligible
drops in outputs after repeated playback
cycles in pro applications; after 100 passes,
measured drop is less than 0.5 dB.
The DA113 tape joins other products in
the HHB Advanced Media Products line,
including six lengths of DAT tape, magneto-optical disks, data and audio MiniDiscs
and CD-R media.
For information, contact HHB in
California at (310) 319-1111 or circle
Reader Service 87.

RSP Surround Products
Audio producers moving into DVD
soundtrack production should know
about the 5.2.5 Controller and the 5.2.5.
Encoder from RSP Technologies.
The Encoder accepts standard 5.1
Channel surround audio ( L-C-RLS&RS) from aconsole and outputs an
LT and RT matrix signal for stereo compatibility. The LT and RI outputs are at
+4 dBu, electronically balanced, on XLR
connectors.

Audio-Technica Shock Plates
Audio-Technica introduced three
new shock-mount plates for microphone
mounting in conference and roundtablebroadcast applications.
Each plate features a flexible suspension panel to isolate the mic from the
mounting surface, effectively reducing
mechanical noise and vibration. The
plates are compatible with AudioTechnica lightweight gooseneck condenser mics, such as the UniPoint,
Engineered Sound and ProPoint models.
The AT8646AM mount has a 5/8inch- 27
threaded
mount.
The
AT8646QM features afemale XLR connector and the AT8647QM/S has an
XLR connector and lighted Mute
switch.

VVEGENER

For information, contact AudioTechnica in Ohio at (330) 686-2600 or
circle Reader Service 82.

Fostex Digital Converter
One of the least expensive digital
converters available is the Fostex
COP- 1.
The COP- 1converts optical S/PDIF
signals to coaxial S/PDIF signals. The
box features a universal interface for
bidirectional conversion, runs on astandard 9 VDC battery eliminator and is
competitively priced at $95. The COP- 1
is a simple and affordable solution to
bridging the two signal carriers.
For information, contact Fostex
Corporation in California at (310) 9211112 or circle Reader Service 83.

DIGITAL

SATELLITE

If you need audio
transmission...

The 5.2.5. Controller is a 1RU electronics package with remote four-joystick controller box. Each joystick has
individual Mute switches. Up to four
such controllers can be ganged for projects requiring more pannable outputs.
For information, contact RSP
Technologies in Michigan at (248) 8533055 or circle Reader Service 81.

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES
Radio Station Data Base

Only $100!
Addresses, Formats, Phone, FAX
Market Size, Ratings & More!
Also: Group mailing to

We've got you covered.

BUY-OUT MUSIC — $49
82 & : 60 music beds for
328 :30 & : 60
120 production

music

$49

beds for . . .$198

effects "Zings, Zaps

and Zoodade for

$99

122 New Lasers & Sweepers for

$99

GMs, PDs, SMs & CEs.

The Radio Mall
1-888-97-RADIO

For FREE DETAILS on
production music, sound
effects, call

TOLL FREE

Ghostwriter (612) 522-6256

READER SERVICE 18

READER SERVICE 89

A

re you reading
someone else's
copy of Radio World?

c
3inshuste.A,ccestkausir
it • 3Volume CD Set
•n •Ideal for Commercial
Broadcast
•60-30-15 Second Cuts

If so why not apply for your
personal free subscription?
Simply complete the
subscription card .
27 return
it to us! You'll never have
to risk missing an issue of

RacJiû Wcorld

Production
Music
Library
Hear a
Telephone Demo

Demo Line
801-343-0345

•Buy Out Royalty Free
•Total of 159 Cuts!!
•All Digital
Call us at:

309-342-6721
All 3CDs for the
One Time Buy
Out of S120.00

READER SERVICE 42

ATTENTION PROVIDERS!
Promote your services to Radio World's 18,000+ readers. Reach Radio Station
and Recording Studio owners/managers and engineers with your message. For information on affordable advertising call Simone at 1-800-336-3045, extension 154.

Wegener Digital SCPC Family
• Highest quality audio with ISO-MPEG
•Wegener offers both QPSK and BPSK
•Addressable with Wegener ANCS
• Auxiliary data for printer and e-mail

1
11111111110

Wegener Digital Sub Carrier Family
•Three times the channel efficiency
•Video and FM20 sub carrier
• CD quality, mono and stereo
• Balanced audio or AES/EBU outputs optional
•All this in just one rack unit!

Contact your Harris Satellite Salesperson Today!

U.1

41

He‘nFas

Harris Broadcast Satellite
TEL: 888-729-0082
FAX: 765-962-8961
http://www.broadcast.harris.com
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Audio-on-Demand on the Internet
Mel Lambert
Much has been made of the interactive
dimensions of the Internet.
Aside from having to face the brutal
truth that, for most domestic users, 28.8
kbps modems and Power PC/Pentiumbased platforms are no longer aluxury but
adefinite necessity, anumber of service
providers are getting serious about on-line
delivery of music and related media.
While Irealize agrowing number of
U.S. radio stations are providing streaming audio on aregular basis, Iwonder if
this is the most creative use of system
bandwidth?

Sure, it's ablast to be able to dial up
of Web-based audio delivery is Progressive
access to overseas stations. Personally, I Networks, whose series of RealAudio
servers, players and related real-time delivhave become afan of England's Virgin
ery applications have revolutionized the
Radio at www.virginradio.co.uk
way we use such services — indeed, take
But can broadcasters make better use
them for granted. But there are other
of the available program content they
aspects of audio delivery via the Internet
beam out from their FM and AM antennas, aside from concerts, news and sports
that might require additional functionality.
A number of record labels are looking
events? Or maybe look for ancillary
to deliver non-real time offerings of mateapplications for on-demand music and
rials via dial-up modems and ISDN links.
audio file delivery over the Internet?
But this involves copyright protection of
Delivering the goods
music and related media. Our industry
also uses links to provide access to music
Acknowledging products from Xing
Technologies and Telos' AudioActive, we
libraries, PSAs and even commercials
from acentral server via the Internet.
must concede that the leading proponent

The world's finest on-air system.
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A number of ad agencies are looking
at the possibility of using the Web to
deliver audio "proof copies" of ads to
their clients, with final delivery of spots
to end users.
For these and other applications, we
really do require some way of copy-protecting the material, if only to ensure its
eventual use at authorized outlets.
One company that has been extending
the technological envelope into the
thorny area of copyrighted audio files is
Liquid Audio, which was formed in early
1996 to develop a number of unique
solutions to these and other Internet
applications.
Liquid Audio offers interesting techniques. One provides real-time delivery of
soundfiles utilizing an enhanced version
of Dolby Laboratory's AC-3digital audio
data compression and modem/ISDN links.
Secret decoder ring
Another is aseries of elegant encryption techniques for preventing unauthorized use of materials that might need to
be downloaded in non-real time using
AC- 3 at ratios up to 140:1 ( 10 to 190
kbps rates).
As many record labels are discovering,
the threat of audio piracy remains one of
the main obstacles to sales and distribution of audio over the Internet. Liquid
Audio has developed atwo-tier approach
to the problem.
First, anti-copy and anti-piracy protection is added to the audio files before
being placed on the client's server. Such
anti-copy protection, using public keyencryption systems, ensures a secure
upload/download and binds the materials
to an individual user.
Anti-piracy measures such as digital
"watermarking" inject inaudible information into an audio signal that is impossible to remove without ruining the recording, and stay with the audio after it leaves
the digital domain.
In this way, watermarking provides a
way of identifying bootleg copies and, in
the event of unauthorized distribution,
might even be used to identify who purchased the material.
Liquid Audio offers asuite of powerful
utilities for digital music delivery, including Liquifier Pro, Liquid MusicServer
and Liquid MusicPlayer. Liquifier Pro
enables users to prepare and publish CDquality, copy-protected music for delivery
via the Internet. It includes DSP functions
such as sample-rate conversion, parametric EQ and dynamics processing.
In addition, Liquifier Pro allows lyrics,
credits and artwork to be included within
the audio file, accessible via the firm's
MusicPlayer.
Utilizing standard protocols to deliver
scaleable, Dolby-encoded audio and
media over Internet provider networks,
Liquid MusicServer handles on-line
access to data files and includes adatabase plus utilities for asset management,
copyright protection and royalty tracking
and reporting.
Mister EDnet
Recently,
Liquid
Audio
and
Entertainment Digital Network (EDnet), a
company specializing in digital network
systems, unveiled anew end-to-end Internet
audio solution for the broadcast industry.
Super Sonic Transport (SST) is designed
to provide on-line delivery, preview and
download of audio via EDnet's network,
which includes post studios and ad agencies.
Via SST, broadcasters and ad
See DIGITAL, page 43
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Studio Move, Surviva 1Story
Ty Ford
Ihave had several near-death experiences. None of them, as Irecall, was
more painful than moving my studio.
Other than the 42 linear feet of albums in
my collection, Iam really not much of a
packrat.
Fortunately, Ihad abreak in the schedule of about 10 days during which Iwas
booked to work out of other studios. As
much as Ihated removing all of the gear
from the racks and boxing it back up.

Iconvinced myself that it was an
appropriate action to punctuate the
change in operation. It provided acertain
sense of closure.
Wide-open spaces
0‘er the years, I've found my brain
works more efficiently in an uncluttered
environment. To look at my office, you
would never know it; but above some
level of clutter, Ibecome unable to concentrate as well. It's sort of a mild spatial autism. Ihad a vision of a simpler,

cleaner configuration.
Breakdown of the old studio was first.
Ileft the patch bay in the main rack and
labeled each cable, using white electrical
tape and apermanent Sharpie marker.
The Mackie mixer I use for an
input/output matrix to the Orban workstation presented another challenge. Ihad
numbered its cables on both the mixer
and patch bay ends.
To make re-connection easy, Iflipped
the Mackie manual to the rear panel shot
and wrote in the correct cable numbers

Audio Transmission by
Internet Made Easier

available, and includes the relevant URL.
The next morning, the agency rep in
New York downloads the engineer's message, clicks on the underlined URL links,
and within seconds is listening to
streamed versions of the commercials.
DIGITAL, continued from page 42
Actual audio quality
producers can preview CD-quality music
depends on connection
and sound effects, then download the
speed, but should be sufsound as linear CD audio for use in proficient to make assessduction.
ments regarding relative
"Until now," said Gerry Kearby, CEO
levels, music and the
of Liquid Audio, "it would take days, even
voiceover. Even over a
weeks, for afacility to ship tapes, obtain
28.8 modem, the agency
approvals, make changes and distribute
would be able to downfinal masters. Our technology expedites
load abroadcast-quality
this entire process via the Internet, and
version of a 30- second
offers professionals instant auditioning
spot in acouple of minand downloading of an unlimited number
utes.
of music and sound resources."
The agency then can eFor users contemplating setting up
mail its approval, comtheir own websites with on-line audio,
ments or corrections.
but who lack the resources or technical
Liquid Audio Software
Very simple indeed.
expertise, EDnet offers ahosting service.
mu
An ad agency might elect to rent space
might be used during production of a
Call Liquid Audio at (415) 562-0880
on an EDnet server on an as- needed
radio commercial.
or visit its website www.liquidaudio.com
basis. Audio can be prepared for streamSuppose a Los Angeles ad production
Entertainment Digital Network
ing and distribution over the Internet
studio finishes a package of spots, but
(EDnet) can be reached at (415) 274using special software, or transferred in
misses the final cutoff for overnight
8800 or at websites www.ednet.net and
real time to the EDnet San Francisco
delivery to New York for approval by the
www.sst.net
office using an ISDN audio codec.
ad agency. Having prepared the spots on
Mel Lambert is principal of
Beyond adding streaming audio capaPro Tools using a software plug-in from Media&Marketing, a Los Angeles-based
bilities to aclient's website, EDnet can
Liquid Audio, the West Coast engineer
consulting service for the professional
simplify the ad- approval process by
logs into an account on the EDnet server audio industry. He can be reached via
allowing agencies and studios to e-mail a and publishes the audio files to his
mediapr@earthlink.net or ( 818) 753password-protected audio link to one of account.
9510.
more users.
For each of the spots he publishes, the
engineer receives back aURL: aUniform
Case example
Record Locator, or "pointer" to the audio
EDnet and Liquid Audio detail arelefile. He then sends an e-mail message to the
vant case example of how Audio Email
client explaining that the commercials are

right on the manual.
Iran into acouple of challenges during the breakdown. Ihad made holes in
some built-in shelving for routing the
audio cables for my workstation. After I
pulled the cables, Isoldered them to the
patch bay.
Guess what? The holes Imade for the
cables were too small to fit the XLR connectors through, so Ihad to desolder
those connections.
New digs
The new space is bigger and more
comfortable, with an extremely quiet
HVAC system. The power is relatively
clean and, to my surprise, even the
overhead fluorescent lighting is quiet. I
had to call in Bell Atlantic to get rid of
some of the hash on the phone lines, but
they took care of the problems in less
than aday.
As Isat amid the boxes and empty
racks at the new site, it occurred to me
this was agreat time to reinvent the studio layout.
Like most studios, mine "grew" over
time. Iput things where there was room
for them, which was not necessarily the
best place. Before Iput them back in, I
thought about how much or how little I
used each piece.
There were several pieces of gear Iseldom used anymore: aDynafex single-ended noise reduction unit, an Aphex Type C
Aural Exciter and aUrei graphic EQ.
Ialso seldom use the Roland Alpha
Juno 1and U20 keyboards and MT32
sound module. Even the Revox PR99
reel machines rarely get used.
My solution? If Ineed them, I'll put
them in racks on wheels and roll them in
for the specific job, then roll them out.
That left the stuff Iuse most: GML mic
preamps, AirCorp expanders, Aphex
Compellor and Studio Dominator,
Eventide 3000B/SE with sampler, Yamaha
REV7 reverb, aRane headphone amp and
several black boxes that "do things."
Iinstalled them in the main rack, from
the top down in that order, except for the
black boxes. They are completely out of
sight. Don't ask me where or what they
are; Idon't remember.
See FILE, page 45
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Frequency Agile STL Systems
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Hank Williams, Sr.

NMI

•
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If you are looking to deliver clean, crisp audio to your transmitter via microwave, Armstrong
FML-I0 SIL system offers unsurpassed audio purity in arock-solid, feature- packed package.
Built to tough manufaturing standards throughout, FML-I0 system features microprocessor
controllers, advanced FIL circuitry, ultra linear VCO and front panel frequency programmability
with digital frequency readout.
Currently in service at over 300 stations in 21 countries, this field proven design is a " rocksolid" SIL choice for any station.
COMPLETE SYSTEM
SAME DAY
30 DAY MONEY
UNDER $ 5000.00
SHIPPING
BACK GUARANTEE

ARMSTRONG
alà TRANSMITTER CORPORATION
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LeAnn Rimes

Merle Haggard

Mindy McCready

Tammy Wynette

Alan Jackson

Patsy Cline

Bryan White

Johnny Cash

Faith Hill

George Jones

Deana Carter

Tom T. Hall
Willie Nelson
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Tim McGraw
Trace Adkins

A50/50 blend of today's currents
and yesterday's classics.
1-800-680-2261

4835 N. Street • Marcellus, NY 13108 • Phone 315-673-1269 • Fax 315-673-9972
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Products ELServices Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.
Incredibly Flexible DTMF Control

UNIVERSAL XE -1000
SCPC AUDIO RECEIVER

WATTCHMAN®
TRANSMITTER
PROTECTION SYSTEMS

The DS-8Programmable DTMF decoder

AN AFFORDABLE
QUALITY SCPC RECEIVER
New, affordable, frequency-agile receiver, direct channel entry
by keyboard, selectable companding 1:1, 2:1, 3:1, wide/narrow
bandwidth, de-emphasis selectable, 950-1450 MHz, line output
600 ohms, muting, transponder agile, LNB power supply,
50-channel memory, full baseband output, high-quality audio.
Every needed feature at asensible price (lowest in the
industry).
REMOTE ACCESS AUTOMATION (OPTION)

Bridge the DS- 8across youraudio
source and get eight individually
programmable relay outputs.
Each closure is activated by its
own code of one to four digits
long. Each relay can be set up as
momemtary,
latching or
interlodœd with other relays! Use
the DS- 8 for remote audio
switching, automated program
recording, secured remote EAS
control, you name it! Optional
rack mount ( pictured) is available
Atwo unit R.M. is also available.

»Each of the eight relays may be
independently prograrruned for
codes and mode.
»Program it with any DTMF phone.
>llighquality metal =closure can be
wall or table mounted. Low cost
(optional) rack mount available.
»All connections on screw terminals
0-Retains settings aftera power failure

List price is just $ 299.

Call your favorite dealer or visit
our web site forthe latest info and
downloadable tech manuals!

WATTCHMAN protects your transmitter and
uansintssiun itnc system. A permanent 19" rack installation used with any dual socket line section 7/8" through t
1
/
8"and elements (additional) to monitor CW, TV, and F1V.
power. Model 81070 features two easily read meters to
monitor both forward and reflected power. Abnormal
conditions quickly cause transmitter shut down.
TERMINATING LIOUID/AIR LOADS
(84000/85000 series) available to cover CW
power ranges of up to 10,000 Watts over a
frequency range of DC to 2.4 Ghz. All models are
available with optional thermal overload switches to
interface with the user's interlock or warning circuit.

CircuitWerkes

CALL OR FAX FOR PRICING INFORMATION
Phone: (614) 866-4605

The DS-8features include:

Fax: (614) 866-1201

COAXIAL DYNAMICS, INC.
15210 Industrial Parkway
Cleveland, Ohio 44135 (216) 267-2233

3716 SW 31s
1Place

UNIVERSAL_co_,E,,5,,TicRactcççpsec,eLsct;

Toll Free 1- 800- COAXIAL (262-9425)

Gainesville, Florida 32607
(352) 332-6555 / fax 331-6999

FAX: (216) 267-3142
Web Site http://merwmmitial.com
Email: coaxialttapk.net

http://www.circuitwerkes.com

4555 Groves Road, Suite 12 Columbus, OH 43232-4135
READER SERVICE NO. 60
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Vanguard SeriesTM
Stereo Broadcast Consoles

OVER 1000
IN USE WORLDWIDE

1997
H.L. DALIS
CATALOG

NO\
55 ,n

MIL
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\%citb
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OVER 350 PAGES

3X2

Audio, Video
& Broadcast
Engineering
Supplies

6X1B

8X2A

RIP11

1C00

111•1114

Since 1925

Authorized Distributor for over 250 Major
lines including Kings Broadcast, Belden,

Performance, Value, and Reliability
through Innovative Technology.
5 Models Available
BC6DSL*
BC6DSR"'
BC8DSL*
BC8DSR —
BC12DSL*

Neutrik, Canare, John Fluke & Motorola
Call, Fax or E-mail Stanley Marks tor your Free Copy
[NY]

Broadcast Tools
Has The Right Switcher For You!

Ph.:718-361-1100 Fax 718-392-7654

•Linear Faders •

Nationwide 1-800-HLDALIS
E-mail: Hldaliseaol.com

Rotary Faders

CALL OR WRITE FOR A FREE DETAILED BROCHURE.
AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED
328 W. Maple Ave.. Horsham, PA 19044, USA
(215) 443-0330 ( 800) 959-0307
FAX: (215) 443-0394
http://www.ATIguys.com

H.L. DALIS Inc.
35-35 24th St, Long Island City, NY 11106
TRIED THE REST? NOW TRY THE BEST!
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NEW

LOW COST FM TRANSMITTERS
& POWER AMPLIFIERS

SS 12.4

From the 2X1 that switches between two stereo sources feeding asingle stereo
output, to the microprocessor- controlled SS 12.4 with twelve stereo inputs feeding four stereo outputs, we have aswitcher to fit your application. Designed by
broadcast engineers for broadcasters, our switchers offer excellent audio quality,
removable I/O connections, remote control capabilities and flexible mounting
accessories, plus most models con be used as source routers.
For your next project use the right tool; - Broadcast Tools!
Check out our new web site for additional information and alist of distributors!
Yoke: 360 . 428 . 6099 BROADCAST
Fax: 360 . 428 . 6719
(
mail: bti@broadcasttools.com Internet: www.broadcasttools.com

tools
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Attention
Advertisers:

Combine Direct
Mail With Advertising
in a Total Marketing Package!
RADIO WORLD reaches 18,000+
equipment buying prospects. The list

PRICES
Exciters
10W $ 1375

Power Amplifiers

can be customized for your specific

150W

$ 1,815

needs. Select by geographic region,

300W

$ 2,750

500W

$ 3,663

1000W

$ 7,326

CALL 408-448-3342
FOR DETAILS

All of the above need just 10W drive
READER SERVICE NO. 115

firm type, occupational breakdown
or other sub- divisions.
Call Sheryl Unangst at

800-336-3045 x164
for more information!
WEIL
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STUDIO SESSIONS

Planning, Building New Studio
FILE, continued from page 43

Itook abig chance and defied the laws
of nature by moving the Mackie, CD
player and cassette machine from the
main table to aleft-side return surface.
Iwas somewhat concerned that, being
right-handed, Iwould have problems
operating the gear with my left hand, but
17 years of sitting between two turntables
in air studios can do wonders for your
ambidexterity.
Stand by me
My Panasonic SV-3900 DAT machine
remained nice and handy in the main
rack. A lot of my clients want to leave
with aDAT master.
In the end, the Orban controller, computer monitor and two Radio Shack
Minimus Seven speakers were the only

store and get some 1x 3-inch stock, and
several packs of small L-brackets. Cut
the stock to make aframe that is slightly
pieces on the main table in front of me.
from piano parts.
smaller than the piece of foam you have
The table seemed huge and empty, but
The acoustic treatment for the room
cut so the foam snugs into the frame.
that was also part of the plan.
will evolve as Iget accustomed to it. I
Screw one side of the L-brackets to the
In the original studio setup, clients
don't like to go in blindly — or deafly —
1x 3 and the other to the wall. The 2had to sit behind me. What Iwanted to
and cover everything in sight with foam.
inch foam that Icut into 2 x 4-foot secdo was create enough space so the client That often results in dead sounding
tions needed no gluing, because the
could sit next to me or at the end of the
recordings.
frame held it in place. Incidentally, an
table at a90-degree angle and still have
electric carving knife works great for
a reasonable work space. The extra
Shimmer
slicing the foam.
space also will be used for visiting
1prefer acertain amount of highly difIstill need to isolate the refrigerator on
equipment.
fused reflected sound. It adds shimmer in
the main floor. When its compressor
Originally, Iwas using E-V Sentry 100
a way that few processing units can
kicks in, Ican faintly hear the sound resmonitors on the main table, raised to ear match. For now, close-miking and afew
onating across the floor joists and down a
level with custom supports, as near sheets of strategically placed Sonex are
wall at the far end of the studio.
fields. While that worked well, Inow
working, but Ineed some additional
My plan is to glue 3-inch squares of
have the space to push back abit.
absorption for people who cannot work a wood to 4-inch squares of Sorbothane,
Iam still in search of the right moniclose mic.
place the squares with the Sorbothane
tor supports — something that will supWorking with foam sheet goods, such
side down and sit the fridge on top of
port the monitors and still fit in with the
as Sonex, can be fun or a nightmare. I them.
100-year-old table that was custom-built
was called in to help a studio in which
they were trying to glue the product
Ty Ford's voice demos can be downdirectly to the ceiling. The glue did not
loaded with any Web cruiser or via FTP
work. It wasn't designed to hold the full from FTP.Jagunet.com/pub/users/tford
weight of asheet measuring 2x4feet.
Ty is editing a collection of amazing
While Iquestion the appropriateness
control room nightmares, such as dreamof using foam on aceiling, Isuggested
ing you are in an unfamiliar station, the
that they mount the stuff on lightweight music is ending, nothing is cued up,
paneling and then attach the paneling you're wearing afig leaf and the general
Bakelite AC power plug at the lower left, with screws to the ceiling after the glue
manager is bringing in aclass field trip.
the "chicken-head" pointer knobs and the set.
Real nightmares only; nothing madefour Magic Eye electron-ray tubes.
For wall mounting, try framing sheets
up, please. Please send yours to
These tubes would glow green and a with wood. Go to the local hardware
tford@jagunet.com
slit-shaped shadow would vary in width
with the amplitude of incoming signals.
They weren't oscilloscope screens, but
they looked impressive on customer
house calls — back when repair businesses actually made house calls.
The Meissner Analyst was considered
a "portable" device, but portability as we
know it is different from what it was in
WaveStation
1943. Based on known sizes of the knobs
File Edit Log Tools Setyp Window Help
and the electron- ray tubes, the Analyst
302 04 pm
would have been larger than a typical
()0 08 00 14
b1 af. 25 1
.-.37
Heathkit one-channel scope. Given its
RADIO RadioWAVEIJinde
CONGA CONGA • GIOB6Eslean
12-tube circuitry, it must have also been
Length 0014 Intro: ow SecT one: 01314
Length 0011 Intro 00 00 SecT one 00 11
AUDIO 13: RadioWAVEI [sung)
AUDIO
that Conga
rather weighty.

'Portable' Analyzer From
The Good Old Days
How about this for a piece of
equipment?
This is the Meissner Analyst, acombined voltmeter/oscillator/signal tracer
used back in 1943 for electronic repair,
mostly in radio shops. It was manufactured by the Meissner Co. of Mt. Carmel,
Ill., and carried aprice of $96.50.

affordable

Digital Automation
,

— Alan R. Peterson
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Problem:
Ineed a new FM
transmitter but prices
are so high Imay have
to settle for used.

Solution:

,

Start Date, 12/13/96 End Date. 12/31/97

Start Date: 12/5/96 End Date 12/31/17

Compare this device to similarly featured solid-state handheld multi-testers of
today, made by companies like Fluke,
BK Precision, Wavetek and others.
The metal case was finished in the
black crinkle-paint style typical of the era
and had ascreened front panel. The modules (called "channels" in the ad material) each performed aspecific function.
From the top down, a four-range 10
Megohm DC voltmeter chased down
voltages inside equipment under test.
Sharing space with the meter was an
audio tracer, used to troubleshoot audio
stages.
Below was athree-range audio oscillator for injecting signals into units under
test. Controls from left to right: the threeposition Range switch, the Frequency
Adjust and Attenuator.
Next down was the RFIF generator
with its 95-1700 kHz range. At the very
bottom was the power strip with outlet
for the unit being repaired.
Adding nostalgic charm to the
Meissner Analyst, note the non-polarized
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The ECC1 Series!
Rugged, Feature Packed
& Reliable the ECCI
series was built with
you in mind.
We've kept the cost low and the quality
unsurpassed!
Benefit from lower operating cost with extra
long tube life and lower power consumption.
Available in powers from 2-50 KW

Great Products
Great Solutions!
"The Transmitter People"

71/11C

EnergyOnix
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT CO., INC.

PO BOX 801 • 1306 RIVER ST.
Valatie, NY 12184
Phone 518-758-1690 • Fax 518-758-1476
energy-onix @ energy-onix.com
Circle (
59) On Reader Service Card

Broadcasters around-the-world are discovering our
easy-to- use WaveStation automation.
Install our
software on your PC and you have apowerful, versatile
music-on- hard drive or satellite automation system.
WaveStation comes with its own digital audio editor
and uses standard or compressed WAV files. Full
automation, voice track or live assist. Win 3.1 or 95.

888-E3SIUSA1

Try Before You Buy.
binial the WI Sobrite!
www.bsiusa.com

24 HOUR

FREE
TECH SUPPORT

C)r I,

$999
BSI
Broadcast Software International
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Changes in
Store for
Fund Raising

Moral Pitch Brings in Big Bucks
John Montone
"Do you love the cause more than
the carrier?" That question is posed at
the start of one LifeLine radio commercial. LifeLine's radio campaign is
unflinching, unapologetic and, some
would say, intolerant. It is the roaring
mouthpiece of Christian capitalism.
AmeriVision Communications Inc.
of Oklahoma City, which offers
LifeLine, is along-distance carrier that

Given the

spreading its message via commercials
that run primarily, but not exclusively,
on Christian radio stations.
Strong words
Thompson uses his radio spots to
trash the company's competitors,
accusing AT&T Corp. and MCI of
"spreading gay rights," and Sprint of
"spreading abortion." Thompson, who
is responsible for the content of
LifeLine commercials, further charges
that the big carriers "spread pornography on the websites."
"You need to quit using them and

politically incendiary
nature of the LifeLine
spots, it's no surprise
that some commercial
stations refuse to run
them.
promises to save its subscribers up to 8
percent on their phone bills and donate
10 percent of the LifeLine profits to
charities that, in the company's words,
fight the moral decline of our nation. A
good part of that fight is an all-out
assault against "gay rights."
AmeriVision
Senior
Vice
President/Head of Operations Carl
Thompson champions the company's
crusade and is comfortable about

Carl Thompson ( right) poses with
LifeLine President Tracy Freeny.

te‘4 •••

Schedule the best in " CLASSIC RADIO" with

Hosted by Radio Hall of famer STAN FREBERG, the man who
drained Lake Michigan and filled it with hot chocolate

turn it to us so we can help restore
Christ's kingdom on the earth," he said.
Given the politically incendiary
nature of the LifeLine spots, it's no surprise that some commercial radio stations refuse to run them. "They turn us
down because we're too radical. They
try to say we can't say those things."
AT&T spokesperson Burke Stimson
called the LifeLine campaign "advertising by inflammation," saying the
charge is "preposterous."
Stimson said the allegation that
AT&T actively supports a homosexual
agenda may stem from donations made
in the late ' 80s by AT&T to the Gay
Men's Health Crisis as a way of confronting the mounting number of AIDS
cases.
Even if account execs were lining up
for LifeLine's business, they might not
get it. Thompson chooses his secular
stations carefully. "Mostly talk shows,"
he said, "Bob Larson and Alan Keyes."
But not Rush Limbaugh, whom
Thompson calls a " good guy who
refuses to take a stand on some
Christian issues."
Most of LifeLine's radio advertising
budget goes to 400 Christian radio stations, which Thompson admitted narrows the field of potential listeners and
subscribers.
"We are trying to limit our market
share," he said, in an unusual claim for
a businessman. " We don't want the
people who don't agree with us, we
don't want the world system," he said.
"The people that don't like us, we don't
want them."
However, Thompson said, " A gay
could call and use my service if he
wants me to put money to destroy what
he believes," he said. "The litmus test
is what charity you're going to give it
to. They don't get to pick ( their own)

S.D. Yana Davis
Public radio listeners have grown
accustomed to pledge drives. But in
coming years, those drives might be
eclipsed by another method of gaining new individual contributors.
"Pledge drive" is noncommercial
radio jargon for "radiothons" during
which staff and community volunteers take long breaks in regular programming to ask listeners to become
"members" or "friends" of the station by contributing money. Most
public stations hold two or more of
these events annually. Station staff,
not to mention many listeners, probably would prefer none be held, but
economic considerations dictate that
they continue.
Many public radio development
officers and managers interviewed
by RW believe stations won't be
able to do without pledge drives in
the foreseeable future. But arecent
large grant to industry giant
Minnesota Public Radio by the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting
may signal an increasing reliance on
direct mail.
More direct mail
"MPR just received a $270.000
grant from the CPB in early June,"
said Catherine Harvanko, direct
marketing manager for MPR. The
regional network serves Minnesota
and parts of adjacent states, and
produces nationally syndicate shows
See MONEY, page 48

See LIFEUNE, page 52
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Five shows per week-54 minutes each.
BARTER, NO CASH PAYMENTS!
For afree co contact David West.
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Double-Digit Growth Continues
Radio's success train keeps rolling in 1997.
Year-to-date revenue figures from the Radio Advertising Bureau show sustained growth through July, with revenue up 10 percent from the first seven
months of 1996.
Breaking things down a bit, regional figures for national-only revenue
showed outstanding growth of 19 percent in the West and East, with the
Southwest up 18 percent. All markets combined showed a 16 percent jump in
year-to-date national revenue; local revenue grew 9percent.
For the month of July alone, overall revenue was up 11 percent.
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One smart guy, self directed and abreeze to

A truly brilliant and multi-talented personality,
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work with. The DH 20 and DH22 digital hybrids

capable of handling asurprising number of tasks.
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The TS612" is able to meet the needs of asingle

automatically adapt to changing telephone

station or alarge talk network. A highly

hybrid is able to send or receive audio over any
standard dial up telephone line. The best analog

conditions and much more.

sophisticated system that requires very little training.

hybrid ever and very cost effective.

Introducing the newest members of the Gentner
We understand the critical nature of bringing people on air, flawlessly. At Gentner Communications, quality audio is our
business. We've spent the last sixteen years continuously innovating our products for you. As industry leaders in telephone
interface products, we've built the name and reputation you can depend on. Gentner is now shipping our newest telephone
hybrid line. The SPH10 is the simply the best analog hybrid ever. The DH20 and DH22 digital hybrids represent the latest
features in telephone hybrid technology with features like built in monitor amp, auto mix- minus, selectable caller control and
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Direct-Mall Membership Strategy
MONEY, continued from page 46

like Garrison Keillor's "A Prairie Home
Companion."
The grant, Harvanko said, will allow
MPR to expand its own direct-mail member acquisition program and eventually
provide low-cost training to other stations to duplicate the strategy of MPR.
Harvanko said approximately 35 percent of MPR's massive membership,
which hovers between 85,000 and 90,000
individual contributors, were acquired
through direct mail.
That percentage is high in an industry
where direct mail has been used primarily to "remind" those who called during a
pledge drive, renew the same members a
year later or ask for additional contributions. All the more impressive, MPR's
direct mail acquisition efforts began in
earnest only in late 1993, when Harvanko
came on board.

direct mail. Tom Godell, general manager
of WSIU(FM) in Carbondale, Ill., agreed.
"I think by now nearly everybody in the
public broadcasting industry realizes that
our future is dependent on our ability to
raise significant new monies from the
private sector," Godell said. "Direct mail
acquisition is the most promising new
fund-raising method for public radio that
has come along since the landmark
WKSU-FM study of on-air fund raising.

Average
contributions
in the public radio
system are around
$60 to $ 65, so a
1 percent response
yields impressive net
revenues.

Catherine Harvanko of MPR
While the up-front cost of acquiring a
member by direct mail can be substantial,
the downline costs to renew are attractive.
"It costs MPR about $ 10 for each listener who responds to a pledge drive,"
Harvanko said. "But it also costs us about
$10 to renew that same listener during a
subsequent pledge drive. While it costs
$34 on average to acquire anew member
with direct mail, the average cost to
renew that member is just $ 1.29."
Harvanko said MPR mailed to about
700,000 individuals asking for contributions during the fiscal year ending June
30, with a response under 1percent.
However, average contributions in the
public radio system are around $60 to
$65, so that 1percent yields impressive
net revenues.
Direct mail success at trend- setting
MPR has not gone unnoticed at other
public stations. In Pensacola, Fla.,
WUWF(FM), inspired in part by MPR's
example, recently concluded its first
direct mail acquisition campaign, according to membership manager Kathy Tyler.
"We mailed on June 1," Tyler said,
"and so far our response has been better
than what we expected. It's running at
about 2percent."
Tyler said about $3,000 had been contributed, with more coming in daily. She
said WUWF had mailed to 3,200 supporters of the Northwest Florida Arts Council,
with atarget reply date of June 30.
Tyler said WUWF was motivated by
the need for "new avenues of fund raising" and by the downstream low cost of
renewing contributors acquired through

long haul. That's what's going to make
the difference."
At least one industry fund-raising
executive thinks sophisticated direct
mail acquisition will allow stations
actually to reduce the number of days
and hours spent fund raising on- air.
Soft sell
Carmen Frierson, director of budget
planning and membership services at
KUSC(FM) in Los Angeles, said,
"We'll be able to scale back the number
of days spent fund raising on- air and
the number of hours in those days, as
well as make the most efficient use of
that time. We'll be able to use a ' softer'
sell, as opposed to the more aggressive
style during drives."
KUSC's mainstream classical format
had good numbers and asolid contributor base, but changed formats two years
ago to a "mix" of classical and nonclassical arts music. The response from
contributors was immediate and unmistakable.
"Our contributor base plunged to
17,000," Frierson said. For a major
public station in one of the largest U.S.
media markets, that news was anything

"I think we've done just about everything we can possibly do to recruit new
members over the air," said Godell, aveteran of dozens of drives over
his 21- year career in public
radio. He cited improvements
in on-air pledge drive content,
including asophisticated fivestep giving path, special premiums linked to holidays like
Valentine's Day, and highly
produced spots used with live
announcing during pledge
breaks.
But the bottom line, Godell
said, is time spent asking for
money. "Isincerely doubt that
we can increase the amount of
time we spend fund raising onair without alienating our most
loyal listeners and supporters."
Staff and volunteers at
WSIU(FM), a "third tier" or
WSIU(FM), Carbondale, Ill. help out during a
small- market station, already
recent pledge drive. Direct-mail acquisition of
conducts two annual pledge drimembers may become as important as on-air
ves, each lasting 10 to 11 days.
solicitation in coming years.
The station also broadcast a
special onair pledge drive in
but good. A management change
June to meet budget needs before the end
ensued, and KUSC returned to its tradiof the fiscal year.
tional classical format ayear ago.
"Our plan at WSIU is to participate in
KUSC membership levels are back up
the project that's being spearheaded by
MPR. Idon't expect a windfall ( from
to 27,000 thanks to the response from
loyal contributors during three annual
direct mail) in the first year," Godell
pledge drives. Frierson is interested in
said. "If we break even, I'll be surprised.
exploring direct-mail acquisition.
What I'm looking for is income over the
RADIO BUMPERS

Think on these things: listenersupported WLPE(FM), Augusta, Ga., is
one of seven stations comprising the
Good News Network. The station airs
Christian music, ministry and talk
shows. The call letters are an acronym
for aparaphrase of the New Testament
command to focus on that which is
lovely, pure and excellent.
The Good News Network hopes to

grow beyond its current seven-station
base while focusing on the Southeast.
For its bumper sticker, the station
chose acolor mix of bright yellow, red
and black, sure to stand out.
Does your station have an eyecatching bumper sticker? Send it to:
RW Bumper Sticker, 5827 Columbia
Pike, Third Floor, Falls Church, VA
22041.
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"We really haven't done direct mail
acquisition in about six years," he said.
"The ... renewal dollars are good. It
builds potential for the future."
Within the next 12 to 18 months,
Frierson said, new direct mail members could become more important
than pledge drive contributors at
KUSC.
By mailing to arts organization contributors as well as magazine subscriber lists, she said, the appeal goes
to individuals who are accustomed to
giving or subscribing by mail. Also,
southern California is replete with arts
organizations that have thousands of
upscale contributors and magazine
subscribers who fit the public radio listener profile: collegeeducated, affluent, professional.
At Pensacola's WUWF, with amuch
smaller potential among arts organizations and similar lists, Tyler said there
are " no plans to make pledge drives
any shorter," but, as experience is
gained in direct mail acquisition, drives could become more focused and
less intrusive.
Public radio managers should watch
the MPR project closely over the next
two years, even as they move ahead
with their own direct acquisition projects. For radio staff and listeners,
direct mail acquisition may well prove
not only more effective but a lot more
palatable than broadcast pledge drives
— especially if the contributors can
still get those coffee mugs and T-shirts.
um o
S. D. Yana Davis is afreelance
writer and public radio fund-raising
consultant in Knoxville, Tenn.

Control
Your Losses
Participants in an NAB-endorsed
insurance program can obtain afree
loss control guide from Royal
Insurance of Charlotte, N.C. The
guide, created specifically for broadcasters, covers self-inspection programs, tower problems, accident
investigation and record-keeping,
security, workplace violence issues
and general safety.
The NAB Property & Casualty
Insurance Program is offered by Royal
Insurance and is endorsed by the
National Association of Broadcasters,
but radio and TV stations need not be
NAB members to take part. The loss
guide is afree benefit to those participants, who will receive their copy at
renewal or can call for one earlier. The
guide is updated regularly.
Matt Knox, aspokesman for Royal
Insurance national program operations, said the insurance program
offers property and casualty coverage
for broadcasters, and can be arranged
through any independent insurance
agent. He said the program has written
approximately 250 policies covering
500 to 600 stations.
For information, contact Daryl
Everett of the NAB at (800) 368-5644
or Matt Knox of Royal Insurance at
(800) 426-4388.
— Paul J. McLane

500 W - 10 kW Solid State FM Transmitter
TFMK Series

-

3313 -81313M

TFMK6 - TFMK8 • 6, 8kW
• Broadband power amplifier modules [87.5 - 108 MHz]
• Hot-pluggable and multiple fault- protected power
amplifier modules
• Compact and user-friendly modular design
• Fully controlled by microprocessor
• Remote control and monitoring capability
• N+1 systems available
• Plug-in module for transposer configuration
• RDS and SCA plug- ins (optional)
• 6 or 12- phase transformer group
• Dimensions 600 [W] x 1900 [
H] x 1016 [ D] [mm]
• Optimized forced air cooling

DOLP is an ¡te/co group company. For further details please contact: Dolp headquarters: via B. Pontecorvo, 4 - 00012 Guidonia Montecelio (Roma) Italy, phone + 39 774 357400 • fax + 39
774 375445 • E-mail dolp@mail.seinet.it - North America and Canada • Itelco USA Inc., Westminster CO, phone + 1303 431 1699 • fax + 1303 431 2868 - Central and South America •
Itelco USA Inc., Miami FL, phone + 1305 715 9410 • fax + 1305 715 9414 - Turkey • Itelco Ltd., Istanbul, phone + 90 212 2732365 • fax +90 212 2732368 - China • Itelco Beijing Office,
Chaoyang District Beijing CHINA, phone +86 10 4948151 • fax + 86 10 6494823
Itelco group web site http://vvww.itelco-usa.com.
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Retro Radio: The New AM Wave?
Rob Peyton
Remember those halcyon days of the
1960s? S & H green stamps, supermarket TV tube testers, muscle cars, the race
to the moon and your favorite Top 40
AM radio station. It seems like another
world — unless you happen to live in
Marietta, Ohio.
Tucked away amid the green hills of
the Ohio Valley is a 5,000 W idiosyncrasy. When you first twist your dial to
it, there's a lot to take in — the sharp
jingles, the super-tight format, the outrageous Dis, the screaming contests and
promotions. It's Boss Radio.

Just when it was safe to assume that
mass-appeal, locally creative AM radio
belonged to the history books, it's making asurprise comeback. Why? Because
of the irrepressible vitality of high-intensity live jocks, local humor and Dis who
interact with the nearby communities
through dances, pool parties and concerts. Only live radio can offer it.
Down for the count?
WYLI in Marietta was a dark, antiquated, all- but- forgotten AM station
when radio entrepreneur David Strock
bought it in 1995. With AM "on the
ropes," Strock picked up the station for

much less than the cost of a similarsized FM.
Dave Strock is doing with WYLI
what virtually everyone in the industry
says won't work: building a format
using music that will attract listeners of
all ages. The jingles, news presentations
and contests are designed to please multiple groups of audiences, all with adistinctive sound and asense of excitement.
When was the last time so varied aformat as Led Zeppelin, Puff Daddy, The
Village People and Smashing Pumpkins
was heard on AM or FM? While some
may perceive this concept as retro, to a
new generation it's downright cutting
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edge!
What better place to ensure acounterrevolution to sameness than in an area
where radio least reflects the mood of
young people? Accordingly, Strock's
idea is simple: Recreate Top 40 Boss
AM stereo. Why AM stereo? AM's
much more expansive skywave — perfect for large, sparsely populated areas
— has always been an advantage over
FM. After all, the amplitude advantage
AM has over FM isn't something that

has to be imagined so much as remembered.
Boss Top 40 has captured the mood of
this smaller mid- Ohio Valley market,
and WYLI has developed awinning format to reflect that mood, with an idea
that hasn't been bounced off the ionosphere since the ' 70s. WYLI is one station to keep an eye on.

SMART!
Using standard telephone lines, Smarti can
send and receive 7.5
USSISS
KHz audio for true
broadcast audio quality. It's the first RPU
engineered from the user's pointofview. And its
built-in modem uses the fastest speeds available
to ensure broadcast quality audio.

Cellcast Cellular Remote
Broadcast Studio
MARTI'S new Cellcast remote broadcasting system eliminates line-of-sight requirements, phone
line access, and antenna problems while reporting from the scene because the Cellcast is cellular
-just turn it on and go.

ELECT R. Ce...NICS

World Class Performance • World Class Value
Box 661, Cleburne, Texas 76033 U.S.A. PH: (
817) 645-9163 • FX: (817) 641-3869
www.marti.bdcast. com or e-mail: martigbdcast.com
Circle ( 145) On Reader Service Card

Remember when
Anyone who resides in rural regions
of this country, far removed from metro
areas, realizes the acute dearth of quality
music radio. If you happen to dwell in
the mid-Ohio Valley, you are essentially
musically marooned in one large "dark
area" between such far-flung metro
areas as Columbus, Cleveland,
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati and Dayton.
Long gone are the days when young
people could conveniently tune in to
local live-personality stations that went
down at sunset, only to be replaced by
the night- waves of WLS, Super-CFL,
CKLW and WOWO. Ever since music
gravitated to FM, these wide rural
expanses have been largely left with
nothing but the sterility of satellite-fed
FM.
Dissatisfied with non- innovative
satellite radio, Dave Strock has once
again turned the local radio market on its
head. FM Top 40 was introduced to the
Parkersburg, W.V./Marietta, Ohio market
in the ' 70s through Strock's WXIL and
rated number one from the start. Ratings
grew every year until 1979, when they
were the highest in the country.
The station earned ratings as high as a
64.9 APS, over one-third of the population in an 18-county sweep and awhopping 98 percent of all teen listeners!
WXIL owned the market. Strock sold
WXIL in 1980 at an all-time record
amount for that market, and is taking
advantage of aniche long overlooked in
radio.
Deregulate, deteriorate
The deterioration of local radio can be
traced to the deregulation of FCC ownership rules. This led to the now-familiar
waves of consolidation. Competition
intensified; individual station audiences
See WYLJ, page 51
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Pavek Proud of Its New Mortgage
Alice Hornbaker
After 10 years of leasing its space, the
Pavek Museum of Broadcasting has purchased the building in which it is located
and taken on amortgage of $400,000.
Wayne Eddy, the chair of the museum's
board of directors, this summer signed
mortgage papers that guaranteed the suburban museum apermanent home in Saint

Minnesota Broadcasters Association
(MBA). — The MBA has been terrific," Eddy
said.
The full-time director and curator of
the museum, Steve Raymer, said the
Pavek Museum of Broadcasting stands
apart from others because of its yearround schedule, open to the public five
days aweek, and its children's programs.

Reprinted from Radio World
(October 5, 1929).
Editors note: The RW of old, printed for a

Important Info: 11

uil-fof Minneapolis

ADDRESS: 3515 Raleigh Ave.,
PHONE: (612) 926-8198
HOURS: Tuesday- Friday, 10 a.m. r.
6 p.m.; Saturday, '9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

ADMISSION: S3 for adults, $2
students and seniors

Secure future
The museum had long been adream of
Minnesota broadcasters, Eddy said. Now,
by buying the building, the museum is
assured apermanent home for its rare collections, including the Charles Bradley
Collection which represents more than 60
radio manufacturers from the Twin Cities
area, and the Jack Mullin Collection, which
documents 125 years of audio recording
technology.
Money to support the museum comes
from donations, fund raisers and the

"Pavek offers local kids special classes
about broadcasting, from equipment to
where they can learn everything from elecproducing a show on air. It's unbelievtron theory to computer logic," he said.
ably heartwarming to watch these kids'
The museum was named for Joseph R.
eyes light up during workshops. In those
Pavek, the museum's founder, who lived
eyes you can see the future of broadcastfrom 1908 to 1989. He was an ardent
ing."
collector and amateur radio
operator, Raymer said. Pavek
built his first crystal set and
Model T Ford spark coil transmitter in 1919, and received
his amateur call letters,
W90EP, in 1933. In 1985 he
donated his collection to the
museum that now bears his
name.
The MBA, formed in 1949
to represent the interests of the
radio and television broadcasters of Minnesota, wanted to
preserve the state's broadcast
John McNeil shows off the radio he built while
heritage, Eddy said. The assoattending the Pavek Museum's Saturday
ciation generates museum
Morning Basic Electricity Class.
funds through fund raisers and
a
marketing. Its director is Jim duBois.
"There's nothing like Pavek anywhere
Alice Hornbaker is afreelance writer; vetelse," Eddy said. "Our kids learn all
eran journalist, broadcaster and book
author She writes the weekly column "Lee
After 50" in The Cincinnati Post.
This is one in aseries of occasional articles about museums involving broadcasting.

Ohio Radio Station
Brings Back Top 40 AM
WYL1, continued from page so
became smaller and many broadcast-

alism. Doesn't the devolution that we
see in radio more or less mirror the

ers began to offer more specialized

transformation into boring sameness

programming aired at specific groups.

that

This resulted not only in the creation of more stations, but in radio
that sounded more repetitive and inert.

has

occurred

all

through

American society?
A preponderance of "canned" radio
stations seems like more than just a

Media conglomerates, struggling to

sequence of "earsores." Could it rep-

support an onerous debt load, forced

resent a significant social and spiritual

broadcasters to take less risk. Once

decline, not unlike the sameness that

they stumbled onto something that

dominates our "cookie-cutter" suburbs

was generating income, they didn't

and look- alike commercial strips?

want to risk losing it.
Debt, coupled with significant
reduction in competition, has resulted
in a sound- alike quality for smallmarket radio stations. For many of
today's youth, channel surfing has
meant listening to stations that are
essentially no more than satellite
"relay stations" for generic, prepackaged music and entertainment — a
cold, impersonal monoculture of digital redundancy.
When we ruefully punch our presets and ruminate over prepackaged,
generic radio, we generally think of it
as irrelevant to our regional individu-

Standardization of radio simply does
not seem flexible enough to meet local
and regional tastes. Individualism,
regionalism and spontaneity are what
made radio great. The question is
whether radio can, in our never-ending
rush to the future, capture the mood of a
still- varied nation. WYLI says the
answer is aresounding "Yes!"
im

Rob Peyton is afreelance writer
based in Williamstown, WV with an
interest in economics, history and current events. He does an unpaid weekly
commentary on WYLI but is not otherwise connected to the station.

time in the 1920s and 1930s, and today's
RW are unrelated except in name.

1/1r4AT: Pavek Museum of
Broadcasting
WHERE: Saint Louis Park, asub-

Saint Louis Park, MN 55416

Louis Park near Minneapolis — ahome
for one of the world's finest collections of
antique radio, television and broadcast
equipment, and for atop educational program for children interested in broadcasting.
"We hope to pay off that mortgage within afew years," said Eddy, who owns radio
station KYMN(AM) in Northfield, Minn.
He is aveteran broadcaster of almost three
decades who entertains listeners daily from
6to 9a.m. on the "Wayne Eddy Affair," a
mix of music, chat and "just fun," he said.

68 Years Ago

EXHIBITS TELL
TUBE HISTORY,
1903 TO DATE
An outline of the history of vacuum
tube was told in a series of models and
documents, comprising one of the outstanding features of the Sixth Annual
Radio World's Fair recently held at the
Madjson Square Garden.
Beginning with the gas flame detector,
used by Lee DeForest in 1903, the history
of radio exhibits covered in turn the first
rectifier tube with filament and a pool
of mercury, the first control electrode
vacuum tube with control member in the
form of a band on the outside of the
glass bulb, and then the vacuum tube
with the control member inside the glass
bulb, this in the form of a second plate
placed closer to the filament than the
first plate.
The accompanying patent application of
Dr. DeForest, covering this tube, showed
the use of a grid bias voltage ( 1907). The
most important invention in the entire
history of radio development--the first
audion, in the form of a glass bulb with
a filament, zigzag wire electrode or grid,
and a separate plate was seen next. A
subsequent model presented the first commercial audion of 1907, followed by an improved type used from 1909 to 1917. This
last audion is quite similar in general design to present-day tubes, with grid and
plate placed on both sides of the filament.
It was this type of audion that Dr.
DeForest used in the first cascaded amplifier which he demonstrated to the Bell
Telephone System engineers in October,
1912. This was also the first tube to contain a vacuum approximating that used
in present-day vacuum tubes, and was
successfully used in the first oscillating
tube circuits.
The exhibit also sfiowed the advance of
commercial tubes from 1917 to date.
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CP 803:

TURN-KEY PROCESSING
FORTHE NEW RADIO
IPROBLEM: How to equip your stations with today's competitive radio
sound in aconsolidased world.
SOLUTION: Composite Processing from Modulation Sciences,
The Processing Authority
Radio consolidation means more complex decisions about how to
sound and what equipment to buy. The CP-803 Composite Processor
punches through ¿lutter on the dial and energizes your stations' sound
to grab listeners and ratings. It perks up any format, from hip hop to
modern rock and any shade inbetween.

The CP 803 features Modulation Sciences' quality design, meticulous
engineering and aprocessing approach to meet the challenges of the
real world of radio. It's simple to set-up and easy to operate.
The CP 803 means one more tool for success in the new radio and
one less headache in afrantic industry where things change overnight.

At atime when the newest megadeal is just around the corner, you can

l

modulation
aciancem
Inc.

12A World's Fair Drive
Somerset, NJ 08873

rely on Modulation Sciences to pull your stations' processing together.

Voice (908) 302-3090

CALL NOW for information about the CP-803 Composite
Processor or any of Modulation Sciences full line of
processing products.

Fax (908) 302-0206

Cede ( 169) On Reeder Service Card

(800) 826-2603
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Long-Distance Radio Dollars
L1FEIJNE, continued from page 46

charity. They have to choose one of our
designated charities."
Selective giving

"LifeLine is an affinity product,"
Thompson said. "We pick charities we
have an affinity to; we don't pick the
ones we don't like." Thompson calls
the LifeLine contributions "love gifts."
Among the charities that receive a
portion of the $450,000 "love gifts" per
month are The Trinity Broadcasting
Network, The American Center for
Law and Justice, the American Family
Association, Jerry Falwell Ministries,

Charisma Magazine's Christian Life
Missions, Pat Robertson's Christian
Broadcasting Network and the
Republican Victory Fund, a political
action committee.
"The charities are picked ahead of
time," Thompson said. "Jerry Falwell
will come in and say, 'Can Iuse you?'
and I'll say ` yes'." What follows are
LifeLine commercials promising 10
percent to Falwell Ministries. The
commercials air during Falwell programs.
The company willingly limits its
consumer base, but Thompson claimed
the strategy has not hurt the bottom

line. "We do $ 16 million amonth, with
radio creating about 30 to 40 percent of
our billing," he said. He said the company puts about 10 percent of its gross
back into advertising, with radio getting alarge chunk of that.
The nature of LifeLine's spots may
offend some listeners, but Thompson
described the ads as "in your face" and
"effective." He said straight advertising
didn't work for his product, so he went
negative.
"We were in business for three years
and we were running some positive
spots and hardly anybody was signing
up. Then we came out openly and start-

25 Years Strom
Inovonics continues to meet the everyday needs of broadcasters the world
over with sensible, top-quality audio-broadcasting products at down-to-earth prices.
222 - Asymmetrical AM Processor
Low-cost Compressor/Limiter/Filter assures NRSC compliance. Also available in •
several versions for international short-wave service.

250 - Programmable 5-band Stereo Processor

Gated AGC, 5-band Compression and EQ. split-spectrum Limiting—all with colorless,
I quasi-digital PWM gain control. Manually pre-program several processing presets or place
the unit entirely under RS-232 control.

255 - "Spectral-Loading" FM Processor
Avery aggressive Triband-PWM Stereo Processor tailored for contemporary music formats.
Broad parameter control over the gated AGC and 3-band Compressor/Limiter.

dr

II

. .

260 - FM/TV "Utility" Processor
Stereo "gain-riding" AGC and asplit-spectrum Compressor/Limiter control average and
peak levels. Ideal for TV-aural and budget FMs.

716 - "DAVID-II" FM Processor/ Stereo Gen
Atight. smooth AGC/Compressor/Limiter coupled with clean Digital Synthesis of the multiplex
baseband signal. Also features internal RDS/SCA combining and abuilt-in Composite Processor.
Outstanding, affordable performance has made "DAVID-II" apopular and legendary product.

708 - Digital Synthesis Stereo Generator
.....

Abasic Stereo-Gen with impeccable specifications. Includes front-panel metering, internal
subcarrier combining and abuilt-in Composite Processor.
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530 - Off-Air FM Modulation Monitor
Accurate, easy-to-read display shows total modulation, pilot injection, stereo separation and
crosstalk, RF signal strength and multipath distortion. Alarm outputs for overmodulation, carrier and
program audio loss. Eight station presets facilitate quick modulation comparisons.

630 - FM "Relay" Receiver

Aprofessional receiver for translator (re-broadcast) and other demanding off-air pickups.
Features composite MPX and balanced stereo program outputs, synthesized tuning,
selectable bandwidth, metering, alarms and remote control.
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710 - ROS Encoder

.
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510 - ROS Decoder/Reader
Use with any mod-monitor to decode and display all RDS/RBDS data groups, and to
measure subcarrier injection level with digital precision. An RS-232 interface allows data
archiving and analysis.

Inovonics

Coming Soon:
ASubcarrier Monitor for accurate measurement of SCA. ROS and
high-speed data subcarrier injection and SCA deviation. Also: a
new AM Processor with innovative features, and a "dirt-cheap"
ROS Encoder that no station can afford not to be without

Inc. Ç

1305 Fair Avenue • Santa Cruz, CA 95060
Tel: ( 408) 458-0552 • Fax: ( 408) 458-0554

Gide ( 193) Oe Reeder Service Cord

; Headquarters: Oklahoma City
Mission Statement: "
To change the
world with every call, to reclaim
America as one nation under God
and return Christian values to our
nation."
Ad Contact: Jack Parsons, ( 800)
05-9905

ed telling people how the competition
was promoting pornography and gay
rights, and we started getting 40,000 a
month to sign up."
He said radio is much more effective
than TV for promoting LifeLine.
"Radio has a tremendous listening
audience, it's cheaper to run ads on
radio and the sign-up ratio on radio is a
lot better than on TV. We sign up 150
to 300 a day on the Jay Sekulow
Show." Sekulow is an attorney who
represents Christians and Christian
causes.
Anger, Thompson said, is one reason
his radio spots work.
"There is abigger backlash of anger
against lack of morals and corruption in
our nation than there is against someone who just wants to give some money to some charity."
Call the LifeLine campaign what
you will, the folks at Amen Vision call
it asuccess.

Sample
LifeLine
Spot (:60)
"Whenever you switch your longdistance service from AT&T, one of
their reps will call you up and offer
you a small amount of money to
switch back. However, don't be
bought by AT&T.
"Tell them that you switched to
LifeLine Long Distance to support
conservative values. Tell them that
LifeLine is giving over 25 million
dollars this year to support profamily causes. Tell them that the
service and quality of LifeLine
Long Distance is outstanding. Tell
them that you don't appreciate the
major long-distance companies
supporting liberal and left-wing
causes.

APROM-based "static" RDS/RBDS Encoder. Very easy to set-up and use without the need for ahost
computer! 15 separate memory "frames" may be programmed with station and program ID codes.
service flags and radiotext messages. May also be used with aPC for song titles, promos, etc.

•

»E WALD %WM EVERY CALL

www.inovon.com

"LifeLine wants to thank you for
making us your long-distance company. And we will continue to be the
'true voice' for conservative
Americans everywhere. With
LifeLine, you'll save money, you'll
get great service, switching is free,
and it only takes afew minutes. So
hang up on the big long-distance
companies, and switch to LifeLine.
"Now that you knew this, why
would you use any other long-distance company?"
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STATION FINANCING

Sell the Sizzle With Business Plan
Dain Schult
This is the third in a multipart series
about buying and financing radio stations. The previous part appeared in the
Sept. 3issue.
Buying your first radio station
involves a combination of finding the
right deal, successful financing and the
right support personnel. These elements
first come together with
the creation of your business plan.
The plan is your "Open
Sesame," your ultimate
calling card. A good business plan can overcome
just about any other obstacle you may face in your
quest to own a station. It
doesn't need to be lengthy,
but it does need to cover
every facet of what you
propose to do.
Accept that you will
rewrite your plan several
times before you hit your
own winning combination.
Unless you've got the ready cash to pay
an investment banker or financial advisor to ghostwrite the plan, you'll be it
when it comes to birthin' this baby.
Straight from the source
What are financing sources, investment bankers and financial advisors
looking for in abusiness plan? Each person is different, but some things are universal.
Brian Sadler, vice president of Legacy
Investment Group Inc. in Atlanta, considers the viability of the concept, historical financial performance and financial
projections. But, he said, his main attention is on the strength of the management team.
Richard Stowell, president of the
Heartland Group Inc. in Houston, has a
similar perspective. "A strong financial
model sets the tone for asuccessful business plan. That and good, stable management are key elements."
This is where having aworkable relationship with a seller comes in handy
because you will need to have some idea
of the station's financial picture. Be prepared to sign aconfidentiality agreement
before getting to see any financials.
If astation has $300,000 in gross revenue for the last 12 months, don't project
that you'll do $600,000 in the first year
after you take over. Use common sense
and predict growth at arate that people
will buy into, like 7to 10 percent ayear.
You may do better, but don't promise
things you can't deliver.
Line it out
Before you even start to write your
plan, take the time to jot down in outline
form what you propose to do in operations; what kind of station(s) you propose to acquire; the reasons you chose
that station over another; and where
you'd like to see yourself in six months,
a year, and even five years from now.
You may not have even talked to the first
station owner, but that's okay. Finding
station deals is the easy part. Knowing
how you're going to operate them is far
more tricky.

The famous Broadway producer, the
late Joseph Belasco, used to say, "If you
can't write your idea on the back of my
business card, you don't have a clear
idea." He was right.
Distill the essence of what you want
to accomplish. For example, my own
business plan was designed with the idea
of creating anetwork of stations utilizing
centralized satellite programming, bookkeeping and marketing. To capture the
attention of financing
sources on the very
first page of the plan,
Iboiled it down to a
three- word premise:
"Create Radio WalMart." There isn't
one financing source
who couldn't immediately grasp the concept.
There are any number of software programs available that
can help you create
your own business
plan. Isuggest that
Creating a business plan? Don't
forget these basic rules:

plans: one that you would show aseller
to give him or her some assurance that
working with you will pay off; and
another version that will sway afinancing source to consider and then act on
your project.
It's ajuggling act, but you can do it as
long as you have the ability to customize
your business plan to fit the particular
needs of each person who will read it.
Just remember to have someone else
proofread your plan every time you
change it. Otherwise you'll find yourself
explaining the discrepancies when you
meet.
You may have missed these tiny

details, but Ican assure you that most
financing people carefully read through
each plan, and they inevitably will find
every mistake you made.
Gee, isn't all this simple? Sort of like
building a B-52 bomber in your garage
using instructions written by the same
guy who does the instructions for VCRs,
right? Next time we'll delve into cracking the code and opening the door to the
safe.
Dain Schult is a 30-year broadcast
veteran and consultant with experience
as a DJ, general manager and group
operator He is based in Austin, Texas.
Got aquestion or suggestion for Dain
to address in an upcoming part of this
series?
Send
an
e-mail
to
74103.2435@compuserve.com and put
"Radio World" in the subject field.

So, What's B
P.O.T.

d This
odec

•Use aspelling checker over and
over to make sure you don't have
typos or misspelled words.
•Have someone else proofread
the plan several times before you
release it to anyone to review for
real.
•Make sure all of your numbers
check out. Don't mention on page
one that the purchase price of the
station is $350,000 and then further
into the plan write that it is
$250,000. The reader will become
confused, and your credibility will
erode quickly.
•Remember what Isuggested in
an earlier installment of this series:
Review other company business
plans for ideas on how to structure
your own.

you look them over and see if one looks
and feels right for you. Unfortunately
none of these programs are designed for
any specific business, so you will have
to modify just about everything inside
their templates, but it at least gets you
started.
I've used Jian's BizPlan Builder, a
good program designed with the entrepreneur in mind. It's easy to use, which
is good news for people like me who
only know enough about computers to
be really dangerous.
The real question is, "Which comes
first, the business plan or the deal?"
To get financing in place, unless you
already have your own money, you need
to have adeal or deals in place ready to
be financed, or the strong intimation that
you can buy acertain station at aspecified price.
The only problem is that most sellers
don't want to take their stations off the
market without some assurance that
you're a serious buyer and can proceed
with adeal without any financing contingencies. So in many cases you're going
to have to create two different business
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The Best Team in Broadcast!
•LOW DELAY
•BUILT-IN MIXER
•EASY USER INTERFACE
•EASY- TO- FIND BATTERIES
•OFF- THE- SHELF BUILT-IN MODEM
The Scoop Reporter delivers this great quality and
Harris delivers the Scoop.

ii-Leuzwas
Broadcast Division
TEL: 800-622-0022
FAX: 765-966-0623
http://www.broadcast.harris.com
Gd. (217) Ow Reeder Service Card
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For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s)
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Call MIrillr

Composite Distribution Amplifier
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For Rigid Line & Components

Facing a " right now" emergency? Planning a new installation? Upgrading your facility? Whatever the need,
MYAT is the solution. MYAT products are quality- built
for maximum performance and long life. And we take

s
i

_

380 Chestnut St

delivery commitments seriously.
P.O. Box 425

This 1in, 3out distribution amplifier
allows you to distribute stereo composite
and/or subcarrier signals as easily as audio.

Call your favorite RF distributor or MYAT direct at
201-767-5380, or fax 201-767-4147 for our complete catalog and reference guide.

0

• DC -100 kHz frequency response
• 90 dB signal/noise ratio

• Individual 20- turn output trimmers
• 1%4" rack mount enclosure
EXCALIBUR ELECTRONICS, INC., CHANTILLY, VIRGINIA

Please circle our bingo numberfor adata sheet and adealer list.
READER SERVICE NO. 91
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FOLDED UN/POLE ANTENNA?
WE STILL MAKE FT WITH 'THE
AND WORKMANSHIP.

•Simple to operate

IT FEATURES...

•Installs in a
stand-alone PC

•BROAD BANDWITH for better sound,

•Print various activity
reports

FlashFAX Software: $895
flashfAXI" System: $3,995

SERVICE, REPAIR &

SPECIALIZING IN

CALIBRATION

EQUIPMENT BY

Highspeed Networks, Inc.
Tel.: 972-231-6300 Fax: 972-231-7221

•BEST ANTENNA FOR DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS.

•McMartin

•AM/FM Monitors
•Remote Control Systems

•TFT
•And others...

ALSO

WE ALSO PROVIDE

DETUNING SYSTEMS FOR ANYTHING THAT DISTORTS YOUR

Free, over-the-phone technical assistance

AM COVERAGE PATTERN: TOWERS, POWER UNES, TANKS

SIL loaner/rentals

OR ANY METAL STRUCTURE.

PCL 505 Certification

FOR INFORMATION CALL, FAX OR WRITE:
-ifwealCS--0>
1

4001 La Plata Hwy
Farmington, NM 87401
phone 505-327-5646 fax 505-325-1142

2198 Hubbard Lane, Grants Pass, OR 97527

(541) 471-2262
READER SERVICE NO. 19

READER SERVICE NO. 43

READER SERVICE NO. 67

•Moseley

•Exciters • Optimods

(Includes complete Rack Mount Industrial Computer System with more
than 2,000,000 page capacity, high-resolution color monitor, 4intelligent
(high-speed) fax ports-upgradable to 32 & FlashFAX software)

•Belar • Marti

•STL's • RPU's • TSL's

•GROUNDED ANTENNA for lightning & static electricity,
•E
LIMINATES I
SOCOUPtERS in VHF & UHF antenna lines

•Works with any fax list
V;0110.

THE COST EFFECTIVE
ALTERNATIVE TO
MANUFACTURER SERVICE

SAME HIGH QUALITY MATERIALS

•Simple to install

•Does not require
anetwork

II

11

READER SERVICE NO. 114

REMEMBER TIIE CORTANA

Faxes in aday!

7 6 4 8

1

4111 •

• + 6 dB to - 20 dB gain range

r-

Norwood, NJ

1000 HITS on ,
HARD DRIVE ••••• •
for $495
efe

Attention

Advertisers!
Reach 18,000+ broadcasting
professionals! Place your ad

e

in Products & Services
Showcase advertising section

Don't waste time dubbing music!

32K, MPEG-II, .WAV
files compatible with:

Pick from our inventory of Oldies, ' 70s-Gold, Classic Rock,
AC or Country. One- day service no extra charge!

Arrakis, BSI,
Enco, Pristine,
Prophet Systems,
Register Data,
Smarts and
others.

Halland will dub 1,000 songs of your choice for only $495!

,

D,C.

nriga
1289 East Alosta Avenue
Glendora, CA 91740 USA
PH 626-963-6300
FX 626-963-2070

1-800-HALLAND
1-800-425-5263

READER SERVICE NO. 113

and it will appear bi-weekly in
the pages of Radio World.
For more information on
rates, deadlines
contact
!stets

ere

Rucas at

Radio World
----

Phone:

415-824-3499
FAX:

A DIVISION OF

HENRY
ENGINEERING

Christopher

-

415-824-4738
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Radio With aU.K. Accent

was promoted to full-time midday, and
shortly thereafter to music director. Six
months later he became program director. The station serves listeners in New
York and New Hampshire as
well as Vermont.

college station at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, where he had his
own show for about ayear.
From there he went on to apart-time
position at KEKO(FM) in Green
Valley, Ariz., applying for the job after
learning that the program director was
looking for someone with a British
accent. Adrian was the only applicant.
He says he was in the right place at the
right time.
The experience convinced him that
he wanted to work in an alternative
music format, playing " the music I
really loved," so he headed to Boston

D.C. Culbertson
Americans have a love affair with
accents. So perhaps it's not surprising
that atrend to hire DJs from the United
Kingdom has developed among some
station managers. The alternative music
format seems to be a natural home for
jocks with that distinctive sound.
Celtic beginning
Mark Daly of WHFS(FM) in
Washington, D.C. grew up in Belfast
and got involved in radio while still in
high school. Someone from the local

Idon't consider

radio or broadcasting to

be my life by any means, but Ithink Ihave a
knack for it. Ijust open my mouth and it
sounds cute.
— Ian Harrison
BBC station heard him at a public
debate and approached him about doing
short local interest features. He began
hosting his own show on DTRN
(Downtown Radio in Belfast) during his
first year of college, playing music that
ranged from Sinatra to cutting- edge
material, interspersed with interviews
and humorous bits.
After hosting the show for several
years, he moved to London, where he
won ajob at BBC headquarters in Bush
House as "a sort of jack-of-all-trades,"
playing alternative music and interviewing awide variety of people, from
Margaret Thatcher to Morrissey. A year
later, he left to do independent production. His travels brought him to the
United States, where he eventually
decided to look for ajob. "I'd always
had this love affair with America," he
said.
Daly's first stint on an American station came approximately two years ago
at WGRX(FM), Baltimore. "(It) was a
very great training experience," he said.
Daly learned to tighten and shorten his
on-air delivery, but he had always been
interested in working at WHFS, which
has
listeners
in
Washington, Baltimore
and Annapolis.
He was hired shortly after
sending ademo tape to program director Robert
Benjamin. For the past yearand-a-half he has been the
Saturday evening announcer. " No one was more
thrilled and delighted than I
was," he said. It's not ajob
at all, he said. He called it
Mark
an opportunity " to play
music and chat with friends."
Daly does not think his accent gives
him aspecial advantage or audience. In
fact, he admitted he often forgets that
his speech doesn't sound American.
Career path
Adrian Healey of WFNX(FM) in
Boston goes by "Adrian" on the air. He
hails from Wessex, and was working in
the travel business when he came to
America five years ago. His only
announcing experience was as aclub DJ.
But he "wanted to explore radio possibilities." His first on-air stint was at the

in the hopes that with the help of his
many contacts, he would soon have a
job. He found a part-time slot at

Green is good
None of these DJs, all of
whom work at 50,000 W
alternative stations in substantial markets, has had to
leave his job due to green
card problems. Adrian and
Harrison circumvented the
problem
by
marrying
American citizens; Daly said
he's never had a problem
with his and doesn't anticipate one. None of them wishes to become an American
citizen.
Harrison has the most
responsibility of the three but
is nonplused about his job. "I
AdYian Healy (second from left) stands with
don't consider radio or
WFNX DJ Julie Kramer (second from right), with
broadcasting to be my life by
two members of the Cardigans.
any means, but Ithink Ihave
"The general manager's eyes lit up
aknack for it.... Ijust open my mouth
because he heard an English accent,"
and it sounds cute."
recalled Harrison, who was immediateHe does not know how long he will
ly offered apart-time air slot,
stay in radio and has no definite plans
Two years ago, Jim McGuinne,
for his future: "Ibelieve whatever will
program director at WEQX, invited
be, will be," he said.
him to send an audition tape, and
shortly thereafter hired him for a
D.C. Culbertson is afrequent conpart- time air shift. Within a year, he
tributor to RW.

Now from IMEIS Publishing Group!
Our regional publications are designed to better serve YOU!
•Detailed coverage of issues specific to one geographic region
•Local perspective on global issues
•Translated articles from Radio World & 111Technelogy's expert writers
•Contributions from professional writers within each area
•Radio, television, cable, and professional audo & video production technology
Ian Harrison
WFNX, and about four months later
was offered afull-time midday slot by
the program director at WMRQ(FM) in
nearby Hartford, Conn. About 10
months later, WFNX offered him a
full-time position, and he decided to
return there. He hosts
the 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
slot weekdays, as well
as "Leftover Lunch," a
show that features
music from the ' 80s
and listener requests.
He hopes to become
either a music director
or program director.
Adrian, who said "99
percent" of the listener
response to him is posDaley
itive, thinks the midday slot and alternative format is ideal
for his accent, possibly because of the
music's strong British heritage.
Like Adrian, Ian Harrison of
WEQX(FM) in Manchester, Vt., "kind
of fell into the whole radio business,"
as he put it. The Nottingham native
originally ran several alternative
record stores in London and traveled
around the world for several years
before ending up " in a really cool
record store" near Killington, Vt.,
about seven years ago. When he went
into the WEKA studios to cut a spot
for the store, he did it in one take.

Broadcast
irg, Production

rmeivezie

BROADCAST & PRODUCTION

•French language
•8,000 audio/video professionals in France,
Switzerland, Belgium, North Africa, Quebec
•bimonthly as of October 1997
•Mandarin Chinese language
20,000 audio/video professionals in China,
Hong Kong & Taiwan
•monthly since Fall 1996
•printed & mailed in Asia to ensure timely delivery

Produktion

•German language

•Technologie

711
TECHINOLOCIIII

•5,000 audio/video professionals in Germany,
Switzerland, Austria & Luxembourg
•bimonthly in 1998

•Japanese language
•8,000 audio/video professionals in Japan
Nihon Go Ban • bimonthly as of November 1997
JAPAN • printed & mailed in Asia to ensure timely delivery

m
as
¡mas publishing group

One world. One industry. One publisher.
We've got you covered.
Broadcast and professional audio & video industry trade publications.
Call 1-800-336-3045 for advertising or subscription information.

STATION SERVICES
Companies with announcements for Running Radio Station Services should send them to:
Radio World, c/o Associate Editor, PO. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041
Monday through Friday. Dallas morning
man Scott Evans, who received the
business, but of the NBA. They make a driving to nearby stations to pick up audio
Bring 'em on
on tape (see RW, Aug 6, p. 52). "Now they
Country Music Association JArge Market
perfect couple.
can
spend
their
time
selling
radio,
instead
Personality of the Year award in 1990,
So
it's
no
surprise
that
ESPN
Radio
will
Aggressive attempts to promote
of acting as adelivery service," said Marty
hosts the program.
broadcast as many as 54 NBA games,
national radio advertising haven't
Forbes, vice president and general managTen to twelve songs per hour are compleincluding seven games from the NBA
stopped Westwood One from launching
er of CFBR-FM-AM in Edmonton,
mented with live call-in interviews with
Champion Chicago Bulls, during the 1997its own campaign to beef up advertising
Alberta.
prominent country music stars.
98 season.
on its own network.
DCI President and Chief Operating
The syndicated program originates from
Westwood One now has a new
Officer Al Kozak called the service "agodthe Broadcast Programming studios in
Strategic Research Support team, part of
send for radio stations who distribute audio
Seattle.
its research department, "to further serve
that they produce in their own facilities."
For more information contact Dave
the information needs of advertisers and
RADIO NETWORK
Newton at Broadcast Programming,
agency clients of Westwood One."
(800) 426-9082; or circle Reader Service
Others on the Strategic Research
'HE NBA ON ESPN RABID
219.
Support team include Manager Scott
"The NBA on ESPN Radio" schedule is
Anekstein, Senior Research Analyst
bacIdoaded to maximize coverage of up to
Nancy Gross and Research Analyst Jason
Classical voice
33 playoff games. During the regular seaFeldman.
son, fans can hear 17 games.
For information contact Ted Kelly at
A well-known voice to Classical music
For information contact Kelley
Westwood One, (212)641-2052; or circle
lovers, Charley Samson has been named the
Chapman at ABC Radio Networks, (972)
Reader Service 122.
"signature voice" for The Classical
776-4644; or circle Reader Service 170.
Collection format, from Jones Radio

==11-11
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Digital Courier

Winter radio
Conditions are right for radio updates
on the newest winter sports craze: snowboarding.

This winter will see the debut of "The
AMI Snowboarding Report" from
AMINews, a long-time provider of ski
condition reports on the radio and over
the Internet.
"The talent ( for the ` Snowboarding
Report') will be totally different for the
snowboard reports, and we will use voices that younger listeners will identify
with," said John Hamilton, president and
founder of AMI.
For information contact Rob Brown at
AMINews, ( 800) 736-3070; or circle
Reader Service 146.

NBA

on ESPN Radio

Rapid expansion, exorbitant amounts
of money, high-profile bad-boys ... that's
not only a description of the radio

INTERNATIONAL

Jawing about the ocean
The author of "Jaws - wants you to knov,
something: There's more to the ocean than
man-eating sharks.
Peter Benchley hosts the nationally syndicated "The Ocean Report," from Finger
Lakes Productions. The beauty of the ocean
is conveyed through 90 seconds of underwater sound, such as " talking" fish.
Environmental issues affecting the ocean
also are discussed.
Stations are not charged for "The Ocean
Report," and there are no barter spots.
For information contact David Olmstead
at Finger Lakes Productions, (607) 2759400; or circle Reader Service 194.

For information contact Al Kozak at
DCI, (604) 415-3304; or circle Reader
Service 218.

Country time
Music-intensive country programming
has anew nighttime outlet.
"Neon Nights" is available from
Broadcast Programming at 7 p.m.,

Reverse the charges?
DCI customers no longer have to get
stuck with delivery charges when sending
commercials, voice tracks or other shortform audio to other DCI subscribers.
DCI "Collect" allows senders of shortform audio to charge the recipient for
delivery, and also frees up salespeople
who might otherwise spend their time

Scott Evans

SYSTEMS
NIEGRATION

Network.
Jones Operations Manager Frances
Padilla announced Samson's new duties.
"Charley's rapport with the listeners stems
from his passion for the music and his style
of providing entertaining and insightful
commentary regarding the composer or featured work," Padilla said.
Samson worked for five years with the
SUPERAUDIO cable radio service, which
also has aClassical format, and worked for
Classical station KVOD(FM) for 19 years.
For more information contact Phil Barry
at Jones Radio Network; or circle Reader
Service 220.

Pleme contact m
today and put ABC

• On Air / Production Studio
systems
• Broadcast On-Air and
Production Consoles
• Digital Station Automation

to work for you!

systems
• Multi 'Back Digital Editing Suites
• Custom / Modular Studio
Furniture Systems
• Transmitter / RF systems
• Digital / ISDN Telephone

ABG

systems
• Audio / Video Multimedia

Audio Broadcast Group Inc.

systems
• Complete Line of Source
Equipment
SOUTHEAST OFFICE

SOUTHWEST OFFICE

MIDWEST OFFICE

NORTHWEST/INTERNATIONAL OFFICE

Voice:

800-369-7623

Voice:

800-858-9008

Voice:

800-999-9281

Voice:

888-565-9960

Fax:

919-934-8120

Fax:

805-273-3321

Fax:

616-452-1652

Fax:

253-565-9359

E-mail: cindy_edwardaeabg.com

Charley Samson

E-mail: tmezeynabg.com

E-mail: support@abg.com

E-mail: medved@abg.com

Cirde ( 84) On Reader Servke Card

FOR INFORMATION ANYTIME:
VISIT OUR VVEBSITE

www.abg.com

Rack ULrici

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.
Advance Ind 1800 guyed 18"
face, 1-1/4" solid legs, 100'
w/guy cables, galvanized, no
rust, on ground, $ 1500; Utility

ACOUSTICS
Want to Sell

P

Gladiola-an
Beats Other
Brands By
To GO'

Announcing Our
New Third Office!

)le
SROSCOITIN

For All Your RF And Audio Needs

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS

For Our Middle Atlantic and Midwest Customers

Truth be told. there's a lot more to presenting agood air sound than using
digital STL's and hard disk recorders. Today's high resolution air chains and
playback media are capable of transmitting much greater detail and dynamic
range to your listeners-so much more, in fact that the acoustics of your air &
production studios are now more important than ever. Relax. No matter what
type of sound problems your rooms might exhibit. Auralex can help-and at
prices that'll be apleasant surpnse. Stucliofoam's propnetary anechoic wedge
(0 sleek new pyramid) design kills flutter di slap echo so well that you'll be
AMAZED at how good your place can sound! It's perfect for air studios, production rooms, news booths-wherever hard, reflective surfaces are causing
you problems. Available in avanety of thicknesses. 2'xif sheets & 10 colors.
all in an exclusive formulation that won't crumble like other brands. Call for a
sample kit, hit our extensive website or better yet ask for Auralex products by
name at your favorite broadcast supplier.

VISA

Please Contact RICK JOHNSON
For Great PRICES + Excellent Personal SERVICE
Phone: 804-974-6635
Fax: 804-974-9942

-11

Mastercard
A

If we have talked before, let's talk again!
For asingle piece of equipment or before you build that new station!

Your jocks, production people and listeners will thank you.

er

Don't forget John Shideler in the West or Bob Stewart in the Southeast

• • Alan. Bros • inn Cent Fe. • lineers.e She, • Many Pooch Stow • Fneonq • The LNICar,Loner • Naern, • •
, • Garr Dynan, • Tonne • Belden • Adaplec • Faramcnn, • Bonne • OS Goer • Oreyland • Caren • Wne,nrle., - •
Mane. • Manley Labe • Renton Anew., IChven increenni • !Felons Arousbcs • NOttornedu • FI,
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cAuralex

acousflos

115,1 East 1260 Street. Fishers IN 46030 • nace 317.842-2600
Fax 317.842.2760 • TOO Free Onder Laie 1•800•95-WEDGE
Welpsde wow auraler corn • EMal auraler@auraler com
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Southeast - Bob Stewart

roscom@mindspring.com

Circle (234) Oe Reeder Service Cord

AMPLIFIERS
Want to Buy
Distribution amps. J Powley,
Scholastic
Informational
Network, 9279 Dutch Hill Rd,
West Valley NY 14171. 716942-3000.

380 guyed 24" face, 150', solid legs galvanized,
no
paint/rust, gd cond & standing, $ 2500;
Cablewave
HCC300-50J, approx 100'
w/end connectors, each end,
gd cond, flexible, 3.0", on
ground/sealed, BO. G Gibbs,
Radio Works, 1113 Nebraska
St, Sioux City IA 51102. 712258-5595.

ANTENNAS/TOWERS/
Scala low pwr circ polarized
antennas ( 4), ( 4)
2CP
dividers, Scala PDL4-2222/50

CABLES
Want to Sell

FM-TV-LPTV

Antennas
Factory Direct Sales
contact Jimmie Joynt
Phone 800/279-3326 972/473/2577

Phelps Dodge antenna
Radomes, CFM HP Series,
$100 per set. E Moody, KESE,
216 1%,, Main, Bentonville AR
72712. 501-621-3880.
Scala broadband FM antennas ( 3), 9dB gain, rear mount
88-108 Mhz, 250 W input,
$300 ea. R Chambers, KSUE,
3015
Johnstonville
Rd,
Susanville CA 96130. 916257-2121.

splitter, brand new, BO. Syd
Abel, WRCY, 703-369-1080.
Shively 6812, 1 bay CP FM
antenna, 97.7 MHz, like new,
$300. P Bridges, KEWI, 3313
Hot Springs Rd, Benton AR
72015. 501-316-1614.
Cablewave HCC158-50J, 600'
w/1-5/8 connector, still on reel
w/hanger kits & hoisting grips,
(2) grounding kits, never
installed, you ship, w/WASP,
$7000. T Fussell, Springer
Bdctg, 1240 E Villa Maria,
Bryan TX 77805. 409-776-1240.

3" HELIAX STANDARD
COAXIAL CABLE
50-Ohm, unused, cut to length. Priced
below market. Shipped instantly.
Call Basic Wire & Cable
(NANCY) 800-227-4292

TOWER SPACE AVAILABLE:
Call L. Richardson @ 903-7591243, # 1-500' Coord: Lat 32
49 23 Long 94 28 32 located
approx 15 mi N of 1-20: N or
Hwy 49, 2.6 km S.E. of
Lassater, Marion County, TX
#2-450' Coord: Lat 32 48 13
Long 94 22 26. Located
approx 17 mi N of 1-20; _ mi
W of US 59 on small gravel
road, 2 mi N of Jefferson City
Limits, Marion County, TX.

ERI 3 bay antennas ( 3), face
mount, Harris Stereo 80 solid
state control board, used 15/8" coax cable. D Ball, KREP,
2307
W
Frontage
Rd,
Belleville KS 66935. 785-5272666.

S.W.R. FM Antennas
Great Antenna
Great Price!

A

Want to Buy

West - John Shideler
Phone: 970-482-9254
Fax:
970-482-6123
shideler@webaccess.net

West Valley NY 14171. 716942-3000.
Medium to high power FM
antenna on or near 97.3. R
Kelly, KKOS, POB 681, Van
Vleck TX 77482. 409-2440970.
Phasor & divider for 3 tower
DA 5000 ND day, 1000 DA
night, or anything close. C
Holt, WHNY, POB 1223,
Mccomb MS 39648. 601-2501250.

iitt4i 984-4255

IE J-f-A-U-fiectronics

Harris FMS CP FM 12 bay
tuned to 98.1 MHz, pwr gain
6.8781, 40 kW input pwr rating, $ 10,000/130; Bogner LP
51 476-482 chnl 15 antenna,
beam tilt 0 degrees, BO;
Andrew 7/8" foam filled Heliax
coax cable, 200', BO; Scala
26 antenna, 54-66 MHz, 50
ohms, BO. D Blackwell,
WQHL, 1305 Helvenston St,
Live Oak FL 32060. 904-3621250.

Fax 800/644-5958 972/473-2578
ERI high pwr rototiller, 8bay
ctr fed tuned to 89.3 MHz,
avail 10/1/97, $4000; E-Z Way
S20-500-80/41 tower, 24" face
on the ground, prints avail,
fiberglass rod insulators &
lighting fixtures as is, avail
10/1/97, $ 15,000. C Conlon,
WRMB, 1511 W Boynton
Beach, Boynton beach FL
33436, 561-737-9762.

MidAtlantic - Rick Johnson
Phone: 804-974-6635
Fax:
804-974-9942
rick©cstone.net

Phone: 770-992-2230
Fax:
770-992-6538

1-5/8" Heliax, 2 lengths
w/end connectors needed,
180+ & 70'+ or 250' total; 15/8" Heliax to 1-5/8" & 3" EIA
flanges. J Powley, Scholastic
Informational Network, 9279
Dutch Hill Rd, West Valley NY
14171.
Bird Thruline wattmeter rigid
line sections ( 2), 1-5/8" & 3"
rigid EIA flange, single or dbl
sockets; Bird 1-5/8" #4712A or
4715-200A or 3-1/8" #460A or
4610-200A or equal. J Powley,
Scholastic
Informational
Network, 9279 Dutch Hill Rd,

AUDIO PRODUCTION
Want to Sell
Bose 402-W (
4) walnut cabinet speakers, new cond w/EQ
& mounting brackets, $ 1500.
D Murray, Murray Comm,
1028 Woodstone Dr, Kingsport
TN 37663. 423-239-4745.
Digitech studio vocalist, new,
$550; Lexicon PCM 41 digital
delay, $300. D Kocher, Digital
Sound Movers, 1919 Hanover
Ave, Allentown PA 18103.
610-776-1455.

Teletunken V-72 w/pwr. T
Coffman, Rolltop Studio, POB
17203, San Diego CA 92177.
619-571-5031.
Industrial Acoustic voice
over booth, new, $900 + shpg;
Grim audio patch bay, new,
$120. J Baiter, New Musik
Directions, 67 Green St,
Augusta ME 04330. 207-6231941.
Inovonics 231 8 band, $ 125
+shag. P Deen, WAJQ, 912632-1000.
Orban 245E stereo synthesizer. JGelo, 941-642-6899.
Simpson single VU speaker
meters ( 6), $ 120/lot; Yahama
PM- 180 6 chnl mixer, $ 125;
(4) cassette bays CU- 400
mono, auto reverse, $ 350;
Sparta A-15 mono console,
$75; Realistic mono public
address, 95 amp, $ 75. N
Williams, KPPM, 1726 S
Pebble Beach Ave, Tucson AZ
85710.

APHEX

Brand New from

Sounds Great & IT'S LOUD!!!
FM Pro 2020
FM Audio Processor/
Stereo Generator
Digital Control,

List $ A inici5

set-up screen.

From

Call Now... Your HE Price is much Lower!

www.halls.corn
Email

sales@halls.com

706 Rose Hill Drive, Charlottesville,VA. 22901

1FE

HALL

Electronics

(804) 984-HAI.I.(4255) Fax:(804)984-FAXX ( 3299)

FAX: 773-539-3500
Cede (233) Oe Reeder Service Card
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AUDIO PRODUCTION continued...
Eventide H3000BLT harmonizer,
new
in
box,
$2000/0130. Marc, 914-3408513 after 5PM.
Tannoy 15" speaker pair,
newly recond, $ 1450; vintage
recond tube mic pre's & mixers, $ 300-$700; new ADC
patch bays _" 52 points, $ 169;
ADC TT bays, $ 129 up; new
ADC TT or _" TRS cords, $9;
Furman _" to _" patchbays,
$95 ea; like new tape,
_"x2500' 456, $ 15 ea; 1" 456,
226, 250, $25 ea; Digitec 3.6
sec delay, $ 150; new pwr
dist/filter rack mt, $ 75. W
Gunn, Box 2902, Palm
Springs CA 92262. 619-3200728.
Want to Buy
Neve, Api, Gates, Longevin,
Collins, Lexicon & other mic
preamps,
Eqs,
reverbs,
delays. T Coffman, Rolltop
Studio, POB 17203, San
Diego CA 92177. 619-5715031.
Compressors & EQs, tube
and solid state. W Gunn, Box
2902, Palm Springs CA
92262. 619-320-0728.
AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell
Arrakis GEM- 600 Gemini
system w/1.2 Gig + network
board & software, w/cart wall;
Arrakis TS- 8C Trak Star workstation w/270 Meg w/network

board & software, 1 yr old,
both currently on air & working, $ 11,500/130. L Zeve,
WHYL, Box WHYL, Carlisle
PA 17013. 717-249-1717.
6E1600 for parts, lots of
spare cards, $ 150 + shpg. P
Deen, WAJQ, 912-632-1000.
Schafer 800T stereo in rack,
working w/manual, $500/130.
J Egloff, WJIM, 5582 Rapid
Run Pk, Cincinnati OH 45238.
513-922-7049.
SMC 3050 brain, ( 2) cabinets,
limiter, clock, remote control,
(2) random select w/random
select racks, Carousels, gd
cond w/manuals, u- haul,
$500. C Jones, WMNY, 7620
Old # 6, Santee SC 29142.
803-854-6396.
SMC automation system,
computer & display, ( 4)
Carousels, 12 chnl audio
switcher, ( 4) liner/ID carts, ( 2)
racks, manuals/schematics,
working, $ 4K/B0;
SMC
automation system, computer
& display, ( 3) Carousels, 9
chnl audio switcher, ( 4) reel
tape players, ( 2) racks, manuals/schematics,
working,
$4K/B0. K Lewis, KJOK, 949
S Ave B, Yuma AZ 85364.
520-782-3544.
Sono Mag automation system, cart Carousel, DAS -12
auto switcher, DP- 2 control
panel computer + everything
else to make it work, gd for
whole system or use for parts,
BO.
J Hodges,
WITC,

Cazenovia
College,
Cazenovia NY 13035. 315655-8283 ext 178/136.
CART MACHINES
Want to Sell
ITC Delta stereo cart machines
(4), gd cond, $400 ea or all 4
+manual for $ 1400. A Taffera,
WZYY, 245 8tn St, Renovo PA
17764. 717-923-9106.
ITC SP (
2) mono/play, gd
cond, $ 125 ea + shpg. G
Gibbs, Radio Works, 1113
Nebraska St, Sioux City IA
51102. 712-258-5595.
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rack mount w/S/P dif, pitch,
original box, $450. K Thomas,
Rebel Recording, 5555 Radio
lane, Jacksonville FL 32205.
904-388-7711.
Pioneer CD players (
3), 100
disc, 2 mos old, like new,
$500 ea; Pioneer CD player,
100 disc, never used, $ 650;
Fisher CD player, 24 disc,
moderate use, like new, $200;
Fisher CD player, 24 disc,
never used, $ 300. K Lewis,
KJOK, 949 S Ave B, Yuma AZ
85364. 520-782-3544.
CONSOLES
Want to Sell

Great Prices on original
equipment tape heads for
ITC. BL. Fidelinac. ( Sari.
Tascam & iithers'

(804) 984-4255

Electronics
SMC 24 cart decks ( 4), $ 50
ea; BE 610B 10 cart deck,
$500; Harris PB deck, $ 100;
ITC Encore, $ 150 + shpg for
each. P Deen, WAJQ, 912632-1000.
ITC upgrade PB to record,
amps only- no deck, 3 tone,
stereo, $ 175. W Gunn, Box
2902, Palm Springs CA
92262. 619-320-0728.
CD PLAYERS
Want to Sell
Denon DN-C650F, like new,

BE 4M50 4chnl, 8 input mono
mixer w/monitor, cue & headphone amps, gd cond, $400
+shpg; Cetec Sparta 2001 5
chnl, 10 input w/5 aux input
sw w/monitor, cue & headphone amps, gd cond, $ 500
+shpg.
G Gibbs, Radio
Works, 1113 Nebraska St,
Sioux City IA 51102. 712-2585595.
Harris Medalist 8, Harris
Stereo 80, both working when
removed from service; Collins
1C- 10A. J Smith, WRPQ,
POB 456, Baraboo WI 53913.
608-356-3974.
Wheatstone AudioArts 8X,
pwr supply w/Phantom, excel,
$200. D Kocher, Digital Sound
Movers, 1919 Hanover Ave,
Allentown PA 18103. 610-7761455.
Allen & Heath 2416D 24 chnl

CONSULTANTS
idilium 11111 )iEVAI\IS

Consulting

ASSOCIATIS

Engineers

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

Communications

•Frequency Searches and Coordination
•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV
•EMC Test Lab- FCC and European ( IEC)

EXPERTS IN:
TV • AM • FM • ITFS • MICROWAVE • P.• FIBER
210 S. Main St., Thlensville, WI 53092 (414) 242-6000 FAX (414) 242-6045
Internet: http:/heww.evansaasoc.com
Member AFCCE

Í ' T. Z. Sawyer Technical Consultants
AM-FM-TV-LPTV
• Frequency Studies

•Experimental Authorizations

•Class Upgrades

•AM Directional Antennas

•STL Applications

•High Power Antenna Arrays

•Station Inspections

1r 1-800-255-2632
(301) 913-5799 • 6204 Highland Dr. • Chevy Chase, MD 20815
..../

•D«ign & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
•Arialysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM-FM TV LPN
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDS/ITFS/OFS)
'Environmental Radiation Analysis
"Field Work
-Expert Testimony
9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921-0115
Fax: ( 301) 590-9757
email: mullengreaol.com

R. MORGAN BURROW, P.E.
& ASSOCIATES, P.C.
ALLOCA110N STUDIES
td ' V ' V
New fac,Iltes •eky.atior

4,qrade
HELD WORK ASPECIALITY

•AM Directionai
• FM & TV fled intensity
antenna adjustment,
8other measurements
measurement 8proof - Facility inspections tor
•RADHAZ measurePurchase/insurance
nerfs- RADiation
Ourdoses
HAZard evaluation • CATV Leakage Testing
ELEICTROACOUSTICS
&AB

301.948.3844

Fax 301-330-5565

MU

E. HAROLD MUNN, JR .
& ASSOCIATES, INC.

Consulting Telecommunications
Engineers

1110 North Glebe Rd, #800
Arlington, VA 22201
(703) 741-3500
FAX: (703) 741-0312
Member AFCCE

BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS
Full Service From Allocation to
Operation ANI/FAJTViAlIX Services;
Field Work; Antenna and
Facilities Design

WAYNE S. REESE

Over 35 yews engineering
and consulting experience

Box 220, 100 Airport Rd.
Coldwater, MI 49036

517-278-7339

C . P.

CROSSNO

ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
P.O. BOX 180312
DALLAS, TX 75218

AM. FM & TV Broadcasting
ANTENNA DESIGN, ALLOCATIONS. FCC/FAA
CHARLES PAUL CROSSNO, FE,
(214) 321-9140

MEMBER AFCCE

Fax (612) 785-4631

PC - SOFTWARE

912-638-8028
202-393-5133
www.grahamhrtx:k.com

MUSEC HELPERS
Consultants

Major Market Sound
Without the Cost

I

AM FM TV Search Programs
Signal Mapping--511. Paths
RFHAZ- US revicus PopCount
FAA Tower-Draw Tower
Doug Vernier
Engineering Consultamx eft
1600 Picturesque Drive V
Cedar Falls IA 50613

800- 743- DOUG

Analysis
> FM Studies
> Population
Studies
FCC/FAA

Data Services, Inc.

• Programming

fax 703-558-0524

No joh too small
-417-886-2408 Fax: 41 ,-886-3299

Parts for Ramko DC385,
input/line cards & input selector switches, also input switch
flat plastic knobs for Gates
Gatesway II console. G
Heidenfeldt, WRGH, 2880 W
Lake Rd, Wilson NY 14172.
716-751-6187.

JBL 4330 15" studio monitors
& horn, $ 900/pr. D Kocher,
Digital Sound Movers, 1919
Hanover Ave, Allentown PA
18103. 610-776-1455.
FINANCIAL/LEASING
SERVICES

FINANCING
(8L
er6B
9
Y
97KIX
CI We finance all types of
Broadcasting Equipment
• Flexible Credit Criteria
E Flexible Payment Plans
For 90- Days Available
To apply or request
additional information
call Jeff Wetter,

Advertise!
Call your advertising
representative

Visit our Web Site
http://www.comm-data.com
Email:Info@comm-data.com

LIMITERS
Want to Sell
Altec 1591-a compressor/micpre. T Coffman, Rolltop
Studio, POB 17203, San
Diego CA 92177. 619-5715031.
RE America 533 slimline
RDS/RBDS encoder, like new
w/all software & manuals, BO;
Modulation Sciences CLD2500
composite
line
driver/rcvr matched set, great
cond,$860/pr.. D Payne,
WZPL, 9245 N Meridian St
#300, Indianapolis IN 46260.
317-816-4000.
AUDIO PROCESSING
www.amfmtv.com
800-678-4762

Behringer
Suppressor
DE2000, audio interactive deesser/feedback processor,
freq
band-pass
filter
adjustable from 1-16 kHz,
bandwidth from 1-0.1 octaves,
suppresses between 3 & 24
dB, 4 mos old, low hr usage
w/box & manual, 5 yr warranty, like new, free shpg, $ 200.
C Marion, JCR Productions,
3911
Glendale
St,
Philadelphia PA 19124. 215289-8295.
Optimod 8100A, clean works,
used, $3100. T Berns, WDKR,
2950 N Water St # 230,
Decatur IL 62526. 217-8769357.
Want to Buy
Orban 8100A input carts 3
and 4, cards only. D Payne,
WZPL, 9245 N Meridian St
#300, Indianapolis IN 46260.
317-816-4000.
Teletronics or Urel (LA
2,3,4,1176), Gates, RCA, dbx
(160-165), Altec, Collins. T
Coffman, Rolltop Studio, POB
17203, San Diego CA 92177.
619-571-5031.
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA3A's & LA-4's, Fairchild 660's
& 670's, any Pultec EQ's &
any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM
CST, 972-271-7625.
MICROPHONES
Want to Sell
EV 666. T Coffman, Rolltop
Studio, POB 17203, San
Diego CA 92177. 619-5715031.
Sony ECM 377 condensor
w/papers, mint cond, $450. D
Kocher, Digital Sound Movers,
1919 Hanover Ave, Allentown
PA 18103. 610-776-1455.

• No Down Payment, No Payments

Lel Communications

800-441-0034

• Promotions

Want to Buy

FLEX LEASE, Inc.

All Formats
• Studio Layout

Soundcraft
600
32x16
w/patchbay, mint, $ 4950;
Tascam 512 12x8 mixer,
$750; Tascam 520 20x8x16
mixer, $ 1750; Tascam 30 8x4,
$450; Allen & Heath Syncon
28x24,
great
sounding,
$5000. W Gunn, Box 2902,
Palm Springs CA 92262. 619320-9728.

Want to Sell

GRAHAM BROCK, I
NC..

Broadcast Engineering
Consultants
AM - FM -TV
PRESIDENT

I

Sparta RS- 30 4 chnl stereo
mixer deck, ( 2) Us, ( 2) preamps, ( 2) monitor speakers,
cue speaker, mike, u- haul,
$500. C Jones, WMNY, 7620
Old # 6, Santee SC 29142.
803-854-6396.

SOUND EQUIP

8899 Hastings St NE, Minneapolis, MN 55449 ( 612)785-4115 "
Member AF( CE*

Moffet, Larson & Johnson, Inc.

•FCC Applications & Exhibits

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers

1-800-797-1338

Sparta audio console, 8
chnl, stereo, refurb, half complete w/all parts & manual,
$1K;
Sparta
audio
console/TT/table remote set,
5 chnl, ( 2) BE U's w/MicroTrak arms, works & in gd
cond, $ 1K. K Lewis, KJOK,
949 S Ave B, Yuma AZ 85364.
520-782-3544.

DISCO-PRO

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
E-mail: Owleng190skypoinicom

Fostex 350 8 chnl mixer
w/meter panel, $ 150 +shpg. P
Deen, WAJQ, 912-632-1000.

Sparta remote desk, mono
mixer, 4 or 5 chnl, ( 2) U's &
pre- amps. H Hudson, WTVR,
206 Westham Pky, Richmond
VA 23229. 804-282-5557.

•FCC Applications and Field Engineering

FCC Applications, Design, Field Engineering &Tower DetunIng
Video/Data/voice • Statewide Networks • Wide-Ares Networks

console, 8subs w/16 trk monitoring w/original shipping box,
$2500; SoundTech ST164 16
chnl w/4 subs, used 10 times,
$1000. D Huether, Dynamic
Sound, 358 W Bell St,
Neenah WI 54956. 920-7227228.

703-998-7600
for details & deadlines

Advantage One 8 chnl biamp
mixer, $ 375 + shpg; ITC SP
cart deck, $75 +shpg. JBaiter,
New Musik Directions, 67
Green St, Augusta ME 04330.
207-623-1941.
RCA 77DX, BK1A, $395; vintage PA mics, Shure 51 Elvis,
$75, EV731, $ 95, EV 630 or
635, $ 75, RCA mini 77"
shaped, $ 295. W Gunn, Box
2902, Palm Springs CA
92262. 619-320-0728.
Want to Buy
RCA 77 & 44 or other ribbons,

BEE
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MICROPHONES continued...
dynamics & tube mics. T
Coffman, Rolltop Studio, POB
17203, San Diego CA 92177.
619-571-5031.
Neumann, Sennheiser, AKG,
many models. W Gunn, Box
2902, Palm Springs CA
92262. 619-320-0728.

Blank recdg disks for record
cutter, 28-8", 39-10", one 12"
w/cutting needles, $ 200. C
Collins, Grunert Sound, 1977
S 74th St, W Allis WI 53219.
414-327-4141.

MISCELLANEOUS

10"x 19"$19.95

HAU

CAUTION
110 111111104011111

Burwen DNF-1500 dynamic
NR units ( 2), $ 180/both;
Rapid Cue mono record
decks, ( 2), $ 250/both; KLH
transient noise eliminator,
$60. N Williams, KPPM, 1726
S Pebble Beach Ave, Tucson
AZ 85710.
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS

Want to Sell

MADE SIMPLE

100 urban music CD's, $200;
500 country music CD's,
$1500. J Smith, ESA Bdctg,
POB 1038, Elkin NC 28621.
910-835-2511.
McPhilbin Prolite studio
warning light fixtures ( 6), ceiling pendant type w/dbl lenses,
wall mt also, ( 2) on- air lens,
(2) w/recording lens & ( 2)
w/blank lens, $50 ea + shpg. G
Gibbs, Radio Works, 1113
Nebraska St, Sioux City IA
51102. 712-258-5595.

•

blank,

The "
How to" Book
$39.95 + $5.00 S&H
Layton Technical Services
134 Lakeview Drive
McMurray, PA 15317

Collins 20V2 1380 kHz, $45;
Collins 20V2 580 kHz, $45. P
Deen, WAJQ, 912-632-1000.
Kintronics 500-200 or less
power reduction, $ 350. C
Jones, WMNY, 7620 Old $ 6,
Santee SC 29142. 803-8546396.

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

FROM STOCK
JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(619) 43)-4420 Fax: ( 619) 438475 1)

...Some people get hooked on
broadcast
equipment
big
time...they think about it...dream
about it...talk about it all the
time.. for example...us...
RADIO! The beat goes on!

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops in broadcast equipment

1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen

kkannapoliseworldnetatt.net

Call 800-733-9473.

to your specifications.

Onan OT225 automatic transfer switch, 100 kW, 3 phase,
new in crate, $ 2500. S
Swanson, KBNL, Box 440029,
Laredo TX 78044. 956-7249211.

Brunswick ME 04011. 207725-3066.

SCA RECEIVERS-ALL TYPES
WO work to meet your receive.' needs

Rapid Cue mono record
decks ( 2), $250/both; Burwen
DNF-1500 dynamic NR units
(2), $ 180/both; KLH transient
rroise eliminator, $ 60. N
Williams, KPPM, 1726 S
Pebble Beach Ave, Tucson AZ
85710.

Professional ' Table Portable
Field Strength Meters
Reading Service Ethnic Data

ITC RP cart deck (
2); Revox
PR- 99 ( 2); Revox B-77 ( 2);
Otan iMX- 5050; ITC SP cart
deck; Lafayette multi- band
tuner; Sony TC-260 tape
deck. L Leffingwell, Univ of
MO, 8001 Natural Bridge, St
Louis MO 63121. 314-5165364.

DAYTON INDUSTRIAL CORP.
2237 Industrial Boulevard
Sarasota, FL 34234-3119
Tel: 941-351-4454 FAX: 351-6081
E-Mail: SCARadio@aol.com

HEAD RELAPPING/

Tandberg Series 64X _ trk,
stereo, tube elect r- r, $ 125. J
Borden, Handbasket Prod,
2909 So Logan, Milwaukee
WI 53207. 414-649-1600.
MX70 video playback system,
$900; Gd used _" x2500' 456
tape, $ 20, 1x2500' 996 &
250, $35; new MRL short test
tapes, $229 for 2", save $400.
Save on all other formats too.
W Gunn, Box 2902, Palm
Springs CA 92262. 619-3200728.
New & used Ampex 350 style
tape transports, motors &
parts, various prices. M
Crosby, 408-363-1646.
Otan i 5050BII ( 2), mint,
$1200, gd, $ 800, portable
case available. Redco Audio,
1-800-572-7280.
Tascam ATR60-2, in stand,
$1200; Tascam 58, 8 trk,
$1950; Tascam 38 8 trk,
$1650; Otan i5050-8 Mk Ill,
$1900; Ampex 1200 PURC
cards ( 5), $ 125 ea; Custom
locator for any deck, $ 495;
Sony 2 trks, $ 195 ea. W
Gunn, Box 2902, Palm
Springs CA 92262. 619-3209728.

REPLACEMENT
All tape and film formats

Want to Buy

30 years experience

Jazz record collections, 10 _P/12" LP be-bop, swing, dixie, highest prices paid. B
Rose, Program Recdgs, 228
East 10th, NYNY 10003. 212674-3060.

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

pre-wired!

and floor boxes built

Want to Buy

The following distributors serving the broadcast

loaded, even

panels, rack mounts,

your requirements.

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

engraved,

laminated - plates,

industry would be glad to help you with any of

Rotron Blowers for Elcom,
Harris, CCA, CSI, McMartin, rebuilt
& new. Goodrich Enterprises Inc.
11435 Manderson SI, Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

punched,

aluminum, or

Tapecaster Rec/Delay, $275;
(2) cart tape PB ( answer
machines), $ 30; enclosed
case mono power amp for
Ampex 600, $ 50; BA- 34 C
monitor amp, $ 25; open air,
free standing 80" equip rack,
$80; enclosed equip rack
w/rear door on rollers, $ 140;
Tabletop 12" equip rack,
nount equip either side, $40;
KLH transient noise elim.nator, $ 150; Optimus DCC compact cassette, new w/3
blanks, $ 200; Circuit Werkes
AC- 12 w/3 cards, new, $ 500;
- elos 6x6 keypad & control
unit, new, $ 750. N Williams,
KPPM, 1726 S Pebble Beach
Ave. Tucson AZ 85710.

RCA open wire transmission
line insulators/brackets (60), will
sell as whole or in any quantity.
G Heidenfeldt, WRGH, 2880 W
Lake Rd, Wilson NY 14172.
716-751-6187.

Any way you
need them:

steel, anodized
We;

fiedronics 841.4 9M-I255
RCA 77-DX's, 44-BX's, WE
KU-3A's On- Air lights, recording lights. Top price paid. Fast
response. Bill Bryant Mgmt,
2601 Hillsboro Rd, G12,
Nashville TN 37212. 615-2696131, FAX: 615-292-3434.

Fast and Accurate!

RF Warning Signs
9"x 12" $ 13.95

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on- air
lights, call after 3PM CST,
972-271-7625.
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MONITORS
Want to Sell
Belar FMM-1, FMS- 1, SCM-1,
RF amp, $ 1700. D Murray,
Murray
Comm,
1028
Woodstone Dr, Kingsport TN
37663. 423-239-4745.
Beier FMM1, FMS1 104.3
MHz, $ 600 + shpg; McMartin
TbM 2200, TbM 3500 104.3
MHz w/preamp & manual,
$600 + shpg. P Deen, WAJQ,
912-632-1000.
Used
Mod
Monitors,
McMartin & Belar. many to
choose from, tuned and calibrated on your frequency, fully
guaranteed. Goodrich Ent.
Inc., 402-493-1886.
RECEIVERS &
TRANSCEIVERS

Zephyrus SCPC 700 rcvr,
LNB, $ 500; SA 4595 Sedat
rcvr, $ 500. J Smith, ESA
Bdctg, FOB 1038, Elkin NC
28621. 910-835-2511.

350 N. Eric Drive
Palatine, IL 60067
800-227-4323

Otani 5050112, $ 1800 + shpg. J
Baltar, New Musik Directions,
67 Green St, Augusta ME
04330. 207-623-1941.

Harris Criterion 80 tape cartridge system in gd cond
w/manuals, both record & PB.
A Wilkerson, WLIL, POB 340,
Lenoir City TN 37771. 423986-7536.

Otani MX5050 BIII2 w, little
use, BO. JS Smith, Rocky
Mountain Bible College, POB
4, Louisville CO 80027. 303665-8787 or 303-604-9045.

MCI JH-110A, B, C parts,
heads, audio, motors. J
Borden, Handbasket Prod,
2909 So Logan, Milwaukee
WI, 53207. 414-649-1600.

Want to Buy
McKay Dymec AM5 or AM3
rcvr in gd working cond, AM5
w/rack mt preferred, but others
considered.
G
Heidenfeldt, WRGH, 2880 W
Lake Rd, Vinson NY 14172.
716-751-6187.
Drake ESA 9241 earth station
rcvr. Cure B System. JTaffee,
WCPE, POB 828, Wake
Forest NC 27588. 919-5565178.
RECORDERS
Want to Sell
Ampex 440 rack mount,
mono R/P, 7.5 & 15 ips, $225
+shpg; Revox A-77, stainless
deck plate w/oak cabinet,
near mint cond, very few hrs.
$425; ITC 850 stereo, rack
mount, 7.5 & 15 ips w/remote
control parel ( 2), gd cond,
$325 ea + shpg. G Gibbs,
Radio Works, 1113 Nebraska
St, Sioux City IA 51102. 712258-5595.
Teac 33405 _" 4 trk w/remote,
needs work, $ 125; Lafayette
15016 delayed feedback rcdr,
r- rtape delay, excel cond,
$150. J Borden, Handbasket
Prod, 2909 S Logan Ave,
Milwaukee WI 53207. 414482-8954.
STUDER RE VOX
PARTS/SERVICE
Cassette-CD-Open reel
Capstan resurfacing, ALL BRANDS,

JM TECHNICAL ARTS
30 Music Sq. W. # 156
Nashville, TN 37203 (615) 244-6892

Want to Sell
Yaesu/Vertex VX-500V VHF
5W handheld, new w/charger,
new battery, $400. P Russell,
Bowdoin College, Sills Hall,

le

ITC PD II cart players ( 2)
R/PB, $ 700/lot or $250 ea. N
Williams, KPPM, 1726 S
Pebble Beach Ave, Tucson AZ
85710. 520-617-0579.

MCI JH-110 _" 2 trk heads,
will pay fair price. J Borden,
Handbasket Prod, 2909 S
Logan Ave, Milwaukee WI
53207. 414-482-8954.

flLFT
=

Machine
Service

Fast, expert repairs on all DAT
recorder brands & models
including ADAT and DA -88
Warranty Service on Most I3 -ands
Over 3000 Machines Serxiiced!
New/Refurbished DATs Available
Compare Our Rates.

Pro Digital Inc.
DA TRecorder Service Specialists

(610) 353-24C0
Revox PR99 PB decks ( 2)
3.75/7.5 ips, one 7.5/15 ips,
FT stereo, $ 350/B0. D
Blackwell, WQHL,
1305
Helvenston St, Live Oak FL
32060. 904-362-1250.
Spotmaster rack mount
R/PB deck, vintage, $ 175;
Spotmaster rack mount PB
deck, vintage, $ 150. N
Williams, KPPM, 1726 S
Pebble Beach Ave, Tucson AZ
85710.

DO YOU NEED
PARTS FOR
SCULLY TAPE
RECORDERS
???
SEQUOIA
ELECTRONICS
1-14081363-1646
FAX 1-(408) 363-0357

Ampex ATR100 taperecorders for parts. Circuit
cards,
heads,
motors.
machine parts, or electronic
parts. Call 818-907-5161.
Ampex machines, recorder
electronics, mixers. W Gunn,
Box 2902, Palm Springs CA
92262. 619-320-0728.
REMOTE &
MICROWAVE
Want to Sell
Marti RPT-15 rcvr, CR -10
xmtr (450 455), Larson Omni,
Marti 6 element yagi, 100' _
Cablewave w/connectors,
new, $ 1800. B Barnett,
Centrex, 420 E Second Ave,
Rome GA 30161. 770-3829489 ext 40.
Marti STL-8 (
2), just removed
from service, $2800. J Smith,
WRPQ, POB 456, Baraboo
WI 53913. 608-356-3974.
Marti STL8F stereo, pair
xmtrs/rcvrs, $ 2600. T Berns,
WDKR, 2950 N Water St
#230, Decatur IL 62526. 217876-9357.
Moseley
PCL-505
STL
TX/RX ( pair), tuned to 949
Mhz
w/FCC
mod,
just
refurbed by J- Square, $ 1600.
K Lewis, KJOK, 949 S Ave B,
Yuma AZ 85364. 520-7823544.

BEE
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REMOTE & MICROWAVE continued...
Telos Zephyr 9200 stereo,
w/built-in terminal adapter,
$3600.
B Christenson,
Paragon Engr, 11142 Ralzy
Creek, Jacksonville FL 32225.
904-619-3899.

Contemporary, MOR, Rock &
Roll; Rock & Roll format, 50s60s on 18 10.5" reels; Adult
Contemporary format on 76
10.5" reels; music library digitally recorded on 172 CDs of
the greatest standards of the
past 50 yrs by original artists,
complete buy-out basis, for
radio use only. J Gelo, 941642-6899.

REPAIR SERVICES

Want to Buy

DENON

Harris Gates RDC-10AC
remote control in gd cond
w/manuals. A Wilkerson,

RENT IT HERE!
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PC N '

Regional
Service

e
l/
Ole

CD
Can

MD
Cart

Fast expert repair on Denon Products
Warranty and Non Warranty Service

Microtran table top tape
degausser, handles 1"-2"
tapes, $ 150/60; mechanical
tape
timers,
Lyrec &
Seike/Spotmaster, new & used.
M Crosby, 408-363-1646.

New! 1Year Warranty on CD Cart Machines!

SILVER LAKE AUDIO • 516-763-1776 • FAX: 516-763-1750

WE RENT
TELOS ZEPHYR
CCS " Prima" Codees
COMREX

Frank
Grundgein

e•ound,

Audio/Video
Consultants

Rent

TELOS

EUROPE
ZEPHYR
from

WIRED FOR SOUND
Europe's Remote Broadcast Specialists

•Technical Management
•Equipment & Engineers
•Production Resources

REMOTE EQUIPMENT
RENTALS
COMREX " HOTLINE" POTS CODEC
TELOS STEREO ISDN ZEPHYR

EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell
Digital DJ, switcher by
Mueller Engineering, $ 300;
Comtech 3.8 meter satellite
dish, $600; Prodelin 3.8 meter
satellite dish, $ 400. J Smith,
FSA Bdctg, POB 1038, Elkin
NC 28621. 910-835-2511.
Wegener 1806-24 w/manual,
$200. P Deen, WAJQ, 912E32-1000.

PC SOFTWARE for NORM & other popular
deal system. New available with MUSIC
SCIIEDULOL Excellent for earerteurated
stalkers, too. Try It far 60 days. No obligor

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
TOLL FREE: 800-252-8351

black gospel, u- haul, $200. C
Jones, WMNY, 7620 Old #6,
Santee SC 29142. 803-8546396.
Carts tapes ( 200), from : 30
sec to 7: min, $ 50/lot. N
Williams, KPPM, 1726 S
Pebble Beach Ave, Tucson AZ
85710. 520-617-0579.

TEST EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell
Fluke 8012 bench DVM, calibrated by Fluke, $ 75. P
Russell, Bowdoin College, Sills
Hall, Brunswick ME 04011.
207-725-3066.

But IDon't Need 500 Discs!
If you're asyndicator and require your radio
shows on Compact Discs and out there FAST call

DIel-ROM
1to 300 discs duplicated OVERNIGHT
We'll even print alabel right on the disc!

(800) 815-3444
NYC ( 212) 730-2111 • www.digirom.com
130 West 42nd Street •New York, NY 10036
Records, 1100 LP's Big Band,
MOR, Rock & Roll; 110 45's

IFR 1200S spectrum analyzer/service monitor w/options,

Want to Buy

RECORDERS

410-252-8351; FAX: 410-252-4261

Rebuilt Radio Stations in
Southern Louisana, FM & AM,
will lease or sell with financing. 804-272-7101 or 888948-0521 ( pager).

abROOR•111111111111411111t

WIRELESS MICS & PORTABLE DAT

CALL DWIGHT WELLER, CPBE, KB3LA
WELLER AUDIO-VISUAL ENGINEERING

Start your own commercial
radio station with only
$5000 or less!
Yes it's possible & legal. Part 15 of
FCC rules allows low power AM
radio stations to operate without a
license !! Cover an entire town &
bill $ 1500 amonth !! It has been
done !! Order the newsletter booklet that tells you all you need to
know to get started for just
$29.99. Send check or money
order payable to: WCTD AM
1670, 4 Canal St, Westerly RI
02891 or ail 401-348-9222 loimore info. FCC Inspected.

10K AM in North Central AZ.
520-774-0864.

(541) 14344189 eonail

OVERNIGHT FED- EX DELIVERY

STATIONS

Want to Sell
Affordable TRAFFIC & BILLING

MARTI & TFT VHF/UHF RPU SETS

RENT BY THE DAY, WEEK OR MONTH

757-498-8277

Want to Sell

1, 2 & 3- LINE EXTENDER SYSTEMS

24-HOUR TECHNICAL SUPPORT

Drive, Suite 101, Virginia Beach, VA 23454

DATABASES

lias. For demo, oil ARA Software:

PAC/MIXER/HEADSET/FlELD PACKAGES

Central

SOFTWARE/

COMREX NEXUS ISDN & SW-56 SETS

RPU WALKIE-TALKIES & IFB PACKAGES

544

SATELLITE

phone 011 44 181 442 8900
Burk AR16SA remote control
for sale. Never installed, new
in box with manuals, $ 2000.
Call 919-247-2211.

Audio Services

WLIL, POB 340, Lenoir City
TN 37771. 423-986-7536.

610-642-0978
in

Credit Terms Available

For details on
space availability
contact Simone
at
703-998-7600

SATELLITE EQUIPMENT

SATELLITE SYSTEMS

mint cond, $6800. Bob Lankton
Engineering, 4027 Cochise Ter,
Sarasota FL 34233. 941-3771488.
Potomac FIM-21, vgc, $4000.
G Salyer, CPEQ Inc, POB 147,
Brandon FL 33509. 813-6853740.
Eko 950B R- C bridge comparator, $50/B0/trade; Jackson
tube tester 648, $95/60/trade.
D Bisbee, 685 S Roys,
Columbus OH 43204. 614-2796163.
Gorman Redlich mod CEB,
$150 + shpg. P Deen, WAJQ,
912-632-1000.
Heathkit IM5258 audio test
equip & dist analyzer, excel
cond, $ 375; Tektronix 465
scope, dual trace solid state
scope, excel cond, $ 1400;
Ailtech FL4H, precision audio
generator, $375; HP 520A vector scope, gd working order,
$2100. W Moring, WCSC-TV,
2187 Wappoo Dr, Charleston
SC 29412. 803-795-9402.
HP 8640B signal gen, $ 1295
+shpg; Rockland single chnl
real time spectrum analyzer,
$950 + shpg; HP 8444A tracking gen, $ 900 + shpg; HP
H382A variable attenuator,
$450. J Baltar, new Musik
Directions, 67 Green St,
Augusta ME 04330. 207-6231941.
Want to Buy
Heathkit 10-10 small portable
tube type oscilloscope from late
1960s. W Gunn, Box 2902,

AM or FM licence in S
Florida or Tri-State, NY, NJ or
CT. S Petithom, WSPN, 955
Main St #617, Bridgeport CT
06604. 203-368-2253.

ACTION- G RANI

Looking for first acquisition,
small market combo or stand
alone FM, prefer Iowa,
Wisconsin,
Colorado,
Wyoming, New Mexico or
Arizona. R Pierson, 1366 C
19-1/2 St, Cameron WI
54822. 715-458-2177 eves
after 6PM CT.

Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides aFREE listing service for radio stations and
recording studios only. All other end users will be charged. Simply send your listings to us, following the
example below. Please indicate in which category you would like your listing to appear. Mail your listings
to the address below. Thank you.

EQUIPMENT LISTINGS

Please print and include all information:
Contact Name

Signature
Date
Please check only one entry for each category:

Title
Company/Station

TAPES/CARTS/

Iwould like to receive or continue receiving Radio
World FREE each month.
U Yes
r...I No

I. Type of Firm

Address

E
] D. Combination AM/FM station[ 1F.

REELS/CD'S

City/State

El A. Commercial AM station

Want to Sell

Zip Code

Recording Studio

i; K. Radio Station Services

LI B. Commercial FM station [ 1G. TV station/teleprod facility
•••

Satellite Equipment for Radio

Off the air?
Looking for quick
repair service?
Rely on us:
Satellite Systems is respected industry-wide for prompt, accurate
service to radio stations and networks.
Contact us for Ariel and Zephyrus 700 SCPC receivers. Upgrade
your Fairchild Dart 384 and Scientific Atlanta 7300/7325 to LNB
receivers - use existing equipment as trade-in.
Pre- and post- service technical support, along with a6- month
warranty.
Turn to the leader in repair, upgrades, new equipment, used
equipment and accessories. We can answer all of your questions.

SATELLITE SYSTEMS
615 East Brookside
Colorado Springs, CO 80906
Phone: ( 719) 634-6319
Fax: ( 719) 635-8151
Grde (232) On Reader Service Cord

-

Telephone
Denon 970FA, like new, digital out/analog out, $ 1100. K
Thomas, Rebel Recording,
5555
Radio
Lane,
Jacksonville FL 32205. 904388-7711.
Gold Mastercarts, music
lengths, excel cond, $. 50 ea in
lots of 100 + shpg. E Moody,
KESE, 216 N Main, Bentonville
AR 72712. 501-621-3880.

[. 1C. Educational FM station

I.]

E. Network/group owner

El H. ConsultanVind engineer
L
_ I.Mfg, distributor or dealer
E] J.Other

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other orgaII. Job Function
nizations who are not legitimate end users can
.A. Ownership
1
-.1 G. Sales
participate in the Broadcast Equipment
r: B. General management '11 E. News operations
Exchange on apaid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on a per word or 11 C. Engineering
[ 1F. Other ( specify)
iID. Programming/production
per inch basis.
VVTS 7.J
- WTB j Category:
Make:

Model:

Brief Description:

Albums, over 600 vintage,
Price:

SERVICES
Tower Sales & Erection
Turnkey Site Development
Installation & Maintenance
AM/FM Broadcast, TV
Microwave Systems,
Antennas 81 Towers

To

OMM

Communications Specialists

Ben Wall
President
Gen (:,• ntractor . 25891

6017 Triangle Dr
Raleigh, NC 27613
(
919)781-3496
Fax (919)781-6454

VVTS -11 WTB J Category:
Make:

Model:

Brief Description:

Price: _
*Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for
2issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.
Broadcast Equipment Exchange
PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 800-336-3045 • Fax: 703-998-2966

EE
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TEST EQUIPMENTcontinued...
Palm Springs CA 92262. 619-

1620 (10), used, test gd $50«

RF POWER

320-0728.

For great
advertisement
opportunities
contact Simone

Hickok 800 tube tester, com-

Davison, 1129 Willowbrook Dr,
Springfield IL 62707. 217-7930400.
EIMAC, RCA, AMPEREX, 3500, 3CX1500A7, 4-400,
4X150A, 4CX250B, 572B, 807,
833C. Westgate 800-213-4563.

`c‘

Svetlana
Se Hable Español

Want to Buy

(760) 744-0500 • (888)744-3500

TUBES

FOR THE BEST PRICE
& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes
call Goodrich Ent Inc at 402 493 -1886
day or night, FAX 402 493 6821.

a

RF PARTS

TURNTABLES

C Electronics Co.

Russco TT (
2) w/Micro-Trak
arms, works & in gd cond,

NEW TUBES
We have the alternatives

$500. K Lewis, KJOK, 949 S
Ave B, Yuma AZ 85364. 520782-3544.

6%9

for all your needs, at the
lowest prices, direct from

Approximately 1
2 the
/
Cost of New

Svetlana

Technics SP- 10 TT w/pwr supply, 2 tonearms w/o stylus,
$575/lot or $295 ea; Kenwood
2055 TT, deteriorated drive
belt, $40. N Williams, KPPM,
1726 S Pebble Beach Ave,
Tucson AZ 85710. 520-6170579.

OUR STOCK ,.

EIMAC, SVETLANA, PROTEK 8,
EEV and many others.

(352) 688-2374
PH: ( 800) 881- 2374
FAX: ( 352) 683- 9595

Call for Our Price List
800-532-6626
916-662-7553

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

FAX 916-666-7760

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

WE EXPORT

Technics SP- 15 TT platter,
BO.
J Hodges,
WITC,
Cazenovia College, Cazenovia
NY 13035. 315-655-8283 ext
178/136.

Circle (231) On Reader Service Card
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Svetlana

ELECTRON DEVICES

300B (
See SV300B)
3CX300A1
3CX400A7
3CX2500A3
3CX2500F3
3CX2500H3
3CX3000A7
3CX3000F7
3CX4500F3
3CX6000A7/YU148
3CX10,000A3
3CX10,000A7

1:2Lbut zality
3CX10,000H3
30X15 , 000A3
3CX15,000A7
3CX15,000H3
3CX20,000A7
3CW20,000A 1
3CW20,000A7
3CW20,000H3
3CW20,000H7
3CW30,000H3
4CX250B
4CX250BC
4CX25OBT
4CX25OR
4CX350A
4CX350AC
4CX400A
4CX800A

I

VV

4CPX800A
40X 1500A
40X 1600B
4CX3500A
4CX5000A
4CX500OR
4CX7500A
4CX 10,0000
40X12 , 000A
40X15 . 000A
40X15 , 000J
4CX20,000A
4CX20,000B
4CX20,000C
4CW10,000A
4C PW10,00OR
4X150A
50X 1500A

r- "Flu lb e s

5CX 1500B
5728
65500 (See SV6550C)
6AS7G
6BM8
6D22S
6L6GC (
See SV6L6GC)
6N1P
811A
812A
833A
8161R
8560AS

SV572-3
SV572- 10
SV572-30
SV572- 160
SV6550C
SV6L6GC
SV811-3A
SV811-10
TH5-4
TH5-6
TH6-3
TH6-3A
YO 130/9019
SK300A
SK 1300
SK 1320

EF86

EL34
EL509
SV83
SV300B

Watch this list GROW!
•Manufactured in Russia's largest power tube factory •
Generous warranty based on high quality • Honest prices based on
quality at low cost • Shipment from USA stock
www.svetiona.com
Headquarters: 205-882-1344

TRANSMITTERS

www.amfmtv.com
800-678-4762

14171.

435 SO PACIFIC SI.
SAN MARCOS, CA 92069

Want to Sell

Qualify
Rebuilt Tubes

Crown FM- 100, bradn new,
ideal for low pwr backup, freq
agile, 100 W xmtr. Syd Abel,
WRCY, 703-369-1080.

Dutch Hill Rd, West Valley NY

Circle ( 230) On Reader Service Card

ECONCO

Want to Sell

Burle/RCA 9017, new, surplus
or rebuilt, for ITS translator. J
Powley,
Scholastic
Informational network, 9279

Fax: (760) 744-1943
e-mail: dp@rfparts.corri

Want to Sell

TRANSMITTERS

plete in mint cond, $100. E

The Best of Two Worlds!

at
703-998-7600

61

Gates 250GY AM 250-500 W
w/spare tubes, pwr transformer & mod transformers
extra, spares, $ 2100/130. J
Cunningham, KEOR, At 1
Box 11 3B, Stonewall OK
74871. 405-265-4496.
Harris FM20H3 20 kW FM at
103.7 MHz, gd cond, currently
on

air,

large

inventory of

spare parts. P Wahl, WWIB,
2396
State
Hwy
53,
Chippewa Falls WI 54729.
715-723-1037.

RCA BTA5OF 50,000 kW AM
tuned to 810 kHz, gd for
parts, open for bids. L
Timmons, WHB/KMZU, 102 N
Mason St, Carrollton MO
64633. 816-542-0404.
RCA BTA5F 5 kW AM, excel
cond w/manuals, ready for
shpg. G Heidenfeldt, WRGH,
2880 W Lake Rd, Wilson NY
14172. 716-751-6187.
USI TA- 100 100 mW AM,
new, FCC approved, outdoor
xmtr range up to 2 miles,
$1500. J Arthur, WRFP, POB
2233, Pensacola FL 32513.
850-484-0186.

0E1 Quantum 2.4 kW solid
state w/built in 300 W exciter,
2 yrs old, BO; BE FM1C 1kW
solid state, 4 yrs old, BO. D
Magnum, WBOG, 1021 N
Superior Ave, Tomah WI
54660. 608-372-9600.

BESCO

Internacional
-/Vada

World Leader
in AM - FM
Transmitters

cues 3014 y.ea4"

116 AM & FM
Pre- Owned Units

in Stock

/ ALL
ALL
/ ALL
1 ALL

-

Powers
Manufacturers
Instruction Books
Complete

ALL - Spares
Call and take advantage of
our liberal trade-in plan.
Tune and test on your frequency, available on site.
Complete inventory on
request.
Phone: 1-214-630-3600
Fax: 1-214-226-9416
e-mail-besco@why.net.com

RCA BTF-20E 1975 20 kW
FM tuned to 103.9, no exciter,
some spare parts & tube,
working when removed from
service, you ship, $ 16,500. T
Fussell, Springer Bdctg, 1240
E Villa Maria, Bryan TX
77805. 409-776-1240.
RF oscillator for McMartin
AM xmtr # 554024, $ 100. P
Deen, WAX), 912-632-1000
TA- 100 FCC type approved
AM low pwr microbdctg xmtrs
(2), freq adjustable, 100 mW
pwr, approx 5 mi range, sell

together or separate, $ 1200
ea/BO. D Neatrour, Radio
Omega, 230 N 5th St #910,
Reading PA 19601. 610-3718866.
QEI 675 FM EXCITERS,
$1 55 0; 0E1 675T600 FM
AMPLIFIERS, $ 3550, units
are reconditioned and
tuned on your frequency.
Purchase includes manual
and 6 month warranty.
Contact Bob Brown at ( 609)
232-1625.
Used McMartin BF 5M 5 kWFM tuned and tested on your
freq, completely refurbished;
Also 3.5 kW & 25 kW.
Goodrich Ent. Inc., 402-4931886.
Used PTEK 500W FM amplifier, $2950, full manufacturers 2 year warrentee. Other
power amps and exciters
also available. 408-4483342.
Want to Buy
McMartin AM/FM xmtr, any
model, exciter or stereo modules. Goodrich Ent., 11435
Manderson,
Omaha NE
68164. 402-493-1886.

Where In
The World
Are You?
Reach radio professionals
worldwide by advertising in
Radio World's
international edition.
Call Sinume for more information.

703-998-7600

WHEN YOU'VE GOT
Svetlana
ELECTRON DEv

Fax 205-880-8077 • Marketing & Engineering: 650-233-0429

Fax 650-233-0439

Circle ( 229) On Reader Service Card

SOMETHING THIS GOOÈ5/,YOU CAN'T
HELP BUT BLOW YOUR OWN HORN!
There comes atime

TRANSCOM CORP.
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment
For the best deals on Celwave products,
Andrew cable and Shively antennas.

too W

FM 1985 Harris FM100K

2.5 KW FM 1988 Continental 814-R
10 KW FM 1986 ITA 10,000B
20 KW

FM 1977 RCA BTF 20E1

5 KW AM 1979 Harris MW-5A
5 KW AM 1980 Harris MW-5A
5 KW AM 1982 Continental 315F
5 KW AM 1982 Continental 315R-1

20 KW FM 1973 Collins 831G

50 KW AM 1978 Continental 317C-1

20 KW FM 1972 CCA FM20,000DS

50 KW AM 1981 Continental 317C-1

20 KW FM 1978 Harris FM2OK

50 KW AM 1981 Harris MW-50B

25 KW FM 1982 Harris FM25K

50 KW AM 1982 Harris MW- 50B

1077 Rydal Road # 101, Rydal PA 19046
800-441-8454 • 215-884-0888 • FAX No. 215-884-0738

15-30,
Single tube, Hi ghPower
Grounded Grid Transmitters
up to 32 KW.

The

• Solid State driver
up to 2KW serves
as emergency
transmitter
• Straight Forward
field proven control
system
• VSWR Protection
& More

• BEST OF ALL THEY ARE ECONOMICALLY PRICED!

VISIT OUR INTERNET SITE: WWW.TRCORP.COM
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO TRANSCOM@TRCORP.COM

Circle ( 228) On Reader Service Card
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HELP WANTED

Live in one of the most
beautiful parts of the world
and work for one of the
best small market broadcast groups in the country.
Join a team where you are
appreciated and have the
resources needed to have
an operation you can be
extremely proud of. The
New River Media Group
operates five radio stations
in Southwest Virginia, near
Blacksburg, Radford and
Wytheville. Three of the
stations are in one building
with all new digital equipment and Wheatstone
boards. The transmitters
are all Continental. You
must be an expert on
transmitters, the latest
studio technology, and be in
relentless pursuit of perfection. Resume to New River
Media Group, D. Roederer,
7080
Lee
Highway,
Radford, VA, 24141 or Fax
540-633-2998. EOE

ACCOUNT
EXECUTIVE
RADIO SALES: Growing New
Jersey radio group is presently interviewing for the position
of
Account
Executive.
Qualified applicants must
have a college degree, plus a
minimum of two years of success in radio sales. Choice
candidates are aggressive
closers who maintain rate and
inventory integrity... Yet are
service oriented relationship
builders. Promotional creativity desirable...knowledge of
Arbitron a must. Our company
is the leader in compensation
and benefits; and an Equal
Opportunity Employer. If your
are ready for this exciting
challenge send your resume
to: General Manager, WRDR
Radio, POB 295, Egg Harbor
NJ 08215. Fax 609-965-3026.
No Phone Calls Please.
Broadcast
Equipment
Sales: Antenna manufacturer
seeks Sales Manager to direct
sales and marketing program.
If you have been #2 too long,
here's your chance. Please
forward adetailed resume and
salary history to: Radio World,
POB 1214, Falls Church VA
22041 Attn: Box # 10-1-971RW. All replies will be held
strictly confidential. EOE.

Columbus, OH is accepting
resumes for the position of
Chief Engineer. Experience preferred in component level electronics and DOS/Windows
based computer systems.
Studio maintenance and
remote broadcast experience
preferred. Novell network
experience and SBE certification a plus. Fax to: Joe
Ternovan, 614-249-3979 or
send your resume to WNCI-FM,
2nd floor, One Nationwide
Plaza, Columbus, 01-I 43215.
EOE.

CHIEF ENGINEER: Act fast,
this could be your last
chance! Wants to hire in
October. 5 Stations, FM &
AM, experience in all areas,
studio ( including computers
and hard drives), transmitter,
STL and digital. Send resume
to: General Manager, East
Carolina Radio, Inc., POB
1418, Nags Head NC 27959.

Advertise in Rodio World!
Call 703-998-7600 TODAY!

OREAN CUSTOMER SERVICE ENGINEER
Orban is looking for a broadcast engineer to provide technical support to our customers on our line of broadcasting equipment This
support includes providing Information on specifications, applications, Installation and setup, troubleshooting and repair, and theory
of operation. Must have an AA in electronlcs or equivalent experience, and at least 4 years of broadcast engineering experience.
Experience with IBM-compatible PC hardware Is also essential. Tou
must have excellent verbal and wrItten communication skills, and
thorough knowledge of electronic troubleshooting and repair techniques.
Send resume to:
Orban, Human Resources,
1525 Alvarado Street, San Leandro, CA 94577.

Radio Chief Engineer
Paxson Broadcasting - 5yrs exp.
req. Knowledge of directional
arrays, transmitters, studio equipment, computer systems, audio
processing, telephone systems.
Fax resume: Roy Pressman 305999-6100.
POSITIONS WANTED
Energetic guy w/a hunger for
the business, sales exper, in
Houston area, will travel anywhere. Jake, 281-461-9975.
Engineer seeks change.
Experienced, primarily xmtrs,
audio quality, preventive
maintenance, SBE prof bdct
engr, General Class license,
amateur- extra ham license,
comes w/test equip. Write to:
Radio World, POB 1214, Falls
Church VA 22041. Attn Box #:
9-17-2RW.
Experienced main/tech,
xmtr, antenna, studios, analog
& digital, SBE certified, seeking FT w/stable, agressive
firm. Write to: Engineer, 7894
Palm Grove Ct, Indianapolis
IN 46219.
Not a kid, not a dinosaur,
seek SE small mkt mgmt opp.
Write POB 14706, Greenville
SC 29610.
Professional for hire. Solid
morning AT, gd phones & fun,
10+ yrs exper, will consider
any shift, anywhere, willing to
relocate. Kevin, 517-7390328.
Tired of nose talkers for
your news/talker or adult formats? News anchor/producer,
production, AT, good pipes.
Alex 513-777-8423.
Bdctg school graduate
seeks position in Jacksonville
FL area to showcase personable on- air & creative copywriting talents, pure focused
ambition. Jenifer, 904-8803246.
Daily local weather for your
coverage area, accurate,
dependable, avail by tape,
fax, zipped Fed Ex, low rates.

SUBSCRIPTION/READER SERVICE FORM

Radie (L'Ad
FREE Subscription/Renewal Card
Iwould like to receive or continue receiving Radio World
FREE each month. III Yes [7 No
Signature

Date _

Please print and include all information:
Name

Title

Company/Station
Address
City

State

ZIP

Business Telephone ( )
Please check only

one entry for each category:

I. Type of Firm (
check one)
D. Combination AM/FM station CI
1A. Commercial AM station
D
'I B. Commercial FM station
D
C. Educational FM station
El
E. Network/group owner
D
D
Il. Job Function (
check one)
1A. Owner/President
O
B. General management
O
' C. Engineering
D
D. Programming/production
El

F. Recording Studio
K. Radio Station Services
G. TV stationiteleprod facility
H.Consultant/ind engineer
I. Mfg, distributor or dealer
J. Other
G.Sales
H. Programming/news
J. Promotion
F. Other

Reader Service
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ou. 1, 1997 iSSue Use until JAN. 1, 1997
Please first fill out contact information at left.
Then check each advertisement for corresponding number and circle below.
Purchasing Authority
1. Recommend
2. Specify
3. Approve
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Chris, 606-293-2341 or email: wx1534@aol.com
Recent bdctg school grad
w/medium market exper seeking FT position, creative prod
& solid air skills, will relocate.
Ryan, 405-340-0405.

DID YOD PMU»
We now accept
VISA, Mastercard
and American
Express

ABOUT OUR EMPLOYMENT SECTION
HELP WANTED: Any company or station can run "Help Wanted"
ads for $ 2/word or buy a display box for $ 69/column inch.
Payment must accompany insert, use your MasterCard or VISA;
there will be no invoicing. Blind box numbers will be provided at
an extra charge of $ 15. Responses will be forwarded to listee,
unopened, upon receipt. Call 703-998-7600 for details.
PosmoNs WANTED: Anyone can run a "Position Wanted" ad,
FREE of charge ( 25 words max), and it will appear in the following 2issues of Radio World. Contact information will be provided,
but if ablind box number is required, there is a $ 15 fee which
must be paid with the listing (there will be no invoicing).
Responses will be forwarded to the listee, unopened.
Mail to: Broadcast Equipment Exchange
P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 Attn: Simone Mullins
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The 801 Series in Every Way
When you need the Best Audio, Auditronics has it. The 801 Series has just what
you need. Extremely Versatile and Flexible and yet Simple to operate. Absolute Top
of the Line quality in every detail with Buses, Logic and Features galore.
•

12, 18, 24 Input Position mainframes

•

Stereo Program and Audition with separate Voice and Music buses

•

Stereo Utility bus and pot mix stereo Auxiliary bus

•

2 Mono Mix/Minus buses

•

Options include:
•Mono/Stereo Equalizers
•Compressor/Limiter
•10 position Line Selectors
•Multiple dual Studio Output modules with Talkback
•Multi- channel Intercom system with Remote Stations

The 801 has the most extensive logic control system in its price range and console
specification exceed those required for Digital Audio Broadcasting. Get ypur Best
Audio from Auditronics, with 30 years of Customer Commitment and Service.
a

QUINTESSENTIAL 801, LOOK IT UP!

aUDITRONKS

3750 Old Getwell Road, Memphis, TN 38118 USA
(901) 362-1350 FAX: ( 901) 365-8629
GSA Contract # GS- 03F- 4032B
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